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1. 

bUROPEAN ;srrjJDY CO!Vii!IISSION 

Minutes of the First Meeting, held at 
the Centre d'Etudes de Politique Etrang~re, 

54, rue de Varenne, Paris ?e, on 
29th and 30th November, 1963 

Present: General d'Armee Beaufre (in the Chair) 

Signor A. Albonetti 
hlr, L. Beaten 
Admiral Bos 
l\lr. A. Buchan 
Herr w. Corriides 
lVI. de Rose 
Professor M. Howard 

. Absent:. Dr. N. 0rvik 

FINANCE 

General del Marmol 
Herr U. Nerlich 
r· . K. ,Ri tter 
Mr. E. Seidenfaden 
Dr. T. Sommer 
Signor A. Spinelli 
!VI. J. Vernant 

Mr. Buch8.n recalled the decision reached at the 
preliminary meeting in Cambridge that ( e:wept in the case 
of the Italian members) the various national Institutes 
should be responsible for the travel arrangements and 
costs of their members, but that the Institute for Strategic 
Studies would set up a central fund to cover·administrative 
expenses and the costs of accommodation and meals involved 
in attendance at meetings. The contribution required from 
each member of the Commission to this central fund had been 
assessed at £180, based on the estimated cost of two nights' 
accommodation and meals for a total of six meetings, It 
was understood that a careful account would be kept of the 
costing and any monies unspent would be refunded to members 
on a ~capit~ basis at the end of one year. 

It wag agreed to accept this figure for the initial 
per _co.pi ta contribution to the costs of the Commission. 

2. M:Q;MB:SRSHIP OF TIU COMMISSION 

(a) SignJr Spinelli proposed that M. Etienne Hirsch be 
invited to join the Commission. 

It was agreed that it might be more appropriate to 
consider inviting M. Hirsch to attend a particular meet;ing 
of the Commission if and when it was thought that his views 
would be of special interest to the subject under discussion, 

(b) lllr. Seidenfaden raised the question of Swedish part
icipation in the work of the Commission. 

It was felt that associateship would be more appropriate 
than membership. It was agreed to give further consideration 
to this possibility at the next meeting, and in the meantime 
Mr. Seidenfaden undertook to sound his Scandinavian colleagues 
on the nmtter and also to try to ascertaj_n what the Swedish 
reaction would be to an invitation to be associated in E!Ome 
way with the work of the Commission. 
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3. RECORDS OF lvl:GETINGS 

It was agreed that a fairly extensive summary report 
of proceedings be prepared after each meeting, for circulation 
to members of the Commission as a private document. 

It was further agreed that the author of the working 
paper, which would be prepared as a basis for discussion on 
the special subject on the agenda for each meeting, should 
redraft his paper in the light of the discussion, in a 
suitable form for circulation under his name outside the 
Commission. 

4, SECOND J\lili::STING OF Tlill COtiiMISSION 

It was agreed to hold the second meeting of the 
Commission in London, at the Institute for 0tragegic Studies, 
on Friday and Saturday, 31st January and lst February, 1964, 

It was agreed that the Centre d'Etudes de Politique 
Etrang?lre should prepare the work~ng paper for the specia], 
subject, which would be "The desirability of a European · 
system of strategic deterrence, European interdependence 
in weapons and forces.". 

CONT:6NTS OF SU11/l!VIA.RY R:GPORT 

Friday morning: 

Friday afternoon: 

Saturday morning: 

Saturday afternoon: 

General discussion on the International 
Situation - pages 1-5 

Discussion on the European Assessment of 
Developments in the Communist Bloc;-· 
pages 6-12 

Implications of the lVioscow ;rest Ban 
Agreement - pages 13-18 

Implications of the Moscow Test Ban· 
Agreement (continued) - pages 19-24 
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I N S T I T U T E F 0 R S T R A T ~ G I C 

EUROPBAN STUDY COMMISSION 

Summary of Discussion 
at the First Meeting, 

held in·Paris on 
29th-30th November, 1963 

FRIDAY MORNING, 29th NOVL'MBER 

DISCUS3ION ON THZ Il\TT:..<;RNATIONAL SITUA'riON 

1. 'rhe United States 

s·rUDIES 

M. Vernant, opening the discussion, put as the main question 
whether the_ United ~tates was entering a period of internal 
political instability which would have its effect on her foreign 
policy. He felt this instability did exist, and would have had to 
be reckoned with irrespective of President Kennedy's assassipation. 
The civil rights issue was a major factor, and so was the ne~d for 
a revolution in rcmerican political institutions. i-d thout a radical 
modification of these institutions he did not see how any important 
problem could be solved. 'the United i:ltates was also facing a 
difficult period in her international relations, particularly with 
Latin America and Vietnam. . · 

Mr. Buch~n doubted whether Ken.'"ledy's death would make a great 
difference to the United States' external policy. It might in 
fact facilitate certain modifications, particularly a move.· towards 
some accommodation with France which Kennedy had seemed to have in 
mind. But who-ever becomes the next President, he will not have 
the scope for action that Kennedy would have enjoyed during his 
second term. We must be prepared for a lack of imagination in 
American leadership over a periol; Kennedy's authority, drive and 
style would be sadly missed. He was convinced that the 1ili1erican 
system was inherently stable. The assassination had damaged the 
extreme right and he expected the Republicans to nominate Nixon 
or Rockefeller rather than Goldwater. 

Herr Cornides agreed with Mr •. Buchan's observations. It was 
tragic that many of Kennedy 1 s aims would be easier to achieve after' 
his death. He had spelled out his policy on a great range of major 
issues, but he had pushed his ideas so far and so fast, While 
failing to establish clear priorities, that a kind of craJ!Ip had 
set in in Congress, the Administration and the universities. 
President Johnson might have more success, especially in the new 
climate of opinion; the tragedy itself may have a cathartic 
effect. His main concern was whether a dialecti.cal policy can be 
carried on by Johnson with1n the framework of the existing 
American institutions. He agreed with !Vi. Vernant that reform 
was essential; we must try to change the Washington system and 
not compromise with it. But if institutional reforms were not 
forthcoming, it would be even more essential for Johnson to lay 
dovm priorities. It would probably be best for America if he 
were to decide to concentrate on urgent domestic issues and slow 
down on l!;ast-·,J'est negotiations and problems affecting the alliance. 
But the important thing for ~urope was to discover whether the 
Americans are capable of deciding on priorities; if Johnson tri d. 
to do everything at once he wouJd succeed with nothing. 
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Dr. Sommer was not too hopeful about the internal prospects; 
much depended on the long-term emotional reaction of the American 
people to the assassination and this would not make itself relt 
until the motive had been established, We could not depend on 
the effect of the shock being cathartic. He agreed with M. ·vernan· 
about a period of political-instability; this would be with us fo: 
a good many Presidents yet, although one could not say whether it 
would be a disabling insto.bility preventing the United States from 
acting on the world scene. :.;uropeans who had been speaking out 
for .Guropean separatism would have to be very careful now; there 
was a risk that they might be taken seriously. 

He could not accept Herr· Cornides ,. argument -in favour of 
priorities. American policy was like a four-lane highway and 
issues must be·dealt w:~.th as they c·rop up;· Johnson could not talce 
a sovereign decision to establish priorities.. The important 
question was whether Johnson is prepared to strive·· for· leadership 
as hard as Kennedy did; if he is not, then there would be strains 
within the alliance. On balance, however, he thought the AmericanE 

.had come out of the crisis rather well; we should not portray them 
·as weaker than they are ·or ourselves as stronger than we are; 

. . . • l 

Herr Cornides maintained his position on the need for 
priorities; even on a·four-lane highway one can install traffic 
lights •. · · ' ' 

Professor Howard thought there was a danger that no mot:j.ve 
would be,established for the·assassination, so that it would:remain 
a continuing source of bitterness dividing public opinion, · 

m. ·vernar.t .concurred on this point. 
. ' Signor·Spinelli said that Kennei).y had induced a_kind of 

instability in the United States, although of a ferti~e nature, 
through the pressure of all;his new ideas, The main character
istics of his policy were: (1) In his Administration he had given 
an important· role in policy-making to the intellectuals. ' 
(2) He.had shown great energy in tackling the civil rights problem 
and other domestic issues. (3) He was seeking co-existencie with 
the USSR. 

He doubted whether Johnson would follov{ Kennedy 1 s ·example 
on (1). On (2), despite Johnson 1 s declared intentions, he feared 
a more cautious attitude and a e;eneral- slowing-down on do1J!estic 
issues. Goldwater 1 s diminished chances indicated that the United 
States is going to sleep.; tlie expected confrontation between 
concervati ve and progressive eleme.nts was no;y unlikely, On ( 3) 
the key question was ·whether Johnson w~uld try to carry ori 
Kenned,Y 1 s pon cy. · 

Herr Cornides agreed that fertile instability was a Kennedy 
creation. Whether this would lead to immo.bilism or to, disabling 
instability would depend, in the foreign policy field,· on the 
£uropean attitude, · · 

Admiral'Bos was moderately optimistic about ;_;respects under 
the Johnson administration on internal questions; Johnson 1s 
longer political experience and greater ability to win public 
support should enable him to avoid the frustrations that had 
latterly beset Keruiedy. The demands of the election campaign 
would inhibit much activity'on the international sc.ene. 

:.. ... 

• 
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. Genfral del Marmol expressed optimism about American policy 
1_n the sno~t. term becauc~ .Totu.son would profit from the forcE~ of 
Kennedy ~ e 1deas • But what. v;ott:..~ .. "a.ppen after the next elections? 
He consul~red ~h~t uncerta1nty. ctDou" ~"~ nominations even, and the 
f~rment 01 pol7 tlcal fo~ces wh1ch muse be "'··~ ·r:ted in connection 
w1th the elect1on campa1gn were a source of lnst."''",ibr 

• # ••• 

Dr. Ritter believed that Johnson would find a way of st~~ 
ilising the internal situation, but he was not optimistic about 
his ability to continue Kennedy' s .Cast-'Jest policy. This had been 
based not upon any expectation of practical achievements but upon 
the hope that a gradual change might come about in the Soviet 
system as a result of the strains which a policy of co-existence 
would impose on the communist parties. Because Johnson was more 
interested in striking bargains and less interested in what went 
on inside the Joviet bloc, and the Russians were unlikely to make 
any real concessions, Johnson was lilcely to lose interest in a 
policy of detente. For the present the Russians were moving yery 
cautiously, but recent incidents indicc,,ted that they y.rere again 
focus sin:; t r,eir attention on central J;;uropean problems. Jinci'l it 
would 'ue more difficult for.JoJ:mson to rnake progress with app:roacheE 
to theU0SR he might pay more attention to questions affectingothe 
alliance, such as the MLP. 

General Deaufre expressed his concern about the vi~lence 
lying just below '"tile surface in Americccn life. 

I\ir. Beaton said his instinct was that any serious violence 
or instability in the .~erican system was unlikely; he expected a 
surge of conservative sc:mi ty which would manifest itself soon in a 
collective attachment to a new father figure. He felt the main 
dangers to be that 'Unerica may fail to get her econo:ny moving, and 
that the Russians may misunderstand Johnson as they !lad mis1,1.nderstoc 
Kennedy in the oarly part of his administration. 

Professor Howard considered that a real difficulty f?r 
Johnson arose from the reaction to Kennedy's death in many•.uuropean 
quarters. The claims for leadership which were being voiced, even 
if temporary, would exert a centrifugal pull on the alliance. 

l!!._Vernant agreed Hi th J?rofessor Howard tln t the assa~si!'.ation 
had reinforced some people's convictions. 

Gener.:_al :Seaufre observed that Kennedy 's pres·G~ge was sufficient 
to maintain his position, whereas Johnson had still to show his 
capacity for leadership. 

Admiral Bos pointed out t}Ja t the change of President did not 
cliange the .Jast-West military relationship. 97/• of the military 
potential of the ·,'lest was in the hands of the American President, 
whoever he may be, and this fact could not be ignored. 

Mr. Seidenfaden felt there were two main considerations for 
Europe: (1) Would the relative importance of J;;urope within the 
Atlantic alliance change? ''hether there were a more united ~uropean 
attitude would depend very much on de Gaulle. (2) -,fhat would be the 
psychological effect of Kennedy's death on ~uropean opinion? The 
Kennedy mystique had had an impact on some fringes of opinion that 
were not necessarily pro-NATO. 
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2. Germany 

Dr. Sommer said t1wt he did not expect the change of 
Chancellor to lead to any significant change in policy. 'fhere 
would be a greilter dedic.'tion to the Atlantic cause. JJ;rhard 
was as committed to friendship with Franc" as .Adenauer had b~en, 
but he was not as committed to the specific policies pursued by 
de Gaulle. There was an increasing inclination to be more 
critical of France, particularly in the military field. 
Schroeder 1··as a Kennedy man and he felt freer now than under 
Adenauer. It would de:pend on eve~1ts in Araerica whether a greater 
reluctance emerged. to tying Germany so closely to the United 
tltates; he felt however the.t there was no real political or 
military alternative to the Americans. Although there was an 
understandable reluctance to express a choice between France and 
the United States, a choice had already been made.· 

In reply to a <J.Uestion from Mr. Buchan, he agreed that a 
bipartisan foreign policy had emerged covering a large part of tile 
politicQl spectrum. The main opposition to the Government now 
came from the Bavarian wing of the C.D.U. The 3.J:'.D. was also 
divided, although mainly on policy towards the ..;ast. On i;uropean 
policy, ::.,'I' hard would work hard for an extrovert .:Jurope, if only 
for economic reasons. He would make a sincere effort to settle 
economic problems with :B'r::2nce, but here much depended on whether 
the French would accept the Hansholt plan. Many people in Germany 
saw this plan as their one chance to impose a solution of the 
difficult agricultural problem on the Germans themselves. 

Herr Cornides broadly agreed with Dr. Sommer. One difference 
under Erhard was that economic problems would now be discussed 
with France. Because Ji;rhard wanted to make a success of the 
:B'ranco-German relationship and understood economic affairs, 'he 
stood a chance of finding some solutions. A main aim of Gevman 
policy was to keep in balance her relations with the United,· 
States and with France. If solutions could be found within the 
framework of the Community, this would balance the priority 
accorded to the United States in the military field. 

3. Italv 

Signor Spinelli said that the decision. of the Socialist Party 
to join a coall-tion vrith the Christian Democrats had great import
ance for Italian politice.l life and if this coalition demonstrated 
its capacity to c;overn, and j;o;rticularly to achieve some domestic 
reforms, it would open up ne'il per·"~"~ti ves. In any event it would 
have a profound effect on the Ital~an '''""'munis t Party, whioh was 
divided in its attitude towards thls experl,~,,.t and had been on 
the edge of a crisis for some time. 

There was inflation in Italy at the moment, and tht:. 
coalition parties had agreed on short-term measures to cent~., 
this before tackling economic reforms; there would be a_two
stage programme. However, this inflation was not so se::lous as 
had been represented; partly it reflected a confrontat1on b~tw~en 
capitalist and labour forces and big business had been c~mpalgn1ng 
vigorously. Production was good and the economy_w~s ba~lca~ly 
sound. •rhe real problem was whether Italian poll tlcal lnstJ
tutiorm r,ould. survive in their present form. '.there had been a 
shifting or £nrces now that the Christian Democrat Party could no 
longer be identi:r;.,d with the state; it remained to be seen lf 
theJitalian ruling cl~c~ could adjust to this situation. 
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He believed the new Government would pursue a more active 
policy towards the Community. ...,xternal policy mie;ht be more· 
difficult: the ::locialist Party were the major problem here and 
lengthy negotiations had been necessary to produce a formula to 
allow discussions on the MLF to continue. But on balance he was 
optimistic about the new Government's chances. 

4. Britain 

Professor Howard said that Sir Alec faced the same task as 
Lyndon Johnson - to win an election in less than a year, 
~lectoral considerations would therefore influence every step the 
Governnent took. There were signs of a crash programme of 
domestic reform, but complete immobility must be expected in inter
national affairs until we had a new Governmtmt. Sir Alec would try 
to project himself as a man of peace bridging the gap between East 
and ···est, although from a position of strength; maintenance of the 
independent nuclear deterrent would be a main Conservative election 
plank. The Labour Party would try to outbid the Conservatives on 
domestic reforms but had become very cautious on the subject of the 
deterrent and would try to i'Lvoid this becoming an election issue, 
Neither side was prepared to advocate national service or increased 
defence expenditure or to introduce any change in the status of the .. 
independent deterrent. 

Mr. Beaton wished to add that the economy was stronger now, 
and this l1ad generated confidence; there was a belief that the 
country was at last getting the better of its deep-seated economic 
problems. There was no need for apprehension about Sir Alec•s 
attitude to'Jards l:ioscow; he was a strong member of the Wash~ngton 
camp and his heart was in the special British relc.o.tionship with the 
United ::ltates, The d<.:nger was that he would fail to pay enough 
attention to relations with Europe. 

The Labour Party did not like the Iv!LF and was more concerned 
with how to multilateralise the nuclear power which already existed 
Sir Alec•s view of the l\lLF was that Britain should know what the 
rest were up to; he was a man to try and influence policies he did 
not like, not to ignore them, On present form Labour was expected 
to win the election; but the Conservatives' prospects were brighte] 
under :Jir Alec, who might well prove a formidable vote-winner. 

l\1r. Buc~ agreed with r~r. Bea·~on's point about .Lurope, 
although no British Government was likely to consider re-opening 
negotiations with the 8ix for another two years or s'o, Many people 
felt it was time the Government made a gesture to strengthen 
relo.tions with Germany. Personal animosity between Macmillan and 
Adenauer had militated against such a step, but with new leaders in 
both countries a different relationship could be considered. 

5. France 

M. Vernant, replying to a question from Dr. Sommer about the 
effect on French diplomacy of the coming into existence of the 
f2rce de frappe, said he did not consider that the situation had 
changed. The actual arrival of the force -~.frappe was not an 
event but a development in a situation which had existed for some 
time. 

General Beaufre said that de Gaulle had ,Qade it clear that 
France did-rwticorweive her defence other thm1 through the Atlantic 
alliance and the alliance was the basis of her policy, There was 
no inconsistency in France having her own ideas and her own 
policies, which she would maintain, 
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FRIDAY AFTERNOON, 29th NOVEMBER 

DISCUSSIOi:T ON THE EUROPEAN ASSESSMENT OF DEVELOPMENTS IN THE 
COHMUNIST BLOC 

General Beaufre began by expressing the view that there were 
really three aspects to a study of developments in the Communist 
bloc: (1) The events themselves so far as we can understand them: 
(2) The effect of these events on the United States: (3) The 
consequences for Europe of these events and the American reaction 
to them. He felt that the paper prepared by the Deutsche Gesell
schaft fUr Auswgrtige Politik, although excellent in itself, was 
only concerned with the first part of this study. However, it 
might be advisable to concentrate on the first of these aspects 
today, basing discussion on the German paper, and to consider 
Soviet-American relations and the wider consequences for Europe 
the following day. 

Signor Spinelli opened the discussion by putting forward 
some important considerations Vl'hich he felt were either missing 
from the paper or insufficiently dealt with. (1) There seemed 
to be a basic assumption that Soviet foreign policy is aggress:j.ve. 
He could not accept this. Of course the USSR seeks to expand;her 
influence; but one cannot say that her policy is aggressive in 
the sense that Hitler's was. Believing that the enemy will fall 
apart through internal contradictions, she is waiting for power 
to drop into her lap, not planning military conquest. Yet "\'Test ern 
military planning is based on the hypothesis of a massive Soviet 
attack. (2) No consideration was given to areas of possible 
agreement between East and West, which are important for trying to 
find a modus vivendi with the Soviet bloc. These areas do exist. 
Khrushchev is aS one with the ~!est in wishing to avoid nuclear 
war - he is prepared for limited war, but he wants to leave a way 
open for compromise to prevent total war. Another common interest 
is in a 9.JJ.ahfied liberalisation of the Communist bloc. (3) On 
the _German problem, the USSR considers the division of Germany 
~~eful for maintaining a stable balance in the world. The · 
continued division violates the national principle, but it does 
help to maintain stability. What it amounts to is that Russia 
today wants her adversary to accept the result of the war; while 
this may not please us, we cannot call that aggressive. He 
believed there is a tacit understanding between East and West to 
maintain the present frontier in Germany, which is not the same 
thing as maintaining the Ulbricht regime in power. 

M. Vernant wished to add to Signor Spinelli's general impress
ions. The lesson of the German paper was that the present Soviet 
attitude is essentially tactical. But is the policy of a detente 
itself only tactical? The hypothesis that it is something more 
\~as insufficiently explored in the paper, and developments inside 
the USSR which will have their effect on her external policy were 
insufficiently discussed. The problem of Eastern Europe and East
ern Germany was different, however; it would be wrong to see her 
European policy in terms of her policy for East Germany. 

Herr Cornides pointed out first of all that the purpose of 
the paper was to produce chapter headings for discussion, not to 
argue a detailed case for a particular viewpoint. On the other 
hand, they had to start with some assumptions. He agreed that the 
basic assumption, that there is an expansionist dynamism in Soviet 
policy, was not discussed in the paper. He could :n"t P..groed '•ri th 
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Signor Spinelli 1 s interpretation of what the t·ext assumes. 
(1}. The paper stated that Europ'e conti~mes to .be in the foc~l 
point of the Soviet political 'offensive. Nowhere was it 
stated that Soviet policy is one·of military aggression, in 
Europe or anywhere else. He quite agreed that it would be 
a mistake to compare Khrushchev with Hitler. . (2) The paper 
did not deny the existence of points•of agreement between East 
and West;· their assumptions were more narrow. " Certainly the 
possi·bili ty that the USSR does wish to avoid nuclear ·war, or 
war by miscalculation, was not excluded by the paper. He did 

·not agr·ee however with the idea that the political offensive of 
the West cancels the political offensive of the East is a point 
in common. The West is working for liberalisation in the Soviet 
bloc in the hope of slowing down the Soviet system as much as of 
easing tension. (3) Vlliile unwilling-to discuss the German 
problem at this stage, he consid'ered Signor Spinelli 1 s argument 
logical only if the German problem today is. seen as the problem 
of Hitlerite Germany - which is surely not the case. And 
could one really accept that the final objective of the USSR is 
the acceptance of two Germanies - surely she wants the Western 
part -to go Communist so that the· political balance is upset ~n 
favour of the USSR? · 

Profess.or Howard questioned .how far it is true to say that 
Europe continues to be in a focal point·of the Soviet politicral 
offensive. Soviet polic·y, like American policy, is a four-· 
line highway. There is an abiding Soviet interest in Europe 
because the USSR is haif in E'Urope ;·- but. that does not mean 
that Europe bulks largest i.n Soviet policy_;· any more than that 
her i.ntention in Europe is basically aggressive, He admired 
the paper as a whole, but felt it did not give .. enough emphas;i.s 
to the USSR as a world po\'1er. and to her interest in exploiting 
difficulties Ct.broad. It was arguable· that the· short-term Soviet 
interest in Europe is to achieve some sort of settlement so as 
to make it possible· to push forward in other areas, ·e.g. in 
LatiriAmerica, where the opportunities for Communism seem more 
favourable. The USSR ass·umes that West Germany ·will go 
Communist finall'yi' the question· is whether :i,t is in a· ripe 
state now. . :-_. . . ·. . . , · 

Signor Spinelli · suppcirtetl Pro_fes'sor: Howard. · Histori\)ally 
the Communists were very intersted in Europe as their source of 
power and influence: But Russia is now a world power ·.and: has 
drawn the consequence's ·from this fact. · . From t.he point pf 
view of Communist ·doctrine, the USSR realises that there is 
no prospect of economic revolution' in Western Europe, 'although 
there may be .such prosp·ect~. in· oth.er parts of the world; she 
can win in Europe only by a·mi'litary offensive. Since Soviet 
policy towards Europe is no longer offensive in military terms, 
this means that in Europe 'there. i·s an intenti.on ·to ar:z;-i ve at 
an agreement. ·One must -understand the difference in Khrushchev 1 s 
views on world: Communist strat·egy compared. tc:i .Stalin 1 s, . . ' . . . . . . 

General del Marmol wondered to what. extent the USSR was 
developing mor.e truly national interests in relation to th,e 
outside world along with her.ideological interest i~ revolutions. 

. . 
Dr ·Sommer felt that some courses of revolutionary action 

are likely to be detrimental.to the natipnal interests of the 
USSR. The Cuba crisis was· one incident .where· the instinct of 
self-preservation prevailed over revolutionary interest. 
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Mr Buchan, in answer to Professor Howard, made the point 
that if the four-lane highway analogy was correct, there was 
no need for the USSR to reach a settlement in Europe to be 
active in Latin America. If the USSR wanted. a settlement in 
Europe, it would be for intrinsically European reasons. 

Herr Cornides repeated that the paper aimed at defining 
problems rather than solutions. Clearly the question whether 
there is still a master plan of campaign governing Soviet policy, 
whether what happens in Latin America, for example, is strateg
ically related to the situation in Europe, is of major importance •.. 
We must accept that in the long term the Soviet leaders want to 
change the status guo in Europe in their favour. 

General Beaufre pointed out that the problem of trying to 
assess Soviet policy is not new: an 18th century French diplomat 
had written that Russia never pursues less than three policies 
at a time; if you succeed in isolating one, there are always 
two alternatives which can be brought into play. The pres~nt 
Soviet leaders proceed in the same fashion. To help the dis
cussion, he had drawn up a list of the main factors which h~ 
believed are influencing Soviet policy today: (1) economic. 
considerations: (2) the tendency of Soviet society to take on 
an increasingly bourgeois character: (3) her dispute with · 
China: (4) purely tactical considerations: (5) a deliberate 
attempt to deceive the West and lead us into a trap. · 

Signor Albonetti. He too had ~repared a list, although 
under somewhat different headings. (1) The will and the pqwer 
of the West to resist Soviet ag~ression in the political, . 
economic and military fields: \2) internal factors: the Soviet 
leaders are trying to control an empire, and the difficulties 
with China aLd with the satellites arise from this: one could 
call it the difficulties of a great power: (3) economic 
difficulties - the guns and butter problem: (4) her policy 
towards the Third Countries. He agreed with General Beau,re 
that Russia never follows a single line of policy. He felt 
that whether her present policy is tactical or long-term 
depends partly on whether we in Europe keep up the resistance 
we have sho~m hitherto. He believed Russia's economic diff
iculties were only short term: the difficulty of holding an 
empire together, with which was bound up the question of 
Moscow's place as the centre of the Communist world, is cert
ainly long term. Russia had concentrated her efforts tn the 
third countries, particularly the former colonial territories, 
where one would have considered the chances brightest for a 
Communist take-over; nevertheless the third world is going 
its own way, independent of Russia. 

Mr Beaten took the author's side against Signor :Sp:inelli 
and Professor Howard, maintaining that Russia.is fundamentally 
a European power. She is very interested in maintaining a 
bilateral world with the US in which she is the equal of'the 
United States; but her whole military policy reveals that in 
comparison with the Americans she does not pretend to be a 
world power. It is a mistake to speak of any government's 
long-term objectives; governments operate only in the short
term and the USSR sees as her short-term interest to hang on 
to what she has in Europe. She wants to maintain a stable 
situation in Europe so that she can get by with a lower defence 
expenditure and improve her economy. 
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Admiral Bos wished to raise one point on the German paper: 
he wondered why, if one takes the line that the signature of 
the test ban treaty was an example of a change in Soviet tactics 
following the sharp lesson of the Cuba crisis, Khrushchev had 
not made great efforts to follow this up with further agreements. 
He had not even tried to put those Western governments who might 
have been opposed to next steps in a difficult position with 
their public opinion, which. would have been to his advantage. 
The paper did mention that the Russians have backed down on 
next steps, but he would have liked to see this aspect dealt 
with more fully. In regard to Soviet policy having failed to 
win power in the third countries and having failed to stir up 
revolutionary movements in Europe (which he agreed with the 
paper was still their main target), the Russians are now trying 
to achieve the same result by other means. They are now trying 
to make Communism respectable. The national Communist parties 
are being given instructions to join up with socialist movements, 
in the hope of achieving popular front governments. Perhaps 
this primary interest in the industrialised countries of Western 
Europe is one explanation for Khrushchev's insistence on preach-
ing a different line from Mao about the way to achieve world 
Communism. 

General Beaufre felt that this view reflected Soviet tactics 
rather than policy. The central problem was, had there been·a 
fundamental change in the Soviet situation or were they pursuing 
the same policy with different applications? 

Professor Howard agreed with Admiral Bos about present 
Soviet tactics in Vestern Europe. But he felt there was a new 
element in the situation, which must affect Soviet policy towards 
Communist parties overseas- the existence of two Communist,Popes. 
Already many Gommunist parties were deeply divided. If the USSR 
tries to be simply a European power, or if she does not show 
herself just as concerned as the Chinese with the spreading of 
world revolution, then she will forfeit world Communist leader
ship to Peking. 

Mr Buchan suggested that there was a geographical conflict 
of interest as well as an ideological conflict between Russia 
and China. Russia has had Asian interests for over 150 years 
which she cannot liquidate. ' 

General del Marmol wondered to what extent Khrushchev's 
policy towards China was a personal one, in the sense that 
what would happen to Sino-Soviet relations when he died? 

Dr Sommer commented that one element not mentioned in either 
General Beaufre's or Signor :Albonetti's list was the fact that we 
are now living in the nuclear age. The Russians may want to be 
offensive, but so long as we have·the strength and the will to 
inflict unacceptable damage on them they can only be aggressive 
at a suicidal risk. Therefore their policy of a detente is not 
tactical - they have no alternative. The popular front policy 
is a faute de mieux. He agreed with 11r Beaton that Russia is 
for the status quo in Europe. Both sides want to survive 
because they both think they will win in the end. Communism 
is in the position of Christianity after its failure to convert 
the world: they want it, but they will not fight for it._ 
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Sign,'r Spinelli agreed with Dr Sommer. 
that the fundamental aim of Soviet policy to 
is the underlying cause of the great polemic 
and Chinese parties. 

He was convinced 
avoid nuclear war 
between the Soviet 

Signor Albonetti considered this a dangerbus attitude: 
if you think the Russians cannot do otherwise than support 
the status quo, then you run·into the deceit which Beaufre 
mentioned on his list. The Russian~ h~ye "tdopted their present 
attitude because w~~+~,.~ '"",.~···"--·:V" nas .~.u.t:"';'"' "-·-- '··+n ~ t, and 
it is e;:;o;tHnial for us to malntaJ.n our pos1 t1on. He couia '"V, 
accept that the USSR had reached_ the stage of interpreting co
existence in the sense of exclud1ng resort to nuclear war. 

Dr Sommer intervened to say that he agreed we must not 
give the Russians openings - he had certainly not intended 
,.,a.vl.ng security out of the picture. 

General del Marmol wished to raise a point on the military 
·aspect. The paper seemed to assume that a chenge in Soviet 
military posture was probable, with less importance being accord-
ed to ground forces. He questioned the grounds for believ:j.ng 
that this was a long-term trend. 

Herr Cornides explained that the paper reflected the . 
McNamara speech and other American information that the Russians 
are losing-interest in conventional strength. 

General Beaufre suggested that if the nuclear stalemate 
is accepted az a factor in preserving peace, we should consider 
how far Soviet policy is one of military aggression in Europe 
or whether they intended to exploit the cold war in all parts 
of the world; or do they really want peaceful co-existence as 
as kind of armistice to allow them to grapple with their i~t~rnal 
political and economic problems. ·· ' 

M. Vernant using the word cold war to describe the whole 
range of action short of military conflict, said he felt that 
what we have called peace has always been cold war to some extent. 
The question was whether the USSR is disposed today to seek 
solutions to her own advantage to conflicts which exist in 
Europe and elsewhere other than·by force. If we accept Spinelli's 
argument that she has excluded force, that still leaves al}. sorts· 
of questions open. 

Dr Ritter wished to take up Dr Sommer's point about the mean
ing of the deiente for the USSR. He felt that Soviet strategy has 
not changed so much in a situation of nuclear stalemate, bp.cause 
the military aspect of Soviet policy was in some respects always 
deterrent rather than offensive- it wasdesigned to block 
counteraction against Soviet dynmanism. The problem for the 
USSR today is much more how to launch a new dynamism when the 
old-fashioned dynamism is dying out, and this was the great 
problem for Khrushchev after Stalin. 

He traced Khrushchev's efforts to make Communism more 
attractive, his early concentration on the third countries as the 
most promising field for the development of a new dynamic, his 
activities in the Near East and Far East and in particular his 
provocation of crises in an attempt to bring about negotiations 
at the highest level; the gradual development of the rift with 
China; his turning of·attention to Europe with the Berlin crisis 
of 1958 in his ceaseless search for a political break-through. 
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Professor Howard complimented Dr Ritter on his analysis, 
but disagreed with the suggestion that the various crises which 
have developed in parts of the world where the USSR has attempted 
to press her case.have been manufactured by the USSR. The USSR 
will intervene and exploit a situation, but that is not the 
same as manufacturing a crisis. 

Mr Beaton agreed about the splendid opportunities the 
USSR has enJoyed for exploiting situations in the ex-colon:j.al 
territories. He wondered however to what extent she would wish 
to get involved in disputes in those areas no'll', such as the 
India-Pakistan and the Indonesia-Malaya conflicts, when the 
arguments are between former colonial territories themselv~s. 
His impression was that the Russians are moving rather cautious
ly in this regard. 

Herr Cornides could not go so far as to agree that every
thing happens and the USSR just uses opportunities as they arise. 
He felt that the Soviet system was really in the throes of a 
religious transformation. The Russians have accepted their 
ideology rather as we have accepted Christianity in Europe; but 
now there is China pressing Russia hard for a strictly orthodox 
interpretation of the Communist gospel and this makes more 
difficult the natural evolution of Communist ideology~ He saw 
Soviet policy as working mainly for summit conferences, for 
pcpular front parties combined with a policy of moving towards 
a Soviet-American bilateralism and avoiding nuclear conflicts, 
and for neutralisation in Europe by weakening the dynamism in 
Western Europe and strengthening Soviet Europe. 

He thought it might be helpful if he tried to put the 
German problem into perspective at this point, although the paper 
had not been drafted with the idea of calling special attention 
tc the Germa'.l position. There were .two aspects of Soviet policy 
towards Germany which the paper had tried to bring out: it was 
militarily defensive but politically offensive. It is important 
to see what can be done to stabilise the military aspect still 
further without completely closing the door to further po~sibil
ities fer political evolution. The dilemma for the West Germans 
is that they would like to profit from every element of flexibil
ity that exists to keep the situation open, but at the same time 
cause as little inconvenience as possible to Western policy in 
order to have the full support of the Western alliance o~ the 
German side. He added that he realised Spinelli was not alone 
in advocating a permanent settlement based on the present div
ision of Germany: this view was widely held in Europe and even 
in America. Bascially only the Germans themselves - and perhaps 
the East Europeans - have an interest in moving away from the 
status gvo. 

Professor Howard added that he did not want to give the 
impression.that all crises were spontaneous. The Communist party 
in various parts of the world does provoke or exacerbate trouble, 
even if Russia is not immediatelY involved; the extent to which 
Russian national policy is defensive or offensive has only a 
limited effect on the attempts of the world Communist movement 
to make trouble. 

Signor Spinelli agreed with Professor Howard, but main
tained that in certain societies the Com1nunist parties were 
developing along rather different lines. One could not compare 
an elite party like the British CP, for example, with mass 
parties like the French or Italian which were becoming part of 
the fabric of the state. 
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Admiral Bos expressed concern about the opportunity for a 
Communist party with mass support (like the Italian) to come to 
power in the guise of a socialist movement; the hard core of 
elite Communists in such a party would surely manage to impose 
their will on the not-se-doctrinaire majority. 

Signor Spinelli agreed that this could happen in times 
of great social crisis such. as in 1931 in Italy. But Communist 
revolution had no significance in affluent societies, where the 
dilemma for the Communist parties was that they wanted pm~er, 
but could only hope to achieve it if they take on the character 
of social democratic parties. Personally he expected the 
Italian Communist party to be in coalition with the Christian 
Democrats in 10 years. 

M. Vernant broadly agreed with Spinelli. 

Dr Ri tter said he felt a little uneasy about the vie,., taken 
of Communist party activities in relation to Soviet. policy. It 
is all boQ~d up with the current ideological dispute within the 
international proletariat. The question is whether the modern 
class struggle should be in terms of a socialist country or a 
capitalist country or lifted to the level of the international 
struggle, i.e. the policy of co-existence •. The Chinese say that 
Khrushchev has betrayed the idea of revolution if he says that 
a policy of co-existence is the class struggle in the internat
ional setting. The Italian Communist Party's support for a 
co-existence rather than an old-fashioned revolutionary policy 
reflects Moscow's view in opposition to Peking. The European 
CPs do not get orders to be aggressive and revolutionary; but 
this does not mean that a revolutionary and offensive policy is 
not to be tried elsewhere. Khrushchev has to apply his policy 
of co-exist8~lce where he can; Central Europe happens to be an 
area where the possibilities for such a policy exist. 

He maintained in opposition to Spinelli that there is a 
politically aggressive aspect of the Soviet status guo policy 
in Germany. There is t;remendous unofficial pressure on Bpnn 
to accept recognition of Eastern Germany. Brzezinski, w:qo 
could hardly be suspected of partiality towards the German case, 
had commented that the Americans must face the fact that ;·every 
step in the disarmament field - the test ban, talks on control 
posts, etc. - is linked so as to get one step forward towards 
acceptance of the status guo, and that the Russians should not 
be allowed to make any progress against the West's policy of 
non-recognition of the DDR, because that is precisely what the 
Russians are working for so as to de-stabilise.the Western 
alliance. He believed that through all the turns of Soviet 
tactics, all the crises she has created, she has been working 
for negotiations with the Americans with the aim of getting com
promises by small steps, one at a time, so that the actual degree 
of compromise can be concealed and the Americans are persuaded 
to act as Russia's accomplices. 

General Beaufre regretted that the discussion on this aspec· 
of Sovlet policy Dould not be continued. The general consensus 
seemed to be that the Russians are always themselves: conditions 
change but they do not. 
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DISCUSSION ON TI-L I:.IPLIC,l~JQJIS OF 'J.'jL_; EOSCOYI TREATY 

General Beaufre opened the discussion by listing the reasons 
which he considered most likely to have influenced the USSR in 
favour of concluding the test ban agreement: (1) A reciprocal 
interest in making bilateral agreem<ants with the United Jtates. 
( 2) A desire to avoid the proliferation of nuclear weapons. -
(3) A desire to slow down, or begin to slow down, the arms race 
and the expenditure involved for the two powers. (4) An interest 
in a bipolar policy or condominium. He agreed that there was a 
connection between the first and l8.st points; but the first was 
factual md reflected a present interest while the last was 
philosophical and a possibility for the future. 

Signor Albonetti wished to present his own list: (1) He 
linked General Beaufre's first and last points, which he saw as 
two stao;es of the same policy. He would call this an interest in 
monopoly, since it ·c•ould l)e to i::ioviet advantage to establish a 
monopoly of nuclear power between herself and the United 0tates. 
(2) Non-proliferation; he saw this as aimed particularly at.German 
and China. (3) Fear of Chinese influence in the third countries. 
This really arose out of point (2) but was important enouGh to 
warrant separate mention. He recalled Professor Howard's observati· 
the day before tLat strong competition from C1Lina must have an 
effect upon Soviet policy towards the third countries; he considere1 
the test ban agreement a powerful weapon in Russian hands to counte_ 
Chinese influence, because Russia could claim that if China persist• 
in trying to tecome a nuclear power, she would be working ag.ainst 
peace. ( 4) An economic inter·est in easing the burden of arms 
expenditure. (5) Technical reasons: it had been said that 'Russia 
had no more need to test large nuclear weapons - her problem was 
miniaturisation, and underground testing would permit this - hile 
the United .;tates' problem 'Nas the exact opposite. (6) Political 
reasons - a desire to divide tl1e ':lest by creating discrimination 
within the Atlantic alliance, 

l:l. de Rose considered that apart from the number of countries 
which had signed the treaty, the agreewent could not be considered 
a bilateral one if it was intended to stop proliferation. Person
ally he doubted whether it had anything to do with non-proliferatior 

M. Vernant pointed out that one must distinguish between form 
and substance, Formally the aim was to include as many powers as 
possible; but in reality one could speak of the agreement in terms 
of a bilateral interest since it was intended to show world opinion 
that the US and the USSR could come to an agreement on something. 

Professor Howard suggested that one Soviet motive fer signing 
the treaty was simply that there was so many propaganda reasons for 
signing and no strong arguments against. The USSR had gained 
prestige for many years through l1er propaganda initiatives in 
favour of complete disarmament; since 1961, however, the West had 
manaced to expose Soviet insincerity and the USSR was under heavy 
pressure to ~ive proof of her professions of world peace. 

M. Vernant agreed with Professor Howard, · Given the Soviet A.nd 
the Americ::m desire to demonstrate their will to reach a minimum 
agreement, ti1e almost mechanical search for an area where there 
were least obstacles had led to the test ban agreement. 
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Admiral Bos expressed interest in Professor's Howard's point. 
Why had the doviet need to show that her intere8t i.n peace was not 
ruerely propa0anda only become apparent in the last two years? 
In 1960 or early 1961 the same proposals as led to the· present 
agreement had been submitted by t:<e Americans but were rejected by 
the Russians as a dirty Western trick, and the Chinese now 90nfront 
the Russians with this. He believed it was the \7est beating Russia 
at l1er own garnB which had brought about the changed oSoviet 
attitude. 

Signor Suinelli agreed that the US and the USSR were obliged 
by their propaganda to come to some a;.:,reement, but the underlying 
motives for tl1e agreement were very important. He considered the 
most important reason to be the need of tl1e two countries which hav 
the capacity to wage total nuclear war to agree on some rules of 
co-existence~ The test ban was the easiest minimal step in this 
direction, and he saw the treaty more as a declaration of intent 
than as a real contribution to disarmament. He expected the search 
for bilateral agreements to continue betweenthe rival nuclear 
powers. 

i!err Cornides considered the timing of the change in the ciovie· 
attitude, to whiCh reference had been made, very significant. It 
occurred in November 1961, when a new round of bilatera.l tP.lks with 
the US began in Moscow after the Berlin crisis had ceased to be 
acute. Therefore this great shift in Soviet policy had come about 
when the whole problem of central i;urope and Berlin was under 
discussion in bilateral talks with the US. In fact all the points 
to which the Germans had objected in 1963 when the treaty was 
sie;ned, had nearly come to be agreed during the 1961 negotiations. 

Dr. Ritter believed it would be helpful, before asking why the 
USSR had changed her mind in 1961, to compare the difference in the 
situation in 1958 (when agreement on some kind of test ban was , 
relatively close, until the Americans changed all their figures) 
and in 1963. He felt the doviet desire in 1958 may have been to 
find a ivay of putting their agreement of 1957 to share some nuclear 
information with China under an international arrangement; in 1959 
this agreement with China was broken off. In 1963, at the Rusk
Gromyko talks, the Russians said they must have some point of 
agreement because of developments inside the :;;astern bloc. 'The 
devel"'pment of the dispute with China was an important factor in 
the decision to conclude the treaty. 'i'he timing of the test ban 
negotiations was irn:nediately after the July 5th meeting between the 
doviet and Chinese parties, when negotiations broke down. i:lo far 
as 'iiTashington' s motives were concerned, he believed the treaty was 
seen as a clever move to influence Khrushchev's turn against the 
Chinese line far more than as a c.ontribution to disarmament or even 
non-proliferation. 

General Beaufre observed that there were now five more reasons 
(1) Technical reasons. (2) A. desire to divide the V!est politically 
(::iignor Albonetti). (3) 0-trength of propaganda (Professor Howard); 
(4) Establishment of new rules between the two nuclear powers 
( 8ignor Spinelli). ( 5) A technique to put the Chinese diehards out:: 
of court (Dr. Ritter). 

General del Ivlarmol agreed with Professor Howard about the 
propaganda aspect, but he thou :;ht technology came into the picture 
too. Gince 19'63 a nuclear balance had existed betwe·en East and 
West, and he believed that this feeling of being on the same footin 
as the Americans had influenced the 1lussians in favour of coming to 
an agreement. 
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''"~· .ouchan expressed the view that "' grea.t deal of the 
.~a.cusion of the first two or three years of test ban negotiation< 
had been due to nobody on either side understanding much about thE 
science of detection of tests. Tremendous work had been done on 
seismology and at::Jospheric monitoring between 1958 and 1963, 
Considering tl",at th8 control aspect had always been a stumb:).ing 
block, it was reasonable to GUppose that the availability of 
technical means of detecting explosions at a considerable distance 
was an important consideration. 

M. de Rose said that on the political level, he was reminded 
some•vhat of the Russian agreement to the Austrian 0tate Treaty 
which they had opposed for years. No-one really understood why th 
aereed to it. He thought the tactical considerations had t0 a.'? 
with the "merican position as much a8 with China. It ,.-~cl Slgm.f
::;o"""-c that the treaty was signed after the C~'h" ~~.LSls,. when 
Lnrusl;ch<>v had seriously revised his ~~..,.L~Jatlon of rres1dent . 
Kenneay an0 when the world "'"" ""'"er the 1nfluence of the Huss1an 
retreat. Khrucho.h'"' redlised that he could not beat the US 
through a trial of strength ar~d .... .changed .his methods. He was lookiJ. 

. :fO;r'i$Clll'l'lift:1dhg'·wh:tcl1·w'billd look new and erase the memory c:f C1,1.ba, 
without compromising the USSR' s fundamuntal interests. 'L p:Jiopa
ganda aspect also came into it, of course. He believed that insteE 
of concluding the treaty as a move in his dispute with Peking, 
Khrushchev had been forced to do this in spite of the bad effect j_'\> 
would have on relations with China. 

Signor illbonetti agreed with H. de Rose about ti,e timing of 
the treaty in relation to the Cuba crisis. But it must also be 
recalled that the agreer,1ent took place in a difficult situation 
within the Atlantic alliance: there was a crisis about nuclear 
control, the J!'rench strike force was coming on the scene, there 
was uncertainty about German mnbi tions and the ~JLF project was 
under consideration. The Russians threw the test ban agreement int 
the arena as an obstacle to the discussions which were going on 
within the alliance and the effect was to ma]{e all the problems 
more difficult. ·rhis was the political motive for the agreement -
to undermine the 1iest by strengthening the centrifugal forces of 
the alliance, 

M. Vernant felt one should be careful not to c'nfuse the effec 
with the motives. 

Dr. 8ommer, commenting on ~if~nor li.l bonetti 's observations, 
doubted whether the \/.,stern world was any more divided now than it 
had been befor'3 the test ban agreement. He felt rather that it was .. 
the conflict in the bastern camp which had been sharpened. 

Dr •. Ri tter returned .. to the Rusk'-Gromyko negotiations, when the 
Russians ha'd said'they must find a way closer to the Chinese, or go 
on with their co-existence policy. Soviet policy from 1958-63 
refl.ected the problem of how to make progress with a policy of co
existence without making the rift between Peking and Moscow too 
deep. · 

The parting of the ways between Russia and China in the 
external field came in 1959, over the Camp David meeting. Despite 
Khrushchev's strange performance over the 1960 Paris conference, 
discussions continued inside the Soviet bloc on the implications of 
the Camp David policy of co-existence ancl the problem-of ltow to use 
it in the under-developed countries. In 1960 the Hussians tried to 
reach a compromise with the Chinese at the conference of 81 parties 

/by establishing 
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by establishing a formal equality of a.ll parties, but this broke 
down the following year, when the Russians came up with a new 
party programme laying down new rules for making the transition to 
socialism. :l'he t>oviet and Chinese parties were even more bitterly 
divided in 1962 over the Cuba crisis, and by July 1963 the point 
was reached when negotiations between them broke down completely. 
The Russians then decided to push their co-existence policy harder 

fhe Russians really wanted a non-aggression pact, becal.lse 
that l'!ould serve as a framework for a political settlement in 
cc·.ntra.l .uurope, and it was interesting that Kennedy had proposed 
such a pact after the Cuba crisis; however, because of strong 
opposition to the idea in NATO and of course from the German side, 
Husk suggested to Gromyko that they should conclude a test b?-n 
treaty instead, as a symbol of a readiness to co-operate. Tlle test: 
ban agreement only came about because the Americans said that if 
the Russians would cut the formal link between a test ban anQ. a 
non-aggression pact, in return for a promise to take up the questio 
of a pact immediately afterwards, the Americans would sign a'treaty 
with them. He believed the link between these two questions 
indicated that the Soviet Union's main aim is to bring about a 
political settlement in central ~urope based on the division of 
Germany by a process of one step at a time - a test ban agree~ent, 
then a non-aggression pact, then co"1trol posts, and so on. · 

M. Vernant felt that perhaps Dr. Ritter was laying too much 
emphasis on u;e relationship of the doscow treaty to the central 
~uropean problem. This aspect was important, but it was not the 
only one. 

Dr. Ritter replied that he had been trying to illustrate the 
connection between internal problems facing the USSR and her use of 
various steps under the broad heading of disarmament as an 

,instrument for makinc; a political breakthrough. 

He would like to add another point: one must keep in Ip.ind 
that the Nassau agreement and the lier11an-French treaty both came 
up in 1962-3; there was also the growing strength of the Western 
economy, and in particular the difficult problem of the 0oviet bloc 
attitude tovmrds the .C:uropean Community; all these were a stimulus 
to the USSR to try to loosen up the Western front. 

Mr. Beaten wished to put forward some technical considerations. 
(1) Underground testing would meet the needs of any country wishing 
to develop a sma.ller nuclear weapons programme because it would be 
adequate for testing plutonium, which is relatively cheap to 
13-Cquire but must be tested·to make sure it will explode. In this 
sense the exclusion of underground testing .from the agreement was 
important. (2) The US was taking a gamble that she would never 
need very large nuclear weapons, leaving a monopoly of the 100 MT 
weapons to the Russians. 

One effect of the treaty had been to throw responsibility for 
!fUclear weapons off the original nuclenr powers and onto the nascent 
nuclear powers. The French and Chinese Governments had been put in 
a difficult position politically. But colli~tries like India or 
i:iweden, ''lhich might wish one day to become nuclear pov:ers, would be 
in an even more embarrassing position, firstly because of their 
somewhat less important place in the world and secondly because they 
have already signed the treaty. Another effect could be that the 
great powers would finct that they had a moral obligation to co
operate with their allies. This would pose an acute dilemma for 
the Americans at present if' their relations with France happened 
to be good. 
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M. de Rose agreed with l'.lr. Beaten that the treaty does not 
prevent thircl nations from becor.1ing nuclear powers by underground 
testing. On the other hand it did serve s.s an excuse for countrit; 
which are capable of becoming nuclear powers but do not wisn to de 
so, The treaty was, however, desicned to prevent any other countr 
from becoming a thermonuclear power, fhis was its only bearing or 
the proliferation argument, and since so few countries would 
conceivably wish to become thermonuclear powers, he did not see tr 
the treaty would have much influence in limiting proliferation. 

On the plane of Franco-American relations, he did not deny tr 
tensions existed; but he doubted whether this aspect had influene 
the Russians. The Russians admit that there was nothing to' ::r<:v·?r 
the Americans from concluding an agreement on the sharing of nucle 
information with France when they signed the test ban agreement, 
and the treaty could have had the effect of making France a nucle~ 
power earlier than she would have been without it, 

Signor Albonetti agreed with M. de Rose about the implicatior 
for Franco-American relations, although he ima.<,ined that US· centre 
over Fr~nch policy might he strengthened as a result, ·The l,JS.,. 
Soviet interest in creating a bipolar world did not exclude powerE 
liJce Britain or France connected with one of the poles possessing 
independent nuclear facilities, although a bipolar world maqe it 
easier to keep down proliferation and the emergence of nucl~ar 
powers. 

Professor Howard observed that the Russians were being:credit 
with·two mutually contradictory intentions: (1) to create a 
bipolar worl( with the Ar,Jericans so that nego'Giations would be · 
simpler and the balance more stable; (2) to create dissension 
within the alliance, which works aeainst a bipolar world, In fact 
the West has these same contradictory intentions towards the Sovie 
bloc, so no doubt the USSR did have both these aims in mind~ He d 
not agree that one :Joviet motive for the test ban was to diVide tl' 
'cfest, however, because on that level the Hussians seemed germinel;y 
anxious to reach some stable agreement with the US .as the leader e 
the 'iest, and the dissenting voices of the ·,,:est were an elll.b'arrassrl 
to Moscow because they embarrass the US. · · 

General Beaufre suggested thCJ.t this intervention involved the 
last point on his list, the question of a condominium, 

Herr Cornides stressed that a careful distinction should be 
made between the concepts of bilateralism and condominium. fhe 
Americans were very interested in the concept of bilateral crisis 
management, in Soviet-J;.;,'lerican teclLYJ.iques for avoiding war by mis
calculation or accident, avoiding escalation of any hostilities 
that did break out, or a new Cuba-type situation. He felt the 
\restern allies could accept that the US and the USSH do have a 
bilateral in·~erest, which they do not themselves share, in this t;y 
of management. Some of the suspicion directed against smaller ste 
like the establishment of control posts arose from the not too 
clear relationship between crisis management and condominium, and 
was directed ~6ainst a condominium, not crisis management. 

Dr. Sommer added that bilateral crisis management implied 
certain steps to make it possible, and that was where the test bar 
treaty, a non-aggression pact, ground control posts and so on camE 
in. uuch measures would be accel;table so long as they referred tc 
the management of crises mainly or directly involving the US and 
US8R. But condominium was sonething different - it amounted to 
multilateral cri sir:. management, 
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Herr Cornides felt tlmt the key question was which measures 
would contribute to- crisis management and· which would lead towards 
a condominium, ::lteps up to a non-aggression pact could be con
sidered in the first category; but a non-aggression pact would be 
a political agreement on the status guo in .c;urope. He was not quite 
certain where to place control posts. 

Dr. Sammer agreed that a non-aggression pact would put the seal 
on the status guo, but he considered that it alsci contained an 
element of crisis management.· At the moment no-'one in Germany was 
talking of a non-aggression pact; but a mutual declaration of non
aggressive intent was under discussion and he believed that the 
.l<'ederal Government might accept this if it were linked to gua,rantees 
for access to .Berlin and the safety of Berlin. 

-">ignor Albonetti considered a 8oviet-.werican condominium 
unworkable. iie saw no contradiction in saying that the USSR wants 
a bipolar world and also seeks to' increase divisions in the Atlantic 
alliance, because a bipolar world did. not exclude differences within 
each of the blocs. He considered the fundamental .:loviet aim to be to 
establish themselves and the Americans as the only two nuclear powers, 
and he believed the Hussians would be willing to pay a heavy price 
for that. · 

M. Vernant pointed out that by definition a condominium was not 
the same thing as the bipolar world which seemed to be envisa(Sed, 

!vir. Bu...£h§:..IJ: agreed with M. Vernant, lie considered the cohdom
inium idea hopelessly unreal - it would only lead to the formation 
of a J:;uropean-Chinese alliance. No Russian could think that a 
condominium wi ;;h an aEti-communist power like the US would b.e ideal. 
'l'he US was thinking in terws of bipolar crisis management, a's Herr 
Cornides had outlined, which was quite a different concept. 

General Bea~fre then adjourned the discussion for lunch, 
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SATURllAY AJ'I~OOl!.._ )Oth NOVEMBER 

DISCUSSION ON THE llill"LICATIONS Ol'_C]'.f!]':_l_lQS.Q01'LT~,&'l;X_lCont.) 

M. Vernant (in the Chair) suggested that the discussion on a condominium 
be continued. He wondered how far ·the world situation ~ould permit.a condominium, 
particularly from the point of view of the existence of two poles within the 
East_ern bloc, the Russian rnd the Chinese. 

Signor Spinelli maintained that a Soviet-American condominium was no'j; possible 
precisely because of the existing state of 'bipolarity. The two great powers 
which have the power to make nuclear war have a major responsi.ility for avoiding 
it and an interest in agreeing to maintain this situation: ·but all parties have 
freedom of movement. Condominium would depend on the two great powers agreeing 
on some form of world government, and that could be envisaged only in the 'very 

'long term. He hoped this bipolarity would continue; the emergence of a third 
or fourth nuclear element would be a bad thing. · 

From the European side there were two main perspectives: (1) to bre?k the 
bipolarity. He considered that de :iaulle 1 s great aim ms to be able to deploy 
French power to get a European force to break the bipolarity. (2) to exercise 
a ~owing influence on the strategy and policy of the United States. The 
second perspective was aimed not at breaking the polarity, but at winning _a 
greater voice in decisions of a bipolar type. He thought Britain was more 
interested in the second perspective. In regard to the CollllllUnist world,:he did 
not believe the division between Russia-,and China would be permanent. It was 
possible that China wished to become an independent nuclear power, to create a 
tripolar world, but he believed the nuclear ambitions attributed to China were 
exaggerated. 

' 
M. de Rose agreed that bipolarity existed in the military field; it would 

remain so for a long time, irrespective of the fact that Great Britain had a 
nuclear force and France was about to have one. J3ut a system whereby ultimate 
responsibility belonged to two men, Khrushchev and the man in the White House, 
was not condominium, because cond'ominium would amount to agreement between the 
two powers to govern the world in a certain way. In the existing sit~tion of 
military bipolarity the confrontation remained between the communist and 
capitalist systems, and the ideological struggle would continue.· In fact the 
only thing in common was a negative thing, a desire not to bring the co1lflict 
up to the level of violence. Taking up Signor Spinelli 1s perspectives, he did 
not see any justification for Western Europe seeking to reach a trip~lar military 
level. It was a defamation of French policy to present it in those t€lms or 
as seeking to rupture the \lestern alliance. France was seeking much gi:-eater 
political independence and on the military level a counter-assurance vis~a-vis 
the Americans, which -.;ns_a different thing •. 

Mr. Euchen held that there was a fundament~l difference b_etween condominium, 
which implies long-term policies enforced throughout the world, and bil<J.teral · 
action in a crisis. The argument was sometimes put forward that over the very 
long term the American and Soviet societies would tend to resemble each other; so 
that the ideological contest would die out. But even so, he found.the idea of 
condominium impossible because he did not see how the will of the condominium 
could be enforced in the rest of the world, given the unusability of nublear 
weapons in_such circumstances. 
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Gignor Albonetti maintained th_at the threat. of nucieiar weapons 
would suffice in such a ca&e. i'!e expected the ideological struggle 
to continue, and- there was no question of ·an ab:~olute condominium. 
But in a world 'where only two countries have nuclear power,'then in 
matters on which they were in agreement other countries would have 
to do what they said' .. · i;xcept for· Bri:~ain and France, we should be 
in that·state no_w~·_";l;'olitically, he could notse.e a significant 
difference between powe·r and· .nuclear power. ·He agreed that there 
were other forms of power whJ.ch ·contributed towards a nation's 
strength, but one could not avoid tile. fact that the greatest' powers 
today are those .with niiclel,l,r. ·capa[)ili ty:,_ and this would remain so 
until general· disarma,ment were achieved •.. 

Personally he.-preferred a· hi-bloc w~rld to a bipolar world, 
with peace maintained by the USSil.. and the Western alliance; but 
then one coines to. the problem of .the organisation of the. all-~ance. 
He agreed··with trying to influence American policy, and was ready to 
begin by denationalising the French ~uropean deterrent, but What 
would happen if the Americans refused to denationalise their' 
deterrent? He could 'not· consider a 'lles'tern alliance with only_ 
conventional power on. the ·.European side a ·.·true alliance .of. e~ual 
partners. · · · · · J 

!Vir;· Beaton ·could 'not agree that nuclear p9wer was the El'ame as 
pov1er, because nuclear powe·r was tpo unusable.. 'rhe nuclear weapons 
in Vlashington and Moscow_.had ·not made much difference to the devel
·opment of events· in the Congo; for example. ~He believed a i~ussian
American c'ondominjum could'never work because, even assuming the 
Americans made the Hussiana their prime allies, those in whose 
interest it w~uld be to stop the condominium operating in ~ given 
situation could always suc_ceed in spli t'j;ing the. two powers.. And 
immediately the US mFJ.de· .the USSR her prime ally, her ".iuropean policy 
would be in ruins. 

M.-- Vernant, commenting .oil· r1Ir~ Beat.on ,· s_ point about the 
possibilities .which would always exist for preveni;ing a po:).itical 
rapproch_ement between the. US and .USSR, 'drew the. conclusionJhat 
condci!llinium could only be established .. to the extent that ·the USSR 
abandoned .. her position in ,central ~urope, .because so :j.ong as i>urope 
remaiiJ.ed divided one or other· of the :::;uropean peoples could always 
make agreement ·impossible. If the USSR and. the ·US both felt that 
central .:.;ui·ope was a vi tal field of interest to themselves, then 
they could only make a relatively secondary agreement and not 
establish ·a true condominium in the area. - ., . 

Jvlr. Buchan considered that if <there were anything in the concept 
of condominium it was more _likely to apply o_utside ;,urope_ than 

.inside.· -1'he· security of India was on9 possibility •. · 

Dr. Ritter considered thttt bipolarity. rest.ed .primarily- on three 
:IF.C+.crs: (-1) on the overwhelming. power of the two .great states, 
especially in the'nuci"ear field; (2) on the existence of ·alliances 
and the interplay ·of political and economic factors between them; 
(3) on political tensions between the two poles. This kind of_ 
bipolarity always contained a certain degree of condominium in so 
far as botl1 poles had an interest in maintaining the nuclear 
stalemate. But if the trend went so far as to replace the third 
element, political tensions, and open up the second, a rapprochement 
of the countries within the alliances so as to allow a certain 
mutual excha!1ge between the two blocs 1 then the bipolarity would 
break down. '£here might be local exceptions to this rule in Asia 
or Latin America, but not in the main areas of conflict. 
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Signor Spinelli supported Dr. Ritter, When we spoke of 
bipolarity we meant a joint interest in avoiding nuclear war; but 
there .vvere certain consec:uences ''l'hich went be;yond that. The great 
world :powers had a common interest in controlling the development 
of all wars, even those between other countries, which was greater 
than the desire of each to exploit the wars of others to its own 
advantage. Perhaps there was an element of condominium in this, 
but it did not prevent a diversity of attitudes in other fields. 

·nowever, one consequence was that there was a certain consol
idation of agreed frontiers. So far as ~urope was concerned, this 
meant that it was necessary to say that if the future of humanity 
must be based on these perspectives, we could not promise reunificatio 
to the Germans. Eastern Germany must be accepted as something which 
existed. 'rhe great weakness of \festern policy was that it was 
folloc•:ing two policies ai; the same time - accepting the status guo, 
while trying to keep perspectives open for making the Soviet ' 
position in ~astern ~urope crumble. For Russia to abandon Eastern 
..Jurope would mean a major defeat in the cold war. We must acyept 
that the destiny of the Last Germans was the same as that of j;he 

·Pcles and the Russians: they must accept communism until the yery 
end. 

Admiral Bos opposed Signor Albonetti's equation of power with 
nuclear power. A great state could not impose its will on its allies, 
however great its military power. Kennedy had said that not until 
he became President did he become aware of the limitations of his 
power. The United States could prevent war breaking out through the 
existence of a bipolar militar3r situation; but she could not 
force the ~uropean countries to RCCept an agreement that was 
detrimental to their interest. A true condominium was not possible 
because even the US needed the co-operation of her most interested 
allies in an important political question, that was, in central 
hurope. If America decided to go it alone, she would defeat her 
own ends. VTe must keep in mind that the aim of the US was to keep 
'c"Iestern ...;urope on her side. Since she needed the support and co
operation of Germany, she could not accept the existing line of 
division in central ...;urope. 

Herr Cornides felt there was a certain ambiguity in the American 
outlook on this possibility, mentioned by Mr. Beaten, of having the 
USSR one day as her prime ally. fhere were three elements in this: 
(1) the gradual evolution of a similar economic and social pattern 
in the two countries; (2) the ideR of a military, stable bipolar 
system based on .iwerican sea and air pow"~ --·" ''""n; o.+ 1 and power; 
( 3) the iiilson".an dream of a world government whlC. '""" "'· r.· ~~+ 
stage of arn1s control woul~ be. based on a sta.ble bl:polar sys~e~ i-
Re considered these were tneorJ.es rather than practlcal posslbl 
ities However the result was a tendency to try to return to an 
All!eri~'in monopoiy in the nuclear field, and he wanted to relate 
this to American policy towards Germany. 

The essence of this was the offer of the MLF project to the 
Germans to satisfy their ambitions within the framework of ti:e 
alliance. Some Allerican spokesmen have implied that.the pr?Jec~ 
would lead to ~uropean control and partnership~ ?ut ln :eallty ~t 
meant restoring the American monopoly anu the JOlnt asslstance \\as 
intended as an interim arrangement only; and Germa~ pressur3 on 
~ranee was expected in return. But in order to enllst German 
su~~ ~~. something was promised which was in complete contra
diction." Lloi.s 0a 10 i c trend, namely reunification and perman('nt 
protectlOll Ol · q•n•il.n R.lv'-'="o.--
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He believed that if ti1.e thesis of bipolarity were taken 
Seer;_ Ol;l-sly, it :Lm·plied the status guo in Gerinany and the Soviet 
posJ. tJ.oLL "n BerlJ.n boo11er or later. The Americans could not give 
up their posi "ti.on in Hest .tlc:. :u.~ now, but J.oc;i ,;_lly neutralisation 
over the next ten years was to be expected. He felt. that sooner 
or later this ambiguity must be resolved: the Ge.rmans must' either 
accept the consequences of joining a multilateral force, which 
would amount to a hardening of the division of L;urope~ or eive up 
their ambitions in the nuclear field and accept some uegree of 
discrimination in order to be able to maintain a sincere interest 
in every sort of flexibility in ~urope. It was no less important 
for the l~<ericans to face up to this ambiguity too. 

General del Marmol appreciated Herr Cornides point, but could 
not understand how the gesture which the Americans were making to 
associate certain ~uropean powers besides Germany more closely with 
nuclear policy could be considered damaging. 

Herr Cornides replied that he was sure the P~ericans were not 
aware of the ambiguity in their policy. If one asks Americans how 
they reconcile their interest in the l'!LF with their insistence that 
negotiations on arms control measures shall continue, they say there 
is no contradiction because the Russians have said they are not too 
worried about the 1\ILF because it is a means of controlling .German 
nuclear ambitions. But nevertheless a contradiction did exist: 
if the Russians were to accept the MLF as a means of controlling the 
German national deterrent they would do so in the framework of a 
bipolar world in which West Germany is brought under the control of 
American nuclear strategy and ~ast ~ermany is brought under that of 
the 0oviet Union. It was true that Berlin could still be main
tained as an enclave under American protection. But once the Vlest 
Germans accepted the concept of two Germanies they would have to 
accept that Berlin would never be the capital of a united Germany; 
·.:est Berlin would gradually fade away as a political symbol. The 
Russians were perfectly aware of this. The Americans were not 
consciously playing a double game - the dialectic of the ~ituation 
was not fully clear to everybody. 

Dr. Somrner considered that Herr Cornides had over~simplified 
the argument. Germany was at a cross-roads - just as when she had 
decided to rearm, to join NATO, or even to have a ·!est German ~1iark. 
'l'he real problem was that today a solution of the German problem 
could be hoped for only within the framework of an Bast-·Hest 
detente. This depended on maintaining the alliance intact, and in 
order to keep it intact (which was the German reason for supporting 
the MLF) the Germans wanted a stronger link with the US. If they 
gained that, they could then wait on events. Perhaps the American 
and Soviet societies would draw closer together as I!r. Buchan had 
said. But if the Germans did not go along with the West on projects 
for closer integr,a;t.i.o.n, they would lose the backing of the alliance; 
and they might lose the alliance without regaining reunif~cation. 

He did not see what the East Germans could do about the MLF. 
He did not share Herr Cornides' fear that the division of Germany 
would be hardened - the point of no return had been reached already. 
If the Germans were to put reunification first, they would have to 
pray for a ~oviet-American condominium, because only under such 
circumstances could the situation arise in which the Germar: problem 
could be settled in isolation from other world issues. But in 
present circumstances, he firmly believed that .!est Germany must 
continue to co-operate with the alliance; moves towards integratian 
with the West could hardly make the German situation much worse, and 
they might help in the future to make Russia change her views, 
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M. de Rose · that the discussion had moved right away 
:from tl1e subject on the agenda - the Moscow agreement. It justified 
his own conclusions, howe;er, that the treaty had been signed by 
all three parties, and especially the Russians, without any idea 
that it could have an imuortant be•rr:i.ng on any major international 
problem bAtween -~1;ne<+ ..... .,...a.L:-rt(;:~c. 

Herr Cornides maintained that there was a J.ink between the 
treaty and the central ~uropean problem, at least as far as the 
Germans were concerned, because of the connection with the non
aggression pact as the next step. £ven accepting all the reser
vations wade by Britain and America, the Germans :felt that this had 
been the last occasion on which such negotiations could take place 
without having an immediate bearing on the German situation. 'i'hey 
feared that the next round of East-West negotiations, whether, on a 
non-aggression pact or any other proposal, would lead to the division 
of Germany being finalised, 

He differed :from Dr. Sommer only on the issue of the 1:1LF. If 
one accepted the idea of Tom Schelling that progress in ~ast-West 
negotiations is only made after a major crisis has been successfully 
overcome, then when the next crisis came it would matter whetller or 
not the Germans were members of the MLF, If they became memb~rs, 
then the negotiations would be about a non-aggression pact, o.r some 
other proposal, not linked with the Berlin situation but simply 
intended to offset the MLF. But if the Germans did not join, or 
preferred other multilateral arrangements not lin};:ed with the MLF, 
then their pos:!.tion would be slightly better because they would not 
stand revealed as wantin2, nuclear weapons. Once the step of joining 
the MLF had bet>n taken, the Russians might turn all their propa
eanda against Germany and demand assurances. He urged that.the 
Germans should find out beforehand whether involvement in the MLF 
w~ ,j really worthwhile. 

Dr. Ritter supported Herr Cornides' argument. 

M. de Rose said that personally he had never been conv:i,nced 
that the .J:{ussians sincerely believed that German nuclear rearmament 
would be a threat to themselves. The possession of some nuclea;r 
weapons by Germany would not fundamentally change the situation 
inside the alliance; in case of war it would be the overwhelming 
A..'llerican forces with ··1hich they would have to deal. The possibility 
for \?est Germany to influence the military policy of the US existed 
already. The ::>oviet claim tLat nuclear weapons for Ger;;1any would 
be a danger for tlle world was just propaganda. 

He believed the position of Germany in the nuclear problem was 
gtven an importance it did not have. He did not consider that the 
MLF concept changed anything. Mixed crews would not affect the 
situation fundamentally at all. He was not convinced that the 
H6scow agreement was the last thing that the Germans could s·ign 
'-"';i thout being obliged to admit the division of Germany, but if 
considered from a tactical standpoint as a move in a game of chess, 
h~ could see the point. 

1\lr, Buchan considered the Gen;Jan analysis much too subtle and 
much too German-centred. Germany did play an enormous role in 
international diplomacy, but not so large as Germans tended to think, 
Herr Cornides had quoted Schelling's view that progress comes out of 
each crisis; but the achievement from the Cuba crisis was the hot 
line, not the test ban. He considered that one motive for the test 
ban, which had not been explored, was the fantastic cost which 
both the super-powers would incur if they were to go into the anti
missile field. The Americans could perhaps afford the necessary 
effort, but he doubted whether the ll.ussians could. 
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Dr. Ritter said how painful it was as a German to have to 
stre·ss that '-'Oviet policy was at present primarily focussed on 
central .wuropean problems, bc,cause this inevitably gave rise to 
the suspicion that he was over-stating the case. This was why he 
had deliberately cited Brzezinski :yesterday, as being ;wffo does not 
consider these problems frs>in the German point of view. 

He quite agreed with Mr. Buchan that the hot line was the 
direct result of the Cuba crisis. On the other hand, the hot line 
would not settle any problem i '· itself •. ile believed the Cuba crisis 
had been really a political adventure on the part of Khrushchev to 
build up the possibility of pressure on Berlin, not intended as a 
bargaining position to bring about the withdrawal of American 
missiles from Turltey, for example, 

Signor Spinelli stated that Dr. Ritter seemed to take the view 
that the ·:test, Jurope and the US, must probe all .the possi bi:).i ties 
of flexibility on the part of the USSR. But if some agreement 
was to be reached, the \lestern side must be flexible too, Where were 
we disposed to make some concessions? It was essential to know, 

'with reference to Herr Cornides' argument, whether some development 
of the policy that has led to the hot line and the test ban treaty 
would go to the point of accepting the present situation in ~urope, 
The question was whether the principal act of flexibility should be 
made by the Vest, not by the Bast. 

Dr. Ri tter maintained that the \lest had shown some flexibility 
in making the test ban treaty; V.'est Germany had shown flexibility 
in maldng her recent commercial agreements with some .f;;ast .w'uropean 
countries. But the probing discussions that were taking place 
between >jashington and l!ioscow on a variety of problems were not 
getting very far. The talks must have sm1e substance. Why. do the 
Russians refuse to give a guarantee on the problem of access to 
Berlin? They just want a non-aggression pact, in isolatio~, and they 
want to link the problem of access with ending the occupat~on status 
of Berlin so that through the back door they could achieve recog
nition that the status guo is normal and the status of Berlin 
abnormal. 

Dr. Sommer underlined Dr. Ritter's observations. German policy 
was becoming much more flexible. '.i:here had been a relaxation of the 
Hallstein doctrine as regards the countries in ~astern .wurope under 
Soviet domination. !Iemaintained, however, that the Germans must not 
let themselves get into the position of always acting with two eyes 
cocked on Russia instead of trying to see sense in the policies of 
the West, or they would condemn themselves to immobility. 

General del Marmol supported Dr. Sommer. He felt there was a 
tendency to pay too much attention to the Russians. He also 
supported J·!Ir, Buchan' s point that the problem of the anti-missile 
missile may have been a factor in the decision to conclude the.test 
ban agreement; a non-aggression pact was not necessarily the most 
important 0oviet objective. 

At this point the discussion was concluded. 
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EUROPEAN STUDY COMMISSION 

Minutes of the Second Meeting, held at 
the Institute for Strategic Studies, 

18 Adam Street, London W.C.2 on 
31st January and lst February, 1964 

Present: Mr. A. Buchan (in the Chair) 

Signor A. Albonetti Professor M. Howard 
!VIr, L. Beaten General Baron A. del 
General d 'J;.rmee ·Beaufre :'-". E• ,e'rYik 
Admiral H. Bos Dr. K. Ritter 
Herr w. Cornides Dr. T. Sommer 
M, F. de Rose Signor A. Spinelli 
Mr. N. Haagerup 1\1, J. Vernant · 

Herr U. Nerlich 

1. SWEDISH PARTICIPATION IN THE COMMISSION 

1\!armol 

Mr. lBuchan reported on correspondence with the Danish 
and Norwegian representatives on the ESC on the des:Lrability 
of associating the Swedish Institute of International Affairs 
with.the work of the Commission, such association to take 
the form of.:·receiving all reports of meetings of the Commission 
but only befng invited to attend meetings when the main' 
subject for discussion would be of special interest to 
Sweden. 

Mr. Haagerup reported that he had heard from Dr. Birn
baum, the Head of the Swedish Institute, that he would like 
to receive reports of the Commission's proceedings and that 
he would accept any form of association that the Commission 
agreed would be appropriate for Sweden. 

Without wishing to press a·formal objection, M. Verriant 
expressed doubts about the wisdom of sending Dr. Birnbaum's 
Institute the proces-verbal of meetings of the Commission 
because this would create a precedent; re~uests for these 
reports might be received from Instittites of Internation~l 
Affairs in other countries besides Sweden,. and this could lead 
to difficul ti.es. He agreed with the principle of inviting 
a Swedish representative to certainmeetings of the 
Commission, but he felt that the decision to restrict the 
distribution of the proces-verbal to the· persons who had 
attended each meeting should be upheld •. M, de Rose supported 
M. Vernant. 

Mr. Buchan explained that the ISS was particularly ' 
interested in keeping in touch with the Swedish Insti tut·e 
because they do some of the best. research on defence and, 
related problems in Europe and because he was anxious that the 
Study Commission should not consist entirely of countries 
members of NATO. He proposed that Dr, Birnbaum be sent the 
working papers which·would be prepared as a basis for 
discussion of the special subject for each meeting of the 
Commission together with any studies which might be produced 
emanating from these discussions (which would take the form 
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of one individual's interpretation or the discussion, as 
agreed at the first meeting of the Commission) and that the 
Commission should consider from time to time whether it 
would be desirable to invite a Swedish observer to attend 
a particular meeting. ' 

Mr. Buchan's proposal was agreed, 

2, STU:DY PAPl~S 

(a) !VIr, Buchan reported that Herr Nerlich had prepared a 
revised version of the working paper considered at the 
first meeting of the.Commission and copies were available 
in German. Herr Nerlich·.was working on an expanded version 
of this study which would be published by the Institute.for 
Strategic Studies as an Adelphi Paper. . · · · 

It was agreed that on the understanding that this paper 
would reflect an individual interpretation of the sense of 
the discussion, as had been agreed at the meeting in Paris, 
there would be no need to circulate Herr Nerlich's draft to 
members of the Commission before it was printed. 

(b) It. was agreed that the French members of -the Commission 
would produce a similar study paper based on the discussion 
of a European strategic force at the second meeting of the 
Commission, · 

3. EUROPEAN-AMERICAN CONF.ti;RENCE IN VENICE 

Mr. Buchan reported on discussions with Signor Albonetti 
and Signor Gaja in Rome on the possibility of organising a 
European-American Conference in Venice towards the end of May 
on similar.lines to that held at Harvard in 1963. It wa~ 
proposed that members of the European Study Commission 
should form the nucleus of the European membership of the 
conference, to which would be added some 15 ~uropeans and 10 
Americans, to make a total Qonference of·40 persons plus 
staff. The conference would be organised jointly by the 
Institute for Strategic Studies and the Italian Atlantic 
Committee, and sufficient funds would be available to pay 
for the conference centre.and for the board and lodging of 
the participants. The Fondazione Cini was available as a 
conference centre, and the.ISS would make arrangements to 
accommodate everyone concerned in hotels 'in.Venice. 

It was proposed that the_conference should be held 
over four working days, F;riday to Monday- (with Sunday as a 
half-day) May 22nd-25th.- A tentative agenda had been drawn 
up as follows: 

Friday 22nd May 
Morning 

Afternoon 

The end bf a bipolar world: 
the strategic implications 

The significance of American 
strategic superiority 

(' 
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Saturday 23rd May 
lvlorning 

Afternoon 

Sunday 24th May 
Ivlorning 

Afternoon 

Monday 25th May 
Morning 

Afternoon 

3 

The control of ~estern strategy · 
(1) An Atlantic system of planning 

and control of the forces of 
the present NATO nuclear p0wers 

(2) Control through multilater~l 
forces 

(3) A i:;uropean nuclear force and 
a ~uropean-American strategic 
partnership 

Free 

The Objectives of Arms Control 
Policy 

The Foundations of Co-existence 

It. was agreed to ac-cept the proposal as outlined b;r 
Mr. Buchan. It was further agreed: 

(a) to treat the conference as a regular meeting of the 
Commission, so that members' fares to Venice would be :paid 
by their Institutes; 

(b) to se.ek to reimburse the Scimdinavian members of ,the 
Commission for part of the cost of their fares from the 
monies contributed by the FIAT Foundation to pay the travel 

·expenses of the Italian members; 

(c) to decide the time of the opening of the conference in 
the light of air transport to Venice. 

As regards the selection of participants other than 
members of the Commission, after some discussion of 
possible participants it was agreed that Mr. Buchan should 
correspond with various personalities to obtain a balanced 
representation from each country concerned. It was further 
agreed that it would be desirable to invite a representative 
from the Commission of the European Economic Community, if 
possible M. Marjolin. 

4. 'rHIRD MEETING OF THE COlVJJI.HSSI ON 

It was agreed to hold the third meeting of the 
Commission in Paris, at the Centre d'Etudes de Politique 
Etrangere, on Friday and Saturday, 20-21 March 1964. · 

It was agreed that the special subject for discussion 
would be "The European view of American strategic policy and 
doctrine, and command and control of NATO" and that the 
Institute for Strategic Studies would be responsible for 
drafting the working paper for this discussion. Mr. Buchan 
explained that he personally would be unable to present 
this paper because he was already committed to a conference 
in the United .States at that time. 
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I N S T I T U T E F 0 R S T R A T E G I C 

EUROPEAN STUDY COMMISSION 

Summary of Discussion 
at the Second Meeting, 

held in London on 
?lst January-lst February, 1964 

FRIDAY MORNING, 31st JANUARY 

S T U D I E S 

DISCUSSION ON A EUROPEAN STRATEGIC NUCLEAR FORCE 

Desirability of.a .Curopean Nuclear Force 

Mr. Buchan (in the Chair) proposed that the morning be 
devoted to discussion of the d.esirabili ty of a i!:uropean 
nuclear force. He noted however that the French paper had 
not defined "Europe" in that context. 

M. de Rose said that in drafting their paper the French 
members had been very careful not to raise this issue because 
they did not want to turn the discussion towards a political 
argument about a Europe of the 6 or the 7 or the 15. They 
had defined the force as a. military instrument indepepdent 
of the 1Unerican nuclear force. The problem must be viewed 
from the military aspect, and the first question to be 
discussed was whether the defence of Europe and the defence 
of the United tltates. were the same thing. If it was figreed 
that there was a requirement for a nuclear force in Jurope 
independent of American control, the next points to b~ 
considered would be the capability of that force and the 
nature of its mission. The question of who would form a 
.c.uropean force could be left open for the time·being, until 
the desirability of the force itself had been agreed upon, 

Adm:i.ral Bos agreed with M, de Rose, with the reser
vation that if such a force were considered desirable the 
question posed on page 5 of the French paper, that there 
must be a politically united Burope in order to comrriand and 
control· such a force as well as to constitute it, would 
arise. We might find that we agreed that a Luropean force 
would be desirable, but that it would not be feasible. 

Mr. Buchan suggested that desirability had a gre.at 
influence on practicability. However, he thought M. de 
Rose's definition very useful and proposed that consideration 

. be given first to the question whether American and ~uropean· 
strategic interests were identical. 

General Beaufre said the arguments were set out in 
the French paper; he would like to know the reactions, 
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Herr Cornides considered that it depended a great deal 
on the map one used and how one looked at it. If one 
focussed on the Atlantic as the mediterranean of the modern 
world, there was a real identity of interest on both shores; 

but then what about the Pacific and Asian interests? He 
felt obliged to agree with the first sentence of the French 
paper. There was an identity of interest in the conte4t of 
a bipolar world, But once we accepted a world with 
different centres, the interests of Europe and the United 
States were no longer identical, And the further away we 
moved from a purely nuclear. deterrent, the greater the 
differentiation of interests~ Solidarity was another matter, 
of course. 

Professor Howard suggested it was a matter of priorities 
rather than interests. A division of interests was bound to 
arise in any large and complex political unit. During the 
Second VVorld War the British Empire had had to face the 
problem whether the strategic interests of Australia and New 
Zealand and India were identical with those of Britairt; 
they were not identical from a geographical point of view, 
but they were within the political context. 'rhe question was 
whether the Western world were to be regarded as something 
comparable to the British Empire during World ·dar II, e.g. 
something which in the last resort would accept some over
riding power in the general interest, or whether we admitted 
we were not yet at that stage of political integration. 

Signor Albonetti welcomed Professor Howard's inter
vention b;cause it brought members a little further away 
from the purely geostrategic appreciation of the differences 
between the United States and Europe. It was dangerous to 
try and divide up the discussion, because starting from 
geographical data one could jump to conclusions which had 
political implications. l!.Ven if one wanted to argue that 
there ~ an identity of interest, it must surely be 
admitted that in certain areas there could be a difference 
of appreciation due to the fact that the strategic,· geo
graphical and even political positions were not the same for 
all members of the same community. This did not in itself 
justify jumping to the conclusion that Europe needed a 
separate centre of military decision. However, Europe did 
face a more general problem in her relations with the 
United States than the question whether the US would 
intervene in the event of any attack on Europe. This 
problem di~ not only involve current issues; it was essential 
to think ahead to the situation ir;t 5, 10 or 20 years' time. 
The French paper was subtly argued and he believed i.t should 
certainly be accepted as a useful basis for discussion. 

Admiral Bos commented that in global terms the 
strategic interests of the United States and ~urope could not 
possibly be identical; the strategic interests of the 
different European NATO members were not even identical. 
But this was not relevant to the discussion, which was 
specifically concerned with the defence of Europe. He 
therefore proposed leaving out ·consideration of all 
interests outside Europe. 
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He took issue with the ·French paper on the examples 
cited to illustrate differences in the appreciation of 
interests between the United States and ~urope. He could 
not see what Munich and Dunkirk had to do with it. Yalta 
was another matter; but even so, times had changed so much 
that he would not choose Yalta to illustrate present 
differences. He could accept that the US and ~urope would 
not necessarily take the same attitude towards an incident 
involving Berlin, for example; on the other hand would the 
""uropean powers take an identical view of the same question? 
He could not see any justification for arguing that there 
had recently been any clear difference in outlook between 
the US and l:urope on an issue of primary concern to l:urope. 

Mr. Buchan thought it unwise to key the question of a 
~uropean force entirely to the defence of burope. In 20 
years' time, for example, bUrope might conclude that she 
needed some expression of power like an independent nuclear 
force not only for ~uropean defence but against the 
encroachment of Chinese influence on ~uropean interests. 

Admiral Bos agreed nith Mr. Buchan. He felt however 
that the problem for the future was quite different from 
the desirability of creating an independent ~uropean nuclear 
force while the NATO treaty was in force, and he therefore 
proposed that the two issues be discussed separately. 

Dr. Sommer seconded Admiral Bos's proposal. He also 
agreed with him that the French examples were not particularly 
relevant. He thought there had been two recent examples -
Berlin and Hungary. But these revealed not a definite 
divergence of interest but a community of n££-interest. 
It was theoretically conceivable for ""urope to have a 
difference of interest with the United States. In practice, 
however, ""urope would react in the same way as the United 
States because she was subject to the same threat - a 
greater threat even, because l:urope stood to suffer greater 
destruction; both would be reluctant to use nuclear 
weapons. Over Berlin in 1961 and over rlungary in 1956, 
there had been stronger reluctance to take any decisive 
action in Bonn than there had been in Washington. He 
believed that when the chips were down, the :Guropeans and 
Americans alike would back down. 

Signor Spinelli taking up Professor Howard's point 
observed that differences of opinion were as inevitable 
among coalitions as they were between political parties in 
a single state. But the interest of the whole must surely 
prevail over the interest of any one part. Western 
military defence was organised on the basis that an identity 
of interest did exist, and he believed this was so, although 
there were certain tendencies which sought to break it, 
The problem for ~urope was, was it better to try and 
strengthen this identity of interest or to try and break it? 
Two different conceptions were involved and must be 
considered before taking up Signor Albonetti's point about 
looking 20 years ahead, because .ti:urope would be developing 
in one direction or the other. Personally he believed that 
the European-American identity of strategic interest was 
worth maintaining and strengthening. But if one argued the 
contrary, then the questions of a multipolar system and the 
feasibility and credibility of an independent ~uropean 
deterrent had to be considered. ~he essential choice vas 
between building on the present basis or trying to transform 
it. 
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lVI. Vernari:t did not see how differences of interest 
. c'ould be avoided between members '6f an alliance which like 

NATO. remained amultimitional system; and the more widely 
separa~ed geographically the members the mor,e · d·ivergent their 
interests. ·r:n a crisis ,France would- have ·a greater identity 
of strategic interest with Belgium-and .Germany because of 
their _propinquity _than she would have. with the United States, 
leaving aside. the question. of power or what.each member 

.contributed to the aliiance. Therefore because ofher 
geographical position,. Europe -had solid interests whiclf'Attftd 
be the same as those of the United States, independent of 
the degree of -poli ti_cal integration in that Europe • 

. Coinmenting on Signor Spinelli's intervention, he :reared 
that misunderstandings might arise ·if the problem were 
c·o:nsidered · in a mi'li tary ·or quasi-military framework. -To 
give priority to ·a :C.uropean-American identity of interest 
would inean admitting that we' were in a military situation 
requiring the organisation of the alliance on-a war footing 
wi th'·a single command sy'stem and overriding control 
exercised· by the. most powerful mem.ber. Bu:t yve were not in 

·a stat~ ·of war, or-. even in a s_i'j;uation where military action 
was envisaged •. And NA~O was not comparable_ with the British 
Bmpire during World War II. 'rhe problem facing ..O:urope today 

. was to make sure in time of peace that the _essential 
.interests of .Gurope would be maintaine_d while maintaining 
peace. A ~uropean deterrent only made.sense in this context. 

General del Marmoi. said the main consideration ·was, 
would a· .t;;·;lropean nuclear _element con~ribute to the security 
of the whole free world as. well as to the security of · 
Europe? He believed it would. _The credibility of. a : 
deterrent was highly-important: would it add to -the fEic'tors 
which a potential·. enemy· would. have. to take into. account? 
He believed a European force. would act as a deterrent 
because it. would increase· Soviet uncertainty about Western 
intentions. It would also be politically significant 'for 
l!.Uropean-Americanrelations, because if .we accepted that 
the nuclear element' should be solely,in American hand~ the 
Atlantic·alliance would become a protectorate rather than a 
partnership. 

lVI. de Rose-taking up Signor Spinelli's.arguinent said 
the problem was not whether we favoured breaking the identity 
'of interest bet\yeen Burope E~.nd the US .but whether we were 
adding to the division which existed already. Because of 
geography; .i;;urope could be attacked by theUSSR by an 
infinity ofmeans from a.few battalions to an all-out 

· attack, ·whereas North America cou,ld _only be attacked by 
an all-out nuc1ear attack, and this created a certain 
difference in appreciation and assessment of the situat'ion. 
And he felt that overseas interests must be taken into 
account. The totally different reactions of the United 
8tates to the recent ·Panama Canal cris.is and to the Suez 

. Canal crisis were very' significant. 
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However, over and above European-American differences, 
the overriding concern was the reaction of the USSR in a 
given situation. The USSR was under no illusion about 
American-.Guropean solidarity at present; but it would be 
dangerous for .c.urope to assume that this.would always be the 
case. The Russians were not infallible; if they could make 
a mistake about the American reaction to their placing 
missiles in Cuba, almost on America's doorstep, they could 
make a mistake about America's reaction to a situation in 
:Gurope, The existence of a non-American deterrent force 
would be helpful because it would add to the factors to be 
taken into account by the Russians, as General del liiarmol 
had concluded. A European force would add little to the 
total strength of the West, although it would add something. 
But this was not the main consideration. Its importance 
would be primarily political, to contribute to Western. 
security by adding to Soviet uncertainty. There was np 
question of a European force substituting for the American 
force. 

General Beaufre took up Admiral Bos's question about 
ivlunich. The importance of Munich was that it illustrated a 
case vvhere allies made a change of strategy because of 
circumstances. Why had Britain and France changed their 
strategy, which resulted in their abandoning an ally? 
Because they reasoned that it was better to sacrifice 
Czechoslovakia than risk a world war at that particular 
time. But if Czechoslovakia had possessed nuclear weapons 
and had been prepared to go to war in her own defence,· 
the decisj_on of France and Britain would have been very 
different. Mentioning a series of discussions held at the 
Paris Centre about the nature of deterrence, he said the 
first tentative conclusion reached was that a multiplicity 
of centres of decision increased the deterring effect on 
a potential aggressor (which was in line with General del 
Marmol's argument); the second conclusion reached was that 
an independent nuclear force created additional bonds 
between those countries making up the force, greater than 
the normal solidarity between allies: the solidarity of 
risk. If there had been this imclear bond between Czecho
slovakia and France, say, at the time of Munich, Hitler 
would have been deterred from applying the pressure he did 
apply to the Czechs because of the greater risk of war. 

But besides creating a stronger reciprocal solidarity 
between·allies, nuclear weapons also created a certain 
solidarity among. all nuclear powers towards the outside 
world, independent of their political will. Beca1,<se of the 
instruments of destruction in their possession, nuclear 
nations did not have the same liberty of action as non
nuclear powers. The Russians and the Americans were almost 
tied to one another because of the balance they must 
preserve.· Therefore, because of this inter-dependence of 
nuclear weapons systems, a :Curopean nuclear force would 
create much stronger ties between i:urope and America than 
existed today. 
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~lr. Buchal1 did not find General Beaufre 's analogy of 
!Vlunich in the nuclear age very convincing. He considered 
that if Germany, Britain and France had been major nuclear 
powers and Czechoslovakia had had a very small force (which 
was all her economy could have supported), the desertion of 
Britain and France might have convinced Benes that he could 
not use his nuclear force; and without the intervention of 
Britain and France to limit the .destruction and cripple 
Germany, Czechoslovakia would have been so destroyed that 
Benes would have had no alternative but to surrender. 

General Beaufre maintained that if the Czechs had 
resisted militarily with conventional weapons but with the 
ability to wage a nuclear war, Britain and France would 
have stepped in because of the danger to the whole world. 
He reaffirmed his previous arguments, and added that in 1939 
nobody could have foreseen the situation that existed today. 
It was e~ually impossible to foretell the situation 25 years 
hence. l\'Ir, Buchan had already mentioned the example of 
China. Given this uncertainty, it would be very serious 
for .Durope to renounce a m=ens of adapting herself to any 
situation which might arise~ 

Herr Cornides aslced for clarification of the second 
sentence of the French paper about ~urope forming a system 
of outposts East of the Atlantic, The references to pUrope 
so far had really been to Western Europe; yet implicit in 
the argument was the existence of Russian as well as 
American outposts on ;::uropean soil, with the larger .8u-rope 
acting ac; a trial ground for the two major powers which were 
i::F.sed well back from the area. In such a situation, how 
was security increased if 1\iestern ....;urope had its own 
element of security, in the light of the French view about 
the common interest between the US and the USSR arising from 
their both being nuclear powers? 

Mr. Buchan agreed that this was an important consid
eration; he believed the idea of an independent European 
force would tend to solidify the division of burope, 

Signor Albonett~ said the main objection agains~ a 
European deterrent was the fear of dividing the Ylest. But 
on .E_Olitical grounds, he.believed a .Guropean deterrent was 
necessary to maintain Western unity, for the following 
reasons: (l) In the long run Western unity depended on the 
creation of an Atlantic community. But even if an Atlantic 
federation were posE)ible, it could not be reached by 15 
states .in the relationship of one giant to 14 dwarfs; there 
must be partnership. And he could not envisage .uuropean 
political and economic unity, which was essential to malce 
the partnership a reality, without a defence system. The 
relationship between the allies would not be healthy·if 
it were based on the American nuclear monopoly - and indeed 
monopoly did not work now, The growth of economic and 
political reconstruction in Europe would increase the need 
for Europe to have influence and responsibility; and res
ponsibility meant nuclear responsibility. 
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(2) A European nuclear force would avoid the_danger of 
discrimination between nuclea_r powers and non-nuclear powers 
in LUrope itself. (3) A ~uropean system of deterrence 
would avoid the proliferation of national deterrents. 
(4) National European deterrents might not be very credible 
because they would be rather weak and unsophistic~ted. 
A European deterrent would not suffer ·from these disad;
vantages ,· and because it would be more credible -it wou;Ld to 
a certain extent be a measure of arms control in Europ~. 

Mr.- Beaton did not consider the _·geostra'tegic "issu!:J was· 
the key one. It must be. a factor in any si tuati.on; but 
the central problem was the permament one illustrated by 
Yal ta: could and would the United States sell out some· .of 
her interests in ~urope in the event that Lurope were one 
kind of power rather than another? The American interest in 
Europe ·was much greater than the American interest in_South 
Korea or Vietnam, because Europe was so powerful economically 
and industrially and any transfer of loyalties was of 
profound interest to the US. The American interest in the 
USSR was because of-Soviet power;. l.t was an interest to 
bargain in certain circumstances and also a need to bargain 
because of her military power. 

Would Europe obtain counters, such as a seat at t~e 
summit, in vital situations by forming her own deterrent as 
the French claimed? This related to the question whether 
it would lead to partnership. He-was very hesitant about 
General Beaufre's firm ·conclusion that nuclear power would 
strengthen the links of an alliance. -That depended· ori an 
examination of the nature of the alliance and the amount to 
which it depended on an element of patronage and an element 
of dependence, or the extent to which it was a genuin~ly 
interdependent relationship. M. de Rose's observation that 
the existence of another centre of power introduced an 
element of uncertainty was true- but it applied.to the 
i~ericans as well as to the Russians. It was important to 
realise that this could lead to some very.profound-reconsid
eration of policy and commitments on the part of the United 
States. Burope would be _changing in a fundamental way her 
relationships inside and outside the alliance, and would 
have to be careful to be quite clear that the present 
structure could survive; if zurope.wanted it to survive, 
if l!iur.ope became_ militarily a great power. · 

Mr •. Haagerup. agreed with Mr. Beat on that neither. . . . 
geographiCal -nor physical factors were.decisive, becal,lse when 
we spoke of strategic interests· we were concerned "prim.arily 
with how those interests were being .. decided by -the body: 
politic in the various· countries. He further agreed with 
Jvlr. Beaton -about the -effect of a European deterrent upon the 
American body politic. It would also create differences 
within Europe, because many people in burope wo~ld doubt 
whether.the potential of a so-called.European system.would 
be -of real assistance to Europe. in time of crisis. ·This 
had much more to do with the ·certainty factor which we 
called politics than with geography. It was very difficult 
to make a firm 'judgment; but he was more inclined.to agree 
with Mr. Beaton than with General Beaufre. 
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Dr. ·Ri tter also supported Mr; Beaton·1 s first point. 
·He believed the case for a European nuclear deterrent 
depended cin whether in the ·nuclear age Europe needed a 
strategic nuclear potential·to pursue· political interests 
of her own. If it was ·agreed' the.t political interests 
could not ·be· enforced without the existence :of a credible 
range ·of options· iii the ·military field as well, then· the 
case for .·.Jurope having ·h.er own deterrent must be admitted. 

. .. . . . . • . • • ·• • • I 

Professor Howard pointed out that the British nuclear 
deterren,t had, existed, as a nuclear· force in ~U:rope for'at 
least 10 y~a,rs; but this had not prevented France from· 
feeling it necessary to create her own force, for reasons 
which Britain understood. But if the· arguments of General 
:Seaufre and M. de·Rose to defend the need for such a force 
were: valid; they were ·valid so long· as there ·was £!:. force 
·in ·..,uiope. ·Dr. · Ri tter 1 s intervention raised arguments for 
the creatio·n of other forces by other .t:uropean states; .. }' . ' - . . .. 

Admiral Bos maintafned ·that ·the· starting-point must be 
'that the ''defence of the West. was one and indivisible at the 
:·present time. As· the French paper stated, ·no. country !could 
defend itself alone; therefore a strong alliance among all 
15 members of NATO must be maintained. It appeared from 
the 'morning Is discus.sion that the creation of a European 
·nucl·ear ·force could either ( 1) enhance solidarity among the 
·members of NA'rO and strengthen • relations ·between :Guro~e 
~nd the United States (as General Beaufre suggested)'; for 
(2) riot ·greatly" affe"ct the alliance but have the advantage 
of satisf:r:i,ng ·:&lropeari feelings of prestige or· partne·rship 
(as Signor Albonetti suggested); or (3) possibly create 
a·split'between ·:c.urope and the United States (as Mr.· Beaten 
S1.\fl; gested). · 

Persomilly he was convinced "that if· ·the creation of an 
independent·· .Wuropean deterrent should gravely endanger the 
scilidarfty which n(liV existed between the ·US and · .!!.'urope, no 

•:other ,c·onsideration would make up for that consequence. 

He ·did hot suggest that Britain and .France shoul~ do 
away with their own d·ete'rrents; it would be realistic for 
them to"oontinue develdping.their nuclear weapons·as far as 

•they saw fit. But· Britain· and France ·should take ·into . 
account the fact· that' Ainerica provided· 95% of the strength 
of the West and pledge that so long as NATO continued in 
its present form their vie a pons would ·be. int.egrated in the 
general strategic nuclear pmYer of the United States so 

··that· 'the· Amer"ican Pres.:i,dent would have 1;he sol·e responsibility 
for·using .. the deterrent. He was· not entir"ely happy w:j.th the 
present situati'on so far as con~iJultation arid planning; etc. 

·were concerned; .but that was a secondary consideration. . . . . . 
Mr. ·Haagerup said .that Denmark·and Norway were b~th 

·very much Atlantic-:rilinded; tl;leir military interests were 
believed· to· be morg· ·identical with those of Britain and the 
United States than of continental :&lrope. Therefore any 
decision in·Europe to build an independent nuclear force 
contrary to· the wi'shes of the United States, whether or not 
it was logical, would be considered in ·the Scand·inavian 
countries to undermine the security they felt at present. 
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FRIDAY AFTERNOON, 31st JANUARY 

DISCUSSION ON A EUROPEAN STRA'rEGIC NUCLEAR FORCE (cont.) 

The Implications for European-American Relations 

Mr. Buchan (in the Chair) recalled that a principal 
argument raised during the morning for a .Guropean system of 
deterrence was the unheal thine ss of a relationship be.tween 
a power of the size of the Uni t_ed States and 14 small 
countries. 'rhere was no disagreement about this, even on 
the part of Americans. 1\lany Americans felt baffled about 
the difficulty of upholding a relationship in which they 
were so much stronger than any of the countries they dealt 
with and were becoming more and more involved in a series 
of bilateral relationships with the other countries of the 
alliance. 

The q_uestion was, however, whether the carrying of the 
concept of .buropean unity to the point of Lurope having the 
means of pursuing an independent diplomacy (because that was 
the real purpose of a bUropean nuclear force) would lead to a 
more successful and enduring relationship between Europe and 
the United States, or whether such knowledge as we had in 
the past about the relationship between two big units in an 
alliance, like Germany and Austro-Hungary or Russia and 
China, gave us cause to wonder whether a relationship between 
two units of roughly eq_ual economic power and comparable 
strategic.power in the end led to friction and to the break
up of the relationship altogether. He felt that the effect 
of a decision to create an independent European nuclear force 
on the-relationship with-the United States should be qonsid
ered before the very important q_uestion whether such a 
decision would be a "federateur" of European poli ti.caJ: unity. 

Mr. Beatoii. dissented from the idea that Americans did 
not feel able to work with those less stror;g than themselves. 
They never said this about Latin America, or Japan, or 
Canada; and so far as it was said.about li:urope it was· 
insincere. He believed that what the Americans really 
wanted was simpler relations: they hoped for a Europe which 
would be stronger than the present one, politically. united, 
with which they could deal as a political unit. But they 
were not really prepared to· see a ''strong" Europe. And they 
did not believe .burope would become any more powerful 'or 
independent as the res_ul t of a European deterrent. 

_ Signor Albonetti said that the United States had wanted 
a ~uropean federation sine~ the Second World War for two 
q_uite different reasons: (1) to put an end to what they saw 
as the continual strife among the European nations;- and 
(2) to see as strong a unit as possible fill the gap in 
central -"''urope in the face of the military threat posed by 
the USSR. 
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Dr. Sommer said the case stated in the French paper was 
brilliant; yet he was not . convinced. One. difficulty was 
that the French case was put in the abstract. Theoretically 
he could support a .c;uropean deterrent. But would such a 
force in fact lead t9 a higher degree of solidarity and 
cohesion within the alliance? Theoretically the contrary 
could be argued: that a nuclear monopoly led .to the highest 
degree of solidarity, the only problem being to ensure that 
the monopoly were exercised in a tolerable way and made 
politically acceptable by the processes which had been going 
on - information, consultation, planning and projected 
participation as in the lllLF. Duopoly by definition main
ta{ned a split and might in practice lead to the lowest 
degree of solidarity. He would therefore like to hear the 
reasoning behind the French case. 

He believed the effect of a .c;;uropean deterrent on our 
relations with the United States would depend as much upon 
the means as upon the end itself. If the Buropeans worked 
for an independent force without the ~ericans or even 
against the Americans they could create the opposite effect 
from that intended. If they worked with the Americans, 
however, they might gain greater solidarity or at· leas.t 
prevent rivalry f;r-om developing. He suggested that the MLF 
was one way towards a European deterrent which would do less 
harm than others. He envisaged starting out under American 
hegemony and then trying to struggle free; after 8-10 years 
the Americans might be prepared to sell their shares to the 
~uropeams, or abolish their veto, and a Buropean capability 
would thei1 exist but without the strains and stresses that 
an independent approach might bring. He was not convinced 
by the implication in. the French paper that a "'uropean 
deterrent must be built on the basis of the existing national 
deterrents.· The British and French cases had shown that 
their motives were counter-productive, and this was not a 
sound foundation for a Buropean force. And where would 
Germany and Italy fit in? He believed it would be wiser, 
and more profitable, to begin with an Atlantic deterrent. 

M. de Rose replied first to Mr. Buchan that the French 
paper had not meant to imply tha;t. an independent .strategy 
was possible for .!Europe in the full meaning of the ter!Jl, He 
had tried to make clear earlier his belief that while a 
Buropean force would add an element Df a stable .character 
to the American force,.it must rem!J.iil supplementar:y.to the 
American presence .in .wurope and to the maintainence of bonds 
between Europe and the United States. Of course the 
.t.uropean force could only contributa a small percentage in 
military terms; its contribution.to Western security was in 
the political field of dissuasion. To Admiral Bos, he 
would say that if it were a case of having to choose between 
the American force with a guarantee o·:r the British arid. French 
nuclear force without an American guarantee,· of course we. 
would choose the permanent American guarantee, 

As to the effect of this force upon the Atlantic 
alliance, he supported General Beaufre's argument that it 
must bring about a greater solidarity. But he also believed -
and this was implicit in the French paper - that there must 
be acceptance on the part of America of the useful role 
which a non-American force could play. The Europeans must 
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try to reach agreement about this themselves so as to create 
the force in the framework of a Zurope which was purposeful, 
politically united and at least confederal if possible in 
structure; they would not get American support if the US 
continued to believe that it was her sole responsibility to 
act as the world's policeman and that supplementary forces 
would only complicate her task. Therefore the Europeans must 
first reach agreement among themselves and then convince the 
Americans. If this were done, it would be easy enough to 
reach agreement on the co-operation of the two forces. 

lVIr. Buchan returned to the question whether a l.Suropean 
force implied an independent strategy. If strategy were taken 
to mean all that part of a v- +i·~·n 1 s ambitions in international 
affairs concerned with the use of force, he did not think the 
~uropeans would want to create a nuclear force withou~ some 
assurance that it would give them a measure of independence 
of the United States. The history of the British and French 
forces showed that the arguments from ambition were stronger 
than the arguments from fear. Talk about a complementary 
strategy was unrealistic. ~urope would not make the tremen
dous financial effort required unless it wished to be a 
part of an important new element in a multipolar world, 

M. de Rose said the effort required to build an inde
pendent strategic force would be gigantic. He maintained that 
as a first step the right approach was to try and convince 
the Americans of the necessity for a complementary force, 

Signor Spinelli maintained that the construction of a 
Buropean force must be looked at in the context of the 
general political situation. General Beaufre had pointed 
out the common interest which existed between nuclear powers. 
One element in this was their common opposition to prolif
eration. If the Europeans set out to build an indepe:p.dent 
nuclear force, they would inevitably come up against the 
opposition of the Russians and the Americans. The Americans 
would be put into the position of having to choose between 
continuing their policy of co-existence with the USSR and 
stifling the ~uropean effort, or supporting the Europeans 
and going back to a hard cold-war posture vis-a-vis the 
USSR. He believed this was too high a price to expect the 
Americans to pay for supporting a ~uropean deterrent. 

He was convinced that it would benefit the ~urop~ans 
more to ask the US to recognise the demands. of partnership. 
We ·lived in a world of interdependence and our aim ought to 
be not to abolish this interdependence but to transform a 
protectorate into a partnership. As European unity made 
progress, ~urope could claim an increasing say in the 
planning and decision-making of the Atlantic alliance. In 
the very long term a President of i:;urope might be envisaged 
'Nho would be able to take a decision on behalf of .wurope. 
But for a long time to come, it would be an advantage for 
turope to have the President of the US at the head of the 
alliance. European unity at the moment was more apparent 
than real, and he believed that in a crisis the deterrent 
would be more credible if the man in charge were the 
President of the US. Europe must accept the state of inter
dependence in which history had placed her and which could 
not be changed. 
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General del Marmol deplored the tendency to contrast 
a ~uropean deterrent with the American deterrent. They must 
be complementary. He was not persuaded 'that a European 
deterrent would be disadvantageous from the American point 
of view. Certainly Khrushchev viould not: want to. see it; he 
would prefer pow.er to remain in· American hands because it 
made things easie·r for hiin. But· he personally saw no reason 

.why the Americans :'3hould necessarily have a muclear monopoly 
nor why this· should be thought desirable·.: He _pointed to the 
conclusions set forth 'in his own paper which had been 
circulated. The nub of the question was that this point of 
view·was beginning to find recognition in the US too, for 
example in General Norstad's suggestion for a three-power 
directorate which would dispose of a certain nuclear 
capability. · · 

Mr. Buchan assumed that General del'Marmol agreed with 
Dr. Sommer on the desirability of constructing some Atlantic 
system of deterrence. 

General del ll'larmol concurred, although he did not agree 
that this system should be the MLF. 

Herr Cornides observed that the time when we did not 
talk about partnership in the Atlantic alliance, in the 
1950's, was the time when it existed. This had been due to 
(1) the existence.of a .. sfiong commoi?- threat, and (2) the 
fact that the only other nuclear power, Britain, had a 
special relationship with the US,' Now that this was passing, 
many people who had opposed it would regret it. 'Substantial 
differences of opinion had emerged ·in the· United .states 
over this whole problem. Some 'people accepted the ne.ed and 
the consequences of partnership '(a united .!5urope with a 
political force of its own); o·thers accepted t_he need but 

·.not the consequences (those who supported the MLF); others 
·again mai'ntained that more thinking needed to be done about 
whether the US preferred a really united ~urope or a network 
of bilateral relationships. He believed that what most 
Americans really wanted was a politically and eco~RW~~~l~Xnt 

·stronger i:;urope which recognised that. it did not fittea aft/~ 
military .role and was·integrated·with the US. 

. ! . • 

· The real. difficul tYwas not. the force i tse.l·f,. but .the 
policy' for which it would ·be u·sed. Dr. Ritte·r had posed 
the· questj_on this inorning ·-about the relationship of nuclear 
capability to a changing political. situation •. This was the 
key issue and it could· not be answered once and f-or all time. 
It woul.d look ve.ry different·· during the next four years, when 
the NATO treaty was not in question; and in the. 1970's. 
rle felt the important thing was to try to reach a solution 
which would leave Europe the ·option of deciding later on in 
favour of creating her own deterrent. Any American attempt 

·. to close the· door would be counter,-producti ve. If :C.urope 
were.forced to take. this decision now, it would hold up 

·economic and political unification or even understanding 
between the European powe.rs. It was impossible to look 
ahead 20 years. He would prefer to see Europe concentrate 
for the p_resent on economic and· political· co-operation, 
provided the possibility were left open for a military 
sohttion at sol)le date· in the future. It was a question·. of:· 
how long certain issues could be kept open. The problem· o.f. 
Britain's attitude to the European Economic·community was 
pending and this was an important issue for Europe. Would it 
be wise, therefore, to give priority to the nuclear issue in 
the present situation? 
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Signor Albonetti suggested that the time factor might 
permit a rapprochement of the different points of view. 
Dr. Sommer, Signor Spinelli and Herr Cornides all feared a 
buropean deterrent might well split the West instead of 
uniting it, in opposition to General Beaufre. They all 
agreed that in the longwrm neither monopoly nor national 
nuclear forces was the right answer. Dr. Sommer and Signor 
Spinelli had made suggestions for interim arrangements, 
whereas those who had argued in favour of a l!;uropean 
deterrent had not said anything about the timing. Perhaps 
it would prove acceptable to everybody t'l .leave aside the 
question whether it would be appropriate to establish a 
Buropean force now, but to seek to leave open the meal}s of 
exercising an option to establish such a force, which might 
evolve through the development of national military co
operation and through the American renunciation of her veto, 
in such a way as to guarantee the maintenance of strong 
bonds between .c;urope and the US. 

Mr. Buchan welcomed Signor Albonetti's intervention. 
The lead-time involved in nuclear projects was very great. 
Even if they were governments and could take a decision this 
very day, their decision would not bear fruit before 1970; 
this was part of the difficulty. 

M. Vernant said the expression "a European deterrent" 
could be interpreted in several ways. The first consider
ation to bear in mind was that the attitude of the US 
towards Europe had modified cconsiderably since the idea of 
~uropean unity was first launched; it had been modified by 
the reconstruction and the political evolution of Europe. 
He was not sure that today, if a great Buropean nation, with 
all that that implied, should somehow come into being, this 
development would arouse any enthusiasm in Washington. The 
US wanted ~urope as a partner, but she also wanted to remain 
in control of the alliance. 

The second consideration was that a European deterrent 
must mean the British and French nuclear forces. He did not 
see the possibility either of other European powers having 
national forces or of the two existing nuclear powers . 
transforming themselves into a system of European deterrence. 
There was no point in a purely theoreti.cal discussion. The 
problem must be looked ·at in terms of the existence of two 
national forces in Europe - which had both been created 
largely because of political considerations - together with 
the existence of an American guarantee. 

Mr. Buchan was impressed by M. Vernant's argument. 
Perhaps it would be helpful to draw·up one or two models of 
a European force and its possible relationship to an American 

.force. The considerations they were discussing.would take 
on a very different character according to whether one 
envisaged a European community which was primarily economic 
rather than political with the two independent national· 
forces in it, or if the British and French forces were 
pooled, or if a force were built from scratch by some kind 
of European defence community. He suggested taking these 
three possibilities before continuing to discuss the effect 
of a European force on European political unity and on 
relations with the United States. 

There was general assent to this proposal. 
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Possible ciodels for a European Force 

Mr. Buchan said everyone agreed that the American 
monopoly had gone for ever, and probably everyone agreed that 
national forces, in_ ,jurope or anywhere .else, had not got a 
very long fu_ture ahead of them. He wondered_ whether· this 
was the Frenchview. 

. M. de Rose said ~he American monopoly was not acceptable. 
fhere was no question that France must remain.a nuclear 
power.· The Communists apart, no party in France would renounce 
a French nuclear force, He believed that any alternative 
French Government would do its utmost to obtain a ~uropean 
formula; but since a ~uropean Bxecutive capable of taking a 
decision would not exist for a long time no French Government 
would abandon its power of decision. 

He referred to the line of argument he had proposed 
during the morning to discuss first the need for a ~uropean 
force and then (if that were agreed) the mission and the 
capability of such a force, The problem was that on the 
national level there was no means of Gstablishing a force 
which would represent the likely level of power required, 
Therefore another solution was necessary. The proposal that 

.had been m1.de, for a:Luropean solution, was acceptable.to 
the French in the sense that it was not intended to come into 
effect immediately. 

l\Ir. Beaten said he did not believe the British national 
forcevroi:ild disappear until the American force disappeared, 
He agreed with M. Vernant that nuclear weapons derived much 
from the national position, and it was most unlikely that 
Britain would abandon the most effective weapons in the world. 
However, he did not want to argue about British domestic 
politics. 

Mr. Buchan maintained that lV!r, .Beatonwas discounting 
the loss of British confidence in the.political advantages 
that this particular kind of force brought to a nation. The 
formal-British position was that the Conservatives supported 
the·existence of a British nuclear force, although they 
based their·argument on givin: Britain a role in.disarmament 
ne-gotiations rather than on strict military. requirements11r. i/. h 
The Labour Party appeared to have abandoned·the idea tha'e il:;~s 
Labour Government would cease to be· a m,1clear power, "partly 
because of the difficulty of convincing the rest of the 
world, and to have moved towards the position in which it 
would abandon the attempt to buy or develop strategic weapons 
but.would develop aircraft or special-purpose kinds of 
weapon under a close relationship with NATO. Quite a strong 
wing of the present British Government believed (wrongly, in 
his opinion) that why Britain failed to get into the Common 
,.iarket was because she was not prepared to make any gesture 
towards ~urope with her nuclear force, and would like to see 
either an Angle-French solution or some kind of European 
beau geste. There was no counterpart of this tendency 
within the Labour Party. 
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Professor Howard maintaine_d there was a gr-eat difference 
between the argument advanced by strategic analysis and the 
political significance of the nuclear capability itself, He 
could not ·visualise any arrangement whereby Britain p~t her 
nuclear weapons at the disposal of NATO which did not · 
contain even a formal clause on the rlght to withdraw_them, 
It might be possible for the British force to become 
available to some sort of.European control, but constit
utional formalities would have to be preserved, There was 
no chance of either a Conservative or a Labour Government 
acquiescing in a bonfire of destruction or.a total commit
ment of nuclear weapons without any possibility of withdrawal, 
because of factors which were quite different from those 
being discussed here, 

Mr. Beaten said he could not conceive' of any nation 
allowing its nuclear weapons to be fired against its will. 
This was more important than the question of the right of 
withdrawal. The British force would in the last analysis be 
under· British control_ •.. The same was true of the Americans, 
the Russians and the French. 

Her'r Cornides stressed the need to keep in mind the time 
factor. The question was not ·whether the Germans or any 
other country mus:t have nuclear weapons because that.was 
the British or French position, but for how long the Germans 
could not ask for them and what must happen in the meantime 
to prevent other national positions being pushed to the 
extreme. · 

Dr. Sommer sa~d the great German desire was to m~lti
lateralise the nuclear potentials that existed, not to become 
a nuclear power herself. He believed the minimum the Germans 
would ask for very soon was planning participation and 
penetration. He expected very strong German pressure on 
Paris and London to get the same kind of information and 
consultation rights that had already been granted by 
Washington. · · · 

Mr. Beaten believed the British would go further and 
faster·than the Americans in.that regard. The commitment 
of Bomber Command to NATO was very important. 

• · 'Herr Cornides pressed his point: Assuming t'hat 
consultation developed, that_progress was made in relations 
with the US, that a certain amount of progt·es·s "ivas made 
within the Six towards poli.tical· integration: would the 
Germans then press for a more national development (which 
would destroy this-tendency) or would they accept discrim
ination 8: little longer in·the hope of speeding up 
developments? · 

Mr. Buchan felt that time was working agains·t any 
perpetuation of· a national situation, although he d_oubted 
whether Paris held this view. One clear difference was that 
French military commitments had now almost entirely receded 
into Burope.· France intended to spend 25% of her defence 
budget·-·on-her.nuclear effort, 13,s against Britain's .10%; 
therefore the French weapons development would have more 
behind it than the British. And there seemed to be more 
confidence in France that the nuclear force would enhance 
the national position. ~ 
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General Beaufre said American ideas had .evolved consid
erably over the past 15 years;_ they·would .cci~tinue to change 
and that was_ to be expected· •. We were now at the end of an era 
during whichthe basic tenet.had been the main:tenance of the 
complete· uni t·y. of the nuclear system under :the .control of the 
American President~· ·Most· Americans now accepted-that things 
·must· be different. ·• · The • French si tu'at-ion was now different 
too, because t~ey_ had· a .. Gove·rnment· which was creating an 
independent nuclear system •. lie considered. tha-J;'. althotlgh the 
French effort had been unde.rtaken for purely national .. 
·political conside'rations •·· its effect. wo~ld not be detr:j.mental 
to the true interests of the alliance.· It would create a 
new form of soiidar.i ty' .·as he had already. explained' and it 
would oblige the· Americans to treat· the· ~uropeans. as 'partners. 
From the day when a French force came into existence, the 
America~s would be obliged to seek co-operation and there 

·would be .a re-ba:l_ancing of re.sponsibili ties within the 
alliance. · -

Readmitted this· would be·ratnei-·~ .mixed solU:tion. 
The.British nad·always admitted that except for a formal 
constitutional reservation their fore~ would be more or less 

' integrated in an Atlantic system ... But. de .. Gaulle 's difficult 
personality made him reject this. However, posing the' problem 
in·su9h uncompromisirl:g. terms had forceda re-thinking of the 
whole issue, and ideas were still evolving. By maintaining 
the principle of an independent force the French had 
·obliged the Americans. t·o envisage a systeni.other than.a. 
monopoly one. · 

Signor Albonetti interjected that the :problem would still 
J:l,ave been posed by the "push" of '.c.'urope;·'i;e. by the success 
of the Common Market ·and .:the pol~ tical· unity of EUrope. · 

·General Beaufre pol.nted o'ut that this ~ould have 
happened later on. It was the· .premature· posing of the 
pro·blem by France that forced an examinat-ion of the· whole 
issue and gave rise·to ideas which prepared the possibility 
for a.united Europe to have an independent strategy (which 

·would naturally_be co-ordin<').ted with.an.Atlantic systein). 
How to pass from the. present. sys tern to a future system was 
something .. which'would.have to be discussed. 

Signor Albonet'ti suggested, that it ?e,.disc~ssed now. 

M. Vern:ant replied .ti1at' if Europe, and .especially the 
:i.Jurope of the Six, made .progress towards political ·and · 

_military unification, .as was demanded from .the French -~ide 
. some ye-ars ago, it wo·uld be relatively .easy to obtain. · . 
. parti.cipation ·in strategic planning ·for· France's b'uropean 
partners.· · · · · 

Signor Albonetti observed that 
The . .c;uropeans wanted·to participate 
not· French planning. · 

this was. not sufficient. 
in American planning, 

M. Vernant.rejoined that he was expressing a personal 
view. It .·was up, to ·.France's ·partners::· if this· proposal was 
not·acceptable, they would all have to thihk·again. 
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Mr. Buchan suggested considering whether present 
difficulties might be resolved by pooling the British and 
French forces. In its favour was the fact that it would 
reduce the number of nuclear powers by one, so that it 
would be an anti-proliferation measure. The main questions 
were: (1) ould it meet the requirements for which the 
British and French forces were laid down? (2) Would it meet 
the difficulties and anxieties of the non-nuclear members 
in the alliance? (3) Would it hasten political unity in 
.Cur ope? 

M. de Rose said he could see a single, integrated 
force being created only in the context of a Franco-Br~tish 
political system where it would be acceptable to both partners 
to give each other the right of veto; this led in the 
direction of the Churchill idea of a common Franco-British 
Government. But in that case, what about the effect on the 
other ~uropean partners of France? One could only pro9eed to 
this type of Franco-British Government if the other ~uropean 
partners were left outside; but from that moment, the nuclear 
factor would be a factor for disunity.in Europe. Therefore 
he could not see a pooled force-which would reduce the number 
of nuclear powers by.one; it meant a force which the two 
Governments would work jointly to construct. 

In reply to Mr. Buchan's questions: (1) On the technical 
level, it certainly would respond to France's aims because 
she had so much to gain from Britain. But Britain had only 
a limited technical interest, and if her nuclear tie-up with 
the US were in jeopardy it would not be to Britain's advantage, 
And if France were to have access to American techniques, 
why not have access directly and not through Britain? 
On (2), it was for the non-nuclear powers themselves to say 
whether a Franco-British force would satisfy them. On (3), 
he did not believe an exclusively Franco-British syste~ 
would be conducive to ~uropean unity. He had grave doubts 
about the wisdom of making.an effort in the nuclear field 
before resolving the question whether a European community 
which could be responsible for the whole of the area was 
obtainable. 

Professor· Howard said a Franco-British arrangement 
'Nould have to be a mixture or a compound, ·A mixture would 
not .achieve very much; it would be too likely to split open 
in a crisis. But a compound raised several interesting 
questions. The two forces would have to be integrated on the 
level of manufacture; there would have to be a single 
integratedoperational force, an integrated system of command 
and control. The difficulties were obvious; but if it were 
found possible to overcome them, he saw no reason why other 
~uropean nations should not be brought into the Anglo-French 
sharing of resources. If it were found feasible to have an 
integrated Anglo-French force, it would be a very short step 
on to invite other buropean nations to share in targeting 
and manning. And it would be no more difficult from the 
point of view of public opinion. 

Signor Albonetti supported Professor Howard's last 
point. Unless other ~uropean nations were brought in, an 
Angle-French force would create more problems than it 
would solve. 
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Mr. Beaton said there were three main aspects: 
(1) Targeting. and planning; (2) firing; (3) development 
programmes and the building of equipment, On (1), the 
most important consideration for France and Britain was to 
hav8 common targeting with the Americans; a separate Angle
French exercise would have no meaning so long as NATO were 
in existence. On (2), .firing, he had already expressed his 
view, .'rhe British would only .accept such a scheme on the 
basis of a mutual veto. Although a· mutual veto would reduce 
the deterrent.effect.of both forces, a force on that basis 
should not be excluded, On (3), Britain had no particular 
requirement for warheads or bombs, Her problem was delivery 
systems. She was going to buy Polaris, the best delivery 
system in the world, This agreement could not be matched 
from the technical point of view; but it had caused great 
political strain and might never be repeated. In another 
situation the British Government might well consider. 
combining with the French to·produce a cheap weapon. 

General Beaufre agreed that an attempt was being,made on 
the French and Bri tis.h side to think in terms of reducing 
expenditure.by worki.ag in common (for example on the Concorde 
airliner project). .There was a difficulty about nuclear 
weapons because of the British-American tie-up. But there 
might be a possibility for Franco-British co-operation cin 
vehicles - rockets or submarines -where the British-American 
nuclear problem did not come into the picture. 

He entirely agreed with Professor Howard that it would 
be as. eaf!y from.the internal political point of view to share 
with the rest of ~urope as with the French. He believed that 
if we were to push in that direction, since a technical and 
financial interest already existed, perhaps we could make 
progress in breaking down the political barriers which were 
so strong at the present time. A priori, some attempt at a 
Franco-,.British system, even if it.did not_get very fa:r,·was 
in a sense an. attempt at a :t.'urop·ean. solution, because the day 
when Franco .. Bri tish differences were .resolved we should be 
on the road to a .r:,uropean system, · 

Mr. Buchan inaci.e two comme11ts: (1) the British were 
nearer this than they used to be, in the sense that they no 
longer conceived their nuclear force as fulfilling a world
wide function. ·(2) A central problem for ..:;urope was that 
none of its oountrie·s was strong· enough ·to act as a guarantor 
for the others. It was cqnceivable ·that·a new _Ariglo-
French. comb-ined force could be s:trong endi.lgh to. act as a 
guarantee f·orce for .:.'urope. He was doubtful however 
whether the non-nuclear powers in ~'urope would share this 
view, · · · · · · · · 

Dr. Sommer said that from the German point of view 
there were four· possibilities of nuclear organisation 
within the alliance •. In order of undesirability, theue 
were: ( 1) independent national forces;· ( 2) an Angle
French force; (3) a ....,uropean··force; (4) an Atlantic force, 
Any of ·the first three were acc·eptable as transitional 
stages towards an Atlantic deterrent, but they were 
unacceptable as ,ends in themselves •. 
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He did not believe that any of these projects would work 
out on a strictly military level. DUropean unity had to come 
before a European nuclear force, just as an Angle-French 
confederation would have to precede a combined force. He 
endorsed General Beaufre 1 s and .f:'rofessor Howard 1 s conch\sion 
that the political difficulties would be no greater for a 
larger project than for a limited one. If an 1V1glo-French 
project were 'feasible a .c.uropean project would be feasible; 
and we should then be well on the way to an Atlantic project. 

Herr Cornides agreed about the four alternatives, although 
they could not all be transitional because we must end up 
somewhere. He believed the Germans were undecided whether 
they wanted to end up with a ~uropean, or bipolar, solution 
or with an Atlantic solution. Some support had been expressed 
for both alternatives, but the majority were undecided and 
'!IBnted to keep the door open as long as possible, depending 
on the progress which France was willing to accept towards 
~uropean political integration. If the French were too neg
ative towards political integration, then the Germans would 
move via the MLF in an Atlantic direction. A decision could 
not be deferred indefinitely, particularly because of the 
problem of the lead-time which Mr. Buchan mentioned •. However, 
the issue could be kept in the air for another two or three 
years befor·J the degree of progress, or the lack of it, within 
the -"'uropean Economic Community would force a decision. 

Signor AlboneJ1i suggested that Germany could 
membership of the lV!LF with the "open door" policy; 
.Guropean solution was always open. 

combine 
the 

Dr. Sommer said that the Government and Opposition alike 
in Germany were in favour of the !VILF precisely because it 
left open this option. It might turn out to be a safety-net 
for Britain and France; it might lead to an Atlantic 
federation; it might develop into a genuinely Atlantiq 
deterrent to which the Americans would subscribe the bulk of 
their nuclear arsenal. It might lead to nothing at all - but 
in that case what would be lost? 

Signor Spinelli maintained than even if a Franco
British force were able to act as a nuclear guarantee for 
,t;urope, it would still be unacceptable:. Why abandon the 
American guarantee in favour of a Franco-British guarantee? 
All the arguments about the United States appreciating her 
own or burope 1 s interests differently from the .C:uropeans 
themselves applied to France and Britain. The US w~'.s in fact 

.more likely to support Europe in a crisis because she had an 
interest in maintaining a balance with the USSR which Iiritain 
and France did not share. 

General del Marmol believed that if there were any merit 
in a Franco-British force, it would be an advantage for 
bUrope so long as it were organised in a European framework. 

!vir. Haagerup said that public opinion in Denmark did 
not like to face the fact that the American monopoly had gone. 
There would be no enthusiasm about changing the present position. 
The Danish attitude towards an Angle-French nuclear partner-
ship would be heavily influenced by progress being made at 
the same time in the economic field, since Denmark was very 
preoccupied with the economic aspect of the division between 
the Six and the Seven. Norway would share this view, but to 
a lesser degree because of her less exposed economic position. 
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Scandinavian op1n1on towards a ~uropean deterrent would 
evolve out of either ambition or fear. Ambition was not a 
factor. If the detente continued, fear would lessen. We 
ought also to anticipate a determined. Soviet peace offensive; 
the USSR was already propagating the idea of nuclear-free 
zones. '!';~king into account also a feeling of reluctance 
towards nuclear weapons,· it was likely to prove very difficult 
to arouse any enthusiasm in Scandinavia for any nuclear 
project. If a nuclear force were the by-product of a far
reaching li:uropean economic union it might be possible to 
envisage "sleeping partners" in the North. But unless the 
economic interest were parallel with the nuclear interest, 
given that in four years' time a decision must be taken on 
the future of NA'!'O, a decision to create a nuclear partner
ship in bUrope might arouse a strong negative reaction in 
Scandinavia, particularly if the decision were taken in the 
face of American opposition. 

Dr. 0rvik broadly endorsed Mr. Haagerup's observations. 
He emphasised one factor which would be more important for 
Norway, and that would-be the loss of British leadership. 
The attitude of the British Labour Party on nuclear weapons 
weighed very heavily with the Norwegian Government. An 
Angle-French merger would not be very popular because it 
would identify Britain more closely with .Curopean affairs. 
But if such a merger could be achieved, the symbolic effect 
would be very much greater than the gain in terms of 
military efficiency. It would then be much harder for the 
United States to maintain her dislike of the idea. The 
American rosition was very important to Norway. However, 
if Britain and France could carry through such a merger 
before other ~uropean countries came in, it would be more 
acceptable. 

Implications for ~uropean Unity 

Nr. Buchan suggested terminating the discussion of an 
Angle-French force and considering whether a decision to 
create a ~uropean force would in principle be likely to 
hasten ~uropean political unity. 

Signor Albonetti observed that a Norwegian had just 
pointed out that even an Anglo-French deterrent would anchor 
Britain to the continent. -If Britain made a public offer 
to .Jurope tomorrow, this would have greater significance 
than her 1961 declaration in favour of joining the Common 
Market. But there was no escaping the fact that Buropean 
unity was a political .problem and no supra-national defence 
arrangement could be built except on the basis of political 
unity. Nuclear discrimination was an obstacle to unity and 
therefore any discussions on political union must involve 
discussions on nuclear sharing. How could there be any real 
political unity in ~urope when two of the leading cou~tries 
had nuclear weapons and the others did not? But to speak 
of the nuclear factor as a "federato;ur" in Europe was 
exaggerating. 

Mr. Buchan agreed that it was very hard to see a 
practical decision taken until there was a political union. 
On the other hand, convergences of objective and dec_isions 
in principle could be reached wi tho.ut political machinery. 
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Signor Spinelli said _that in a sense.deciding to create 
a European nuclear force was the same thing as deciding to 
create ..:;uropean_political unity, because otherwise a.i:uropean 
force had no meaning. But the question looked rather different 
in the context of the present political situation. The' 
Common l:larket had made_ E:JJJfficient progress economi.cally .. _to 
be able to make a start .. on political unification •.. It was 
still open for Britain .to join the Six (which he sincerely 
hoped she would do), although he believed Britain would only 

·be induced to take up negotiations again if she saw the. 
Common !llarket going full steam ahead. But. this l'.uropean 
process was taking place iri the framework of an Atlantic. 
defence and foreign policy·. .A European nuclear force only 
made sense if it were intended to be independent of the ·· 
"American force. !":le was convinced that such a decision . 

· would make things much more difficult in jjurope. In each 
of the countries of the Six there was a trend of opinion 
favouring .C:uropean unification• But once .the nuclear problem 
were posed, public opinion would be divided and the degree 
of unity achieved so far would be broken• . · · ; .· ·· · 

Admiral Bos said that in Holland the reason for wanting 
to maintain the present position was the overriding desire to 
keep the level o:f tension in the cold war as low as possible. 
It was believed that E:ltability would be greatest if there 
were only two nuclear· powers, although they were not too 
worried about the existence of the British force. There was 
a little more anxiety about the French force, because_of 
uncertainty about French political intentions. But there 
would be an outcry if it were a question of Germanyhaving 

· control· of nuclear weapons. . That was why German membership 
of NATO was accepted.· The strength which Germany con'tributed 
to NATO was appre"Ciated; but there would be the strongest 
opposition to any decision to create a European force in 
which Germany would participate on equal terms with other 
countries. Because of this consideration, and because they 
understood the opposition of Germany and Italy to discrim
ination, they were convinced that the best solution would be 
to rely on the. American nuclear guarantee. 

: ·' 
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SATURDAY MORNING - 1st FEBRUARY 

DISCUSSION ON REQUIREMENTS FOR A EUROPEAN STRATEGIC NUCLEAR 
FORCE 

1. MinimUm Requirements for a Euro ean nuclear force to 
become operational in 19 2, in terms o comman an control 
and in terms of political institutions. 

Herr Cornides (in the Chair). suggested that member? keep 
to the. Q.efini tion of a European strategic nuclear force set 
down in the French paper - a military instrument indepe~dent 
of the American force. It was clear from Friday's discussion 
that nobody wanted a European force to substitute for the 
American force, only to supplement it. Therefore co-ordination 
of the European force with the American force could be assumed. 

General Beaufre said that since the abandonment of the 
massive retaliation theory the problem was ore of conti~uous 
modification of planning in the light of events requiring a 
whole series of political decisions. As the game could be 
bilateral, a continuous evaluation of one's own forces·and 
military techniques was equally necessary. The survivability 
of forces was as important as the reliability of means of 
delivery. · These were fundamental problems for the Americans, 
what they meant by command and control. But surely Europe 
was in a different situation. Survivability was not of primary 
importance for a European deterrent, because if a general 
nuclear war broke out Europe would perish in any event. A 
European f:)rce must have a certain capacity to be credible, 
but its essential role was before the outbreak of hostilities, 
not afterwards, i.e. to exert an influence for the political 
evolution of a crisis •. Flexibility was the most important 
consideration, because we could not let ourselves be in the 
position of having only two buttons to press. But Europe did 
not need a completely protected system sure of survival in a 
bilateral situation, because its role would then automatically 
pass to the United States. 

Admiral Boa dissented from General Beaufre's reasoning. 
He agreed that the force was intended primarily for political 
use; but he felt that without survivability it would not be 

. credible even as a political instrument. A European strategic 
force would already have the disadvantage of being extremely 
small; if it were "soft" as well it would be useless. 

General Beaufre replied that he was referring not to the 
force itself but to the control system, the large, complex 
and highly expensive network of communications, calculating 
machines and so on which even the Americans found it difficult 
to protect. Of course our weapons must be as invulnerable as 
possible. 

M. Vernant supported General Beaufre. 

M. de Rose maintained that even though the system of 
planning, targeting and control might be rudimentary, it 
must exist so as to permit autonomous decisions and employ
ment of the European force independently of the American 
system. At the same time, the European system must be usable 
with the American system, which was superior but very compli
cated, so that the two forces could co-operate operationally. 

\ 
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Mr Beaten assumed that everyone was talking about a wise 
and responsible European system. It would be extremely 
unwise if it were designed to bring in the American force 
against th€lir will, because t;hat woulo lead the Americans to 
loosen their military bonds with Europe, He agreed with 
M. de Rose tha.t the European force must be usable with the 
American force. 

He considered the basic requirements were: (1) there 
must be some kind of defence community system which would 
control all the effective armed forces in the European area; 
(2) there must be speed of decision and ability to make dis
criminatory decisions - e.g. to sacrifice one area in order 
to save another; no system with built-in national vetoes 
could be effective. The fundamental question was whether 
something like the NATO technique could be employed, whiqh 
was a commitment by sovereign states operating by unified 
command once decisions had been taken, or whether a system 
akin to the EEC Council of Ministers .could be created which 
would gather together the remaining national military resources 
and would work together with a planning authority. Such an 
arrangement was theorectically conceivable, and had the' 
advantage that even if it were unworkable in practice tije 
Russians dare not take this for granted. 

Mr Buchan agreed that an organisation such as Mr B'eaton 
had describe~would be capable of taking planning decisions -
on the size of the force, its location, targeting etc. But 
he considered that. a very different arrangement would be 
necessary for crisis management. In the US, the USSR and 
France there was already one man with supreme authority over 
the State, and the British Prime Minister was becoming more 
like a President partly because of his responsibility for 
nuclear weapons. Therefore if the European force were to 
constitute a deterrent and to be usable in a blackmailing 
situation as a counter-threat to Soviet threats, credibility 
demanded our envisaging one man having a great deal of power 
over the total defence of the area as a whole, as Mr Beaten 
had pointed out, so that he could take a decision to commit 
the force. Such a man could hardly be a soldier; he must 
command great public confidence and he must be popularly 
elected. Therefore crisis management of a European force 
whiCh was something more than European national forces, would 
seem to demand an elected President of Europe. 

Professor Howard attached great importance to Mr Buchan's 
point about public confidence. One reason why the peoples of 
Europe and Britain were at present prepared to entrust their 
defence to the President of the United States was the immense 
strength and credibility of the American deterrent. ·.But a 
European deterrent. would not be so credible, simply because 
only the Americans could prevent the USSR from retaliat,ing 
against Europe with devastating strength, and the general 
public would therefore be much less certain about trusting 
their defence to a European crisis manager. Also, the nearer 
one got to an efficient form of crisis management the further 
away one got from the roots of public opinion; In a crisis, 
in Britain at least, there would be enormous reluctance' to 
entrust our de·fence to any form of European political Oigan
isation.There would have to be a very great change in 
European society and in the political structure of Europe 
before this could come about. 
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Signor Albonetti considered that the important thing 
about crisis management was to combine will and capacity. 
What were the alternatives? (1) The President of the United 
States acting on behalf of Europe. He had tremendous 
capacity, but his will might not correspond to that of 
Europe. (2) The Head of each of our national States. 
They had the will because they would be directly involved, 
but where was the capacity? (3) Mr Buchan's suggestion of 
an elected President of Europe. This would be the ideal 
solution but looking at the political realities of today we 
must be content with something more modest. He would like 
to see discussed the idea of a European coalition, which would 
still have advantages over national deterrents or leaving 
our defence to the President of the United States. 

General Beaufre felt that we must think in terms of 
transitional solution. He was thinking along the lines of a 
"team" (which he defined as a football team rather than a 
committee) - men who would know each other's minds and could 
operate as a team, who could carry out a policy of dissuasion 
without making mistakes. If we admitted the hypothesis 
of such an intermediate solution, it should be possible to 
conceive a system among the sovereign states which in time 
of crisis management would become a team of leading statesmen; 
representatives would .not do - in time of crisis ~he leaders 
always consult each other. A TV circuit could keep them in 
continuous contact. Perhaps in time this team would become 
institutionalised. On Professor Howard's point about public 
opinion, he maintained that even if there were a singl~ 
leader, a President of Europe, that man could not in fact 
take a decision in isolation; there would have to be 
consultations. 

Signor Spinell_i disagreed with General Beaufre. In a 
situation of crisis management, if a decision were to be 
taken it could only be taken by one man. If it were not the 
President of the United States, it would .have to be another 
man in Europe, otherwise the European .force could not function 
as an effective independent deterrent. On the other hand 
he did not believe that this idea was realistic. European 
unity was very easily spoken of, but it would be a very long 
time before there was the fundamental unity whir~ would be· 
able to focus itself in one man, the President of a united 
Europe, with the ability to take such a decision. 

General del Marmol supported Mr Buchan's suggestion as 
a long,..term solut.ion. There was no problem at any time if 
Europe were attacked. But in a. crisis where there would be 
room for diplomatic activity, which was more likely, ·he 
believed General Beaufre's intermediate s0luti6n was feasible. 
Of course public opinion was not ready for any such move 
now - but we were talking about 1972 and public opinion 
cou1d evolve. · 

Dr rvik agreed with Professor Howard that public opinion 
was certain y more in favour of trusting the Americans. But 
the situation had changed, and the problem must be faced of 
getting over to the public the fact that automatic nuclear 
response by the United States was no longer automatic in the 
same sense. He agreed that a committee would be more accept
able to public opinion as a transitional arrangement, although 
it would be less effective than a President. It would be 
very difficult to argue realistically for any independent 
European nuclear force in terms of organistion without doing 
something to explore the concept, but he was doubtful about 
how to present this to public opinion. 
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M. Vernant also supported Mr Buchan's and General 
Beaufre's conceptions. The problem for the moment was how 
to achieve the "team", which would probably be with us :!;or 
a long time. He felt that this te·am ought really to consist 
of two teams: one composed of go;vernment leaders froin ~he 
Confederation of Europe, which would no doubt having 
planning bodies under it, what we should call the "European 
team"; and another team linking Europe and the United States 
which would comprise leaders of government from France, 
Britain and the United States. This second team was necessary 
since there would remain a certain number of questions w~ich 
would be more easily dealt with among the three nuclear · 
powers than in a confederal framework. 

HerrCornides objected that in that case we should 
no more than a multinational system - ao where was the 
independent European force? 

have 
' 

Dr Sommer observed that some members who wanted a 
European deterrent but did not see a President of Europe had 
hit upon the team as an interim solution that would give us 
the deterrent without the President. But he agreed with Herr 
Cornides that this would still be a multinational set-up; 
The European TV circuit was all very well; but as long fiS we 
made it clear that we did not want to force· the .Americans 
into a war against their will the American President would 
for all practical purposes have a veto over any European 
deterrent - and in those circumstances what was the point 
of it? 

Mr B~chan appreciated the argument for a team, but. main
tained that it still did not solve the problem of arriving 
at a· decision. In all the crises so far that had even implied 
the use of nuclear weapons there had been a tremendous diverg
ence of views, even Within the national governments. He was 
afraid a TV circuit might lead to paralysis.unless somebody 
were charged by the others, by some institutional means, 
with responsibility for deciding. The difference between 
European and American consultations was that the American 
President had the power, and the obligation, after all the 
arguments had been thrashed out, to take a decision •. He 
did not see any European political figure being able to do 
this without a radical change.in the political framework of 
Europe. The crisis the team would be presented with would 
be the one that had never crossed their minds. Therefore 
without a t:.an, who in the. last analysis could take the final 
decision, the European deterrent would lackc'redibility. 

Mr Beat.Q£ considered the important· question was wiwther 
the Russ1ans would be sure that the team could never come to 
a decision. · · · 

Signor Albonetti appreciated Mr Buchan' s point, .but the 
team was the _best solution they could hope for in the presont 
situation. Who might the President of the United States 
be in ten years' time? He would rather put his trust iri a 
European deterrent, even though based on such a weak structure. 
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General.Beaufre replying to a question from Dr Sommer, 
explained that ·he s.aw his "team" as an evolutionary system. 
For a co'nsiderable.time the. t~am would operate within the 
States of .Europe, but .the members would gradually become 
European instead of nati.onal in principle..- At the end one 
nian would evolve whom one could, presuppose' to be a Pre~
ident of Europe.. : This man would be in a position to take a 
decision, but .. he.would not do so, unless he were an except
ionally .strong personality,• without consulting the other 
members of tp.e tea.m to a,rri ve at· a· ?oncensus of. opinion. 

M. Vernant expressed agreement with General Beaufre'& 
concept once we arrived at the stage of having a President. 
His concern was about the intermediate period. This was' 
why he wanted to· see a team including the two nuclea·r poY"ers 
and other non-nuclear powers who wanted to.work for the • 
creation of a European force. If the Europeans wanted a· · 
single united Europe but were not prepared to accept 
national co-operation in the interim, we should never make 
progress. · 

General del M~rmol agreed·that we must begin on the . 
basis of the existing nuclear powers. However, the t·eain )!lUSt 
represent Europe as a whole rather than their national 
governments; the· privilege of possessing nuclear weapons. 
did not necessarily c.onfer the right upon any memb'er o:t; the 
tea.I11 to be considered more representat·ive 'of the· whole of 
Europe. · · · 

Signor Albonetti urged that a definite time-scale be 
kept in m:l.nd and that as many common European enterprises 
as possible be undertaken to prepare for this ·team. .He was 
convinced that once the Europeans took a firm decision to 
make the necessary effort in creating such a deterrent·· and 
thus demonstrated their will to· defend· themselves, negotia
tions with ·the. United States would be of a more equal ·char
acter and the Americans would offer them some help. · 

. Professor Howard argued ·that while it might be militar
ily necessary and logical to create a President of Europe, 
there w~re other aspects of the problem and this decision 
might prove undesirable· in ·the light of ·all the factors.· 
It would therefo~e be unwise to commit·· ourselves to· a part
icular political structure on.purely military grounds. · 

. M.:de Rose -believe(! the important thing was the recog:.. 
'nition that a EUropean force;must be submitted to a strong 
political authority, and that there was determination to 
resolve the enormous 'difficulties involved.· · · · 

. . 
Herr Cornides summarised the discussion so far. It 

seemed that to get from our present stage, which was less 
tightly.knit than the British Commonwealth~ to the stage of 
a President of a European Federation with final responsibility 
over the European deterrent, we should have to pass through 
two intermediate. stages: . first national co-operati·on between 
the European nuclear and non-nucl·ear powers, and 'the·n the ·· 
creation of a Confederation of Europe led by a "team". 
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2. The Minimum Size, 11Teapons System. and Cost of a Eu~opean 
!.2!E.§.· 

General Beaufre said the figure depended on the degree 
of penetratlon requfred, i.e. how much of the force, and which 
weapons, must reach the.target. He did not think a very high 
figure was required, since the force was intended to operate 
on the political rather than on the military level. It also 
depended on our capac.i ty and on our estimate of Soviet 
capacity. He believed lOO thermonuclear bombs would suffice. 

M~ Beaten considered the vulnerability of the European 
force on the ground was a factor to be taken into account, 
as well as penetration. 

JII. de Rose maintained that the number of weapons which 
would reacTi--tneir ta:r;get was the major consideration. We 
were not trying to compete with the American system or to 
have a second strike capacity. On General Beaufre•s figu:r;e, 
50% penetration meant 50 Polaris missiles. . ' 

~'Ir Buchan pointed out that it would be tremendously 
riskyto trust the fortunes of Europe to one particular 
ueapons system - by 1972 Polaris might have become too 
vulnerable. Surely Europe must have a mixed land-based 
missile and aircraft force, as well as Polaris submarines. 
He believed that taking into consideration the factors about 
aircraft penetration, mal-function of missiles and the fact 
that some of the Polaris submarines would always be out of 
commission, a figure of about 500 units must be envisaged. 

JII. de Rose mentj_oned an article by JII. Faure in "Le JIIonde", 
whichb'ii:'dimpressed him, advocating that a European force 
should have a strategic capacity for a counter-economic 
potential mission. This was important, because the mission 
of a force determined its type and number of weapons. The 
objective of a European force had to be limited and precise. 
He disagreed with JII:c Buchan 1 s view that it must be capable 
of infl:i.cting a dis<:>.stro-cl.S attack 0~1 the USSR (the only 
enemy he env:i_saged for years to come). Obv:;.ously a European 
force could not hope to inflj_ct 0:.1 tlle USSR any damage 
comparable to what the USSR could infl:i.ct on Europe. This 
was not the point. s~u.rely what Burope wanted to do was to 
make the USSR take accmmt of her force. The USSR was today 
mainly conce:::ned about her relationship with the united 
States ai:d 1:as making tremendous efforts to catch up with the 
latter's economic power. If the USSR were threatened by a 
force wh:Lch could tlrreaten her position a.s a great power by 
inflict:i.ng major damage on her inductrial concentrations so 
as to slow down the pace of her economic advance, then the 
force would constitute an effectj_ve deterrent. Therefore· a 
counter-economj_c potential capacity was more important for 
the European force than a cotmter-city capacity, He believed 
that in 1972, a Euro.pean force equipped with a fleet of 6 or 
10 Polaris submarines would represent .a serious element of 
destruction for the USSR so far as her economic potential 
was concerned. 
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Professor Howard held that the first decision to be 
taken mus£""]ie whether the force were· intended as a first 
strike or as a second strike. If as a first strike, he 
thought the problems of political control would be almost 
insoluble. He thought too that any kind of general war 
bargaining would be out of the question, because the 
European force could not dispose of sufficient capacity. 
However, he did believe it feasible to think in terms of a 
second strike force which while it could not destroy the USSR, 
would be impossible for the Russians to wipe out in a first 
strike and would make them weak and totally vulnerable to 
an American first strike. 

r1r Buch]:ll agreed with Professor Howard about a first 
strike. It was probably impossible even for any national 
government to take the decision to strike first. 

Dr Sommer asked about the 750 r1RBJI1s in the western 
regions of the USSR pointed at Europe. The existence of 
this force was one of the motives for an independent Europ
ean force and he questioned the wisdom of leaving it out .of 
their calcula-tions. 

Jllr Beaten could not conceive a European power operating 
with the klnd of subliminal deterrent which JII. de Rose had 
advocated and which would perhaps be more appropriate for 
France's resources than for those of Europe. The Russians 
were in a very tight position economically, but even they 
recognised a simple counter-city force as inadequate. The 
Russianshad considerable options available to them, part
icularly i.a vlestern Europe where they had a counter-force 
as well as a counter-city capacity. Therefore in a situation 
of bargaining, if the European had nothing but a counter
city capacity to oppose the range of options available to 
the USSR they would be pushed to the point of crisis as the 
Russians had been pushed by the Americans over Cuba. 

Assuming that Europe preferred to go into a genuine 
great power posture, three basic systems would be necessary: 
(l) a low-level bomber, such as the TSR2 or the Mirage IV; 
( 2) a land--based missile on trucks comparable with the r1RBM; 
(3) Polaris missiles. He would like to put forward some 
figures as a basis for discussion: broadly speaking to 
develop the basic rocket industry required for a great power 
would cost $10 billion, a Polaris system with 30 submarines 
would cost $6 billion and a second weapon would cost $4 
billion; t~1is amounted to a budget of some $20 billion 
spread over 10 years at $2bil],ion a year. · This was sub
stantially less than 1% of the GNP of· the European nations 
at present. This kind of programme would be·within the 
resources of a u.>:ti ted Europe and appeared a logical way to 
make a great nuclear power. 

Mr Buc~ pointed out that a 1% increase in the G~P in 
many countries represented a 25% increase in defence spending 
and for all countries an average ofabout a 15% increase. 
He also pointed out that 1% of the GNP was generally accepted 
as the figure the advanced countries must contribute in aid 
to the under-developed countries. Would not a European 
deterrent compete with priorities in this field? 
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General_ d.ft!.J'18f.~~ supported Mr Bea ;on. Of course 
the force mus"t be complementary to the Ar·erican force, but 
it must also be credible and Europeans mcst understand the 
great financial effort involved. Coming mck to the object
ive of the European force: the possibili~~y of a Soviet 
attack must always be kept open. A nuclear attack was 
unlikely because the USSR was aware that this must precipi
tate a general nuclear war involving American retaliation. 
Much more interesting was the possibility of a conventional 
Soviet attack on some corner of Europe - in Berlin, Greece 
or Norway for example. The European force could serve either 
to dissuade such a conventional attack, or to intervene 1n 
response to it. ' 

Professor Howard maintained that nuclear retaliation 
to a Soviet attack on Greece, for example, by a united ' 
European command would be as unlikely as nuclear retaliation 
by the United States. By creating a vulnerable first strike 
capability in Europe we would only make the situation more 
difficult. ' 

Admiral Bos objected that the discussion was unrealistic. 
We really must be clear about what we wanted and what was 
feasible. To speak of a force which would be complementary 
to the American nuclear force (which anyway had no need ·Of 
added strength) in one breath and to speak of using it in 
case the Americans did not wish to act in the next breath 
made nonsense of the complementary idea. There was no just
ification >·<hat ever for a European nuclear force unless it 
were of a size that in itself could deter the Russians. 
In the second place, members were talking loosely about 
deterring the Russians from attacking Europe. This was not 
a practical proposition. Given the presence of American 
forces in Europe, the Russians knew that any attack would 
trigger off war \vi th the United States as well as Europe. 
The original idea of the European deterrent was to pre~ent 
the Russians from doing something we did not like E_Olitically; 
we wanted to be able to threaten the Russians ourselves 
with nuclear weapons in case the Americans were prepared to 
acquiesce in any Russian political move at the expense of 
Europe. ~'his meant in. tending to use the European force as a 
first strike, and memb"lrs must realise this. The European
concern was about a political situation and the prime consid
eration was credibility. 'llere they really convinced that in 
an actual situation, if the Russians wanted to take some 
action in Berlin, for example, and the Americans were prepared 
to come to terms with them, that the Russians would be deterred 
by a nuclear threat from a European "team"? 

Herr Cornides felt i;l;lat if the basic issue-raised by 
Admiral Bos were re-opened the discussion would never be 
concluded. As well as the question of a first or second 
strike capacity, there was also the question whether tl;le 
force should be considered complementary to the Americ~n 
force or as a substitute for it. 11r Beaten's figures suggested 
a substitute force. Was there general agreement that.such 
a force could be achieved by Europe without ruin? What about 
some figures for the forces suggested by JVIr Buchan and G,aneral 
Beaufre? · 
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Mr Buchan said that he and Mr Beaten agreed about the 
cost of the force. His 500 units would cost about $14-15 
billion, but there were some very difficult things to cost. 
A better Early Warning system and a hard command system would 
be needed, and a lot of additional items that would need 
careful calculation. 

Mr Beaten agreed that his figure of $20 billion would 
give 30 Polaris submarines and BOO Minutemen- say a 1,000 
unit front-line force at any time. 

General Beaufre agreed that the official estimate for 
the force de dissuasion was 50 milliard francs over the next 
six years, although the relevant Committee estimate was only 
45 milliard francs. He felt that one great difficulty of 
this discussion was that his concept of dissuasion was so 
different from that of M. de Rose, so that their estimates 
of the size .of the force differed. 

Admiral Bos maintained that even if the effort of 
creating a European force were not ruinous, it would certainly 
be to the detriment of their conventional forces. And if 
it came on top of an effort to build up the conventional 
forces the financial strain would be severe. 

3. The American reaction to a European force and what system 
of co-ordination could be_JULvisaged; and the question 
~heP a multipolar system of deterrence would be more 
or less stable than the present system. 

pr Ritter considered that accepting the idea of an indep
endent nuclear force amounted to an intention to dissolve the 
bipolar situation to some extent. They must look at both 
sides of the coin. It was no use dreaming of having a'third 
power between America and Russia and refusing to draw the 
consequences. Once the bipolar situation was dissolved, 
Europe would have to play a different kind of political role. 
She would have to be more neutral between East and West .• 
The independent possession of nuclear weapons would give 
Europe a bargaining position; but her power would be much 
weaker than that of the other two poles and she would have 
to think ·out her new political role and in particular her 
relationship with the United States~ 

Admir~l Bos submitted that the American reaction to a 
decision to create a European nuclear force would be very 
unfavourable. 

Herr Cornides considered that the American reaction would 
differ according to whether it was a force de dissuasion 
with a complementary deterrent (as General :Beaufre envisaged) 
or a completely different force which would change the whole 
international system. 

Professor Howard suggested that the US would dislike 
either, but for rather different reasons. She would dis-
like a force such as Mr Beaten had suggested because it would 
be destabilising and provocative without adding to the strength 
of the West; she would dislike a complementary system 
because it would reduce the possibility of reaching general 
agreement with the USSR on questions like arms control and 
would make the world a more complex place. 
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· Admiral Bos maintained his opposition to the term 
"complementaryn-:- A European force could not complement the 
American force militarily unless the policy were identical. 
Europe wanted to use her force independently and therefore 
we must speak of an independent force. 

General del Marmol felt that the Russian reaction ought 
to be considered as well as the American. He was sure that 
Khrushchev would be very much opposed to having a European 
deterrent as well as an American deterrent, and this wafi one 
of the arguments in favour of the European force. He · 
believed that the Americans would accept a European force 
as adding to the whole of the complex of the security of the 
alliance and would not consider it anti-American. General 
Norstad's proposal looking to a suppression of the American 
veto in favour of a three-power directorate showed that there 
were Americans thinking in the direction of a greater European 
say in the affairs of the alliance. 

Signor Spinelli agreed that the Russian reaction was 
very important and that it would be unfavourable. It wo,uld 
face the Americans with the alternative of going back to an 
extreme cold war posture, or of telling the Europeans not to 
interfere. He was convinced the United States would do her 
best to prevent the creation of a European force. But if 
Europe persisted, a different perspective would open up. 
If Europe were an equal partner of the United States w~thin 
the Atlantic alliance, other diplomatic possibilities would 
be available to her. 

Dr 0'rviJs. observed that everyone was saying that the 
Americans would not like this; what could the Europeans do 
that the Americans would like? It was clear that the present 
situation was unsatlsfactory for everyone. He was not con
vinced that the Americans would dislike a European force 
provided the Europeans could win the confidence of the 
Americans, by a series of practical steps to make the force 
complementary in function, that they would not act against 
American interests. Provided the Europeans moved towards 
their deterrent cautiously and in full correspondence with 
the Americans progress could be made: and if they were able 
to evolve some political institution as well the whole• 
concept would become much more attractive. 

!:1LJ?g~ thought it was obvious that the Americans 
would dislike a European·force because they disliked anything 
which was a breach of their monopoly or outside their control. 
The great question was how would they react. The important 
element here was the true political intentions and character 
of the European effort. The Americans had two interests: 
(1) to reduce their commitment in Europe and (2) to be : 
supported in their own interests in other parts of the world 
by strong allies. If Europe were taking her proper place 
in the world as the result of creating this force, then' the 
American alliance would become secondary and the operation 
of a political interest would become primary. He .believed 
that if properly handled, the Americans could be made to 
reconcile themselves to a European force. 
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Mr Buchan considered that the American reaction would 
be slow to rormulate as plans for such a force would be 
slow to formulate. It might coincide with the beginnings of 
an equation of China's power with China's population. pince 
the real long-term American pre~occupation might well be with 
China, Europe might find herself taken at her word to a. 
greater extent .than she expected, and left to deal with 
Europe on her own while America look~dupon the Paci.J;ic and 
Southern Asia as her sphere of influence. This would force 
Europe to the alternative not of a complementary force but 
of a force in its own right. 

Signor Albonetti remarked that Mr Buchan's and Mr 
Beaten's observations were very useful in balancing the 
American reaction. It was not true that the Americans were 
on record as being against a European deterrent; even . 
President Johnson, before he became President, had said 
he had nothing against a European deterrent unless it w~re 
outside of a European political institution. According to 
some American spokesmen, the MLF was seen as leading towards 
a European deterrent under European control. He did npt 
expect the Americans to encourage the idea officially; but 
once Europe made progress with her force he believed a more 
positive reaction would be forthcoming from the American 
side. Britain had been long opposed to European union; but 
when European unity began to become a reality she asked to 
join in. The Russian attitude to European unity had also 
undergone.agreat change. He believed a European deter.rent 
based on a European federation would stabilise the European 
situation; it would be preferable to relying on the present 
bipolar world. 

Mr Buchan said that those Americans who talked about the 
MLF as a basis for a European deterrent were very irr~spon
sible in claiming to know what the United States Congress 
would decide in 5-8 years' time. 

Herr Cornides observed that those persons seemed to 
amount to 4~ in number - Rostow, Schaetzel, Owen, Bowie and 
half of Dean Rusk! 

M. de Rose said that McGeorge Bundy was certainly 
against the idea. But the problem was not to know whether 
the US would look with favour upon a European nuclear force; 
the problem was the attitude of the United. States towards 
a Europe which would be politically uni t.ed and a. greater 
power in world affairs than she was today. If the. US said 
she favoured European unity, .but did not want to accept the 
consequences of that unity, then there would be difficulties. 
The first consideration was to make it clear to the United 
States that the European force was not intended as a third 
force, that it would add to the forces available to the West 
as a whole. But of course the military aspect was not the 
only one. A bipolar West would be created instead of!a 
bipolar world and this would inevitably give rise to certain 
problems. But unless the Europeans were prepared to ~ake an 
effort to force the United States to move, they could wait 
until the end of the century for any Atlantic bipolarity. 
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SATURDAY AFTERNOON, lst FEBRUARY 

DISCUSSION ON TH:C INTERNATIONAL :.)I'fUATION 

l. Disarmament Prospects and.the Geneva Negotiations 

Mr. Buchan (in the Chair) opened the discussion by. 
~utting forward two recent initiatives for consideration: 
(a) the levelling-off of military budgets in the USA and 
USSR; and (b) the new Soviet and American proposals put, 
forward at Geneva, of which the only new elements were 
the proposed freeze of nuclear delivery systems and the 
proposal to get rid of old bombers. As originally propqsed 
by President Johnson the latter seemed intended more as an 
anti-proliferation measure than as a contribution towards 
disarnament. Khrushchev's response, that all bombers spould 
be scrapped, was intriguing because he (Buchan) felt that at 
some stage, when the missile had evolved into a really 
reliable weapons system, the great powers would wish tq get 
rid of bombers; because of the vulnerability of aircraft 
bases, special precautions had to be talcen in a crisis and 
such precautions could in themselves make the crisis worse. 

Mr. Beaton agreed that this was true so far i3 heavy 
bombers were concerned. He was convinced however--that no 
nation sincerely wished to get rid of all bombers as such; 
he could not see the Americans abandoning their TFX pro
gramme, for example. 

General Beaufre said that he had been struck by the 
association of destruction or reductio~ith control in the 
Johnson proposal. The control aspect was crucial and must 
relate to what remained, not only to the planes that actually 
go on the bonfire. He wondered if the Russians would accept 
the necessary control. 

:Professor H01vard considered that so far as obsolete 
bombers were concerned, it did not matter very much. Western 
intelligence was reasonably reliable in this regard, and 
provided we were satisfied that the Russians had burned the 
number agreed, he did not believe the number remaining, even 
if unverified, would be impo:dant for the :Dast-·v¥est balance. 

Dr. Sommer felt that the Americans had put forward this 
proposal as an experiment in atmospherics - they would 
mothball their obsolete planes anyhow, so why not try to get 
the U~SR to reciprocate in destroying these planes and at 
the same time make a gesture of detente? · 

Mr. Beaton suggested that the American proposal for a 
freeze of nuclear delivery systems was a more substantive 
proposal of considerable scope. It meant the retaliation 
force would be kept to a very small force compared with what 
was envisaged at the moment, because the American plans went 
up to 1967. On the other hand, nobody could stop research 
and development. If the Russians took up this proposal 
seriously, there would be protracted negotiations and in the 
meantime the Americans expected to build up their stocks. 

Dr. Sommer saw it as a concomitant of. the "bonfire" 
proposal. Hewondered however if it would not put the· 
Hussians into the position of arguing that the strategic 
delivery gap was on their side now. 
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Mr. Buchan.said that there was no evidence that the 
Russians were worr1ed about the missile gap. According'to 
recent Goviet literature, an 'lnti-city force· of high-yield 
heavy ICBMs targeted ori.the US was felt to fit their needs 
in their particular situation; and there were few signs of· 
alarm and panic over the American superiority. 

Nir. Beat on observed that the American Government had not 
panicked over the missile gap either; it was Kennedy who had 
made such a feature of it in his election campaign. 

Dr. Ritter supported Mr. Beaten, although he felt t:(lat 
President Eisenhower had been more concerned than he admitted 
in public. The argument had not been about the figures ~ut 
about their interpretation, and President Eisenhower had·not 
worried unduly because of his confidence in the U2. 

' General Beaufre observed that the Russians did not heed 
an offensive nuclear system because their political stra,tegy 
was offensive; they only needed a defensive capability and 
what they had was adeg_uate. It was the Americans who needed 
the offensive nuclear capability because their policy was 
more defensive. 

Dr. Sommer asked about the new version of the Rapacki 
plan, which seemed to envisage only a freeze on nuclear 
weapons already in the zone covered by the plan. He thought 
this might be militarily acceptable now, because of the vast 
number of tactical nuclear weapons already located in ~urope, 

Mr. Buchan said that the Poles had retreated from the 
original RapaCki plan in the face of arguments that a nuclear
free zone v1ould lose its value if the !VlLF, for example, 
existed and was eg_uipped with weapons which could fire right 
into such a zone. Some Poles claimed that Soviet opposition 
to the MLF was the result of Polish pressure. 

General Beaufre agreed with Dr. Sommer that there were 
sufficient nuclear weapons available now. On the ot~~er 
hand the position could change, and he was particularly 
concerned about possible developments in the field of anti
missile missiles which could.make.many of our existing' 
weapons unusable. It was impossible to stop research and 
development. There had been a great change in the mood of 
the world since Cuba; we were in a new era .with pew laws, 
not yet fully understood, which would probably exclude the 
type of war for which we had all been preparing for years. 
The problem had switched from defence to deterrence and 
perhaps to indirect warfare, and the defence problem had 
lost much of .its actuality. At present it was felt that the 
two major adversaries could not indulge in nuclear warfa,re; 
but if one side developed an effective ant·i-missile missile 
or made some other break-through, the "-:i:tuation could change 
and it was dangerous to rely on the present stability . 
becoming permanent. 

Dr. Ritter felt that the last Kennedy statement on the 
unlikelihood of either the Americans or the Russians suc
ceeding with the early development of an anti-missile missile 
was a very strong argument, particularly in view of the 
tremendous cost involved. 

Mr. Buchan and Mr. Beaten supported Dr. Ritter. 
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Mr, Beaten agreed, however, that the Americans had 
been out-done by other countries in research, despite their 
enormous resources. They were fabulous at production, but 
not at research. The Russians had surprised them with the 
Sputnik and had also beaten them on rockets. 

General Beaufre maintained his position. 

Mr. Buchan suggested that it might be worth calling in 
some scientific friends at some stage for a discussion Qn 
technological developments in the balance of power. 

General Beaufre mentioned that a discussion with 
scientists was arranged for the Paris Institute in February, 
and promised to keep Mr. Buchan informed. 

2. Problems facing the Western Powers in East Africa 
and Southern Asia 

Mr. Buchan began by sketching the background to the 
Malaysia situation. The basic element in Britain's colonial 
withdrawal had been an attempt (not very successful) to 
leave behind the most viable units. A United States of 
Malaya had been official British policy since 1946, but for 
many years had appeared impossible because of Malay-Chinese 
enmity in Malaya and Singapore. Once the Jvialays and Chinese 
agreed to sink their differences, however, Britain gave 
every encouragement to the formation of the Federation of 
Ilialaysia. Perhaps this policy had been pursued too hastily; 
certainly there were grave risks in linking North Borneo 
and Sarawak, which form part of the same land mass as Indo
nesia, with Malaya. In any event, the consequence was the 
determination of Sukarno to try and prevent North Borneo 
and Sarawak from becoming part of an independent State and 
if possible to prevent Malaysia from becoming an opposite 
pole of attraction to Indonesia in that part of the world. 
A subsidiary effect had been to encourage the Philippines to 
resuscitate a very old claim to part of Borneo. 

From the military point of view, Britain was in for a 
very prolonged holding operation to keep Indonesian infil
trators out of North Borneo and Sarawak until the Malaysian 
Federation could build itself up into an effective state. 
There was a certain conflict of policy with the United States 
in that area, as in the Middle East. The Americans believed 
that security in both areas depended on developing the 
strongest local power into a responsible country having 
responsible relations with the West: the United Arab 
Republic in the Middle East, and Indonesia in Southern 
Asia. This was an admirable aim; but it conflicted with 
British commitments to Aden and the Gulf Sheikhdoms and to 
Malaysia. The British and American appreciations of the 
internal situation in Indonesia also differed. Britain 
believed that the Army, which was American-trained and pro
Western, was more likely to take over from Sukarno, whereas 
the Americans were more afraid of a communist take-over and 
were less prepared to be firm with Sukarno than Britain 
would like. Australia and New Zealand. were not showing much 
solidarity with Britain. New Zealand's size and remoteness 
made her attitude understandable; but Australia was very 
lazy about defence and unwilling to become involved. He felt 
there was great determination in Britain to honour the commit
ment to Malaysia. One effect of the situation was to make it 
far less likely that Britain would be out of Asia (except 
for Hongkong) by 1965 or 1966 as many people had expected, 
~nd this had a bearing on her relations with Europe. 
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Professor Howard said that whereas, apart from the 
naval base at Singapore, Britain still had substantial 
economic interests in Malaysia and a great reason to see that 
State viable politically, her interest in East Africa had 
been more peripheral than anywhere else in the Empire, Sbe 
had only become involved originally to check the slave trade, 
and she no longer had any substantial interests in the area. 
Recent events had been an appalling embarrassment to Britain 
and she hoped the shocks may have given an impetus to the 
development of an East African Federation that could build 
up some kind of security force capable of dealing with these 
problems. Britain should in fact be happy to see the 
United Nations build up an East African force. Britain pad 
no national interest - merely a desire from the prestige 
point of view not to allow the collapse of something she 
had helped to build up. 

From the military point of view, the British forces 
were less happy, technically speaking, about intervening in 
Africa than in Malaysia. Since 1945 all three services,had 
been adapting themselves to deal with the type of operations 
required in Malaysia and had acquired a certain expertise; 
the prospect of operations there was not entirely unwelcome 
to British troops. But an internal security operation in 
~ast Africa had not been envisaged and there was no 
enthusiasm for it. 

M, de Rose considered there was a fundamental difference 
between the problems and realities in Africa.and Southern 
Asia. In Africa the main danger was chaos, whereas in Asia 
it was either military extremism or communism. In Africa 
police operations would be required - such as the United 
Nations had carried out in the Congo or Britain in East 
Africa - to maintain order and foster the beginnings of 
organised government, but with no political aim, But in 
Asia it was a question of winning, and the great problem 
was whether a military or a political solution was the right 
answer. The basic aim of both France and the United States 
in Asia was to prevent communism from establishing itself -
but their policies differed, The United States was trying 
for a military solution, while France believed a military. 
solution was not possible. 

Mr. Buchan welcomed M. de Rose's analysis, but made the 
point that in Asia there must be at least a transitional 
military role because the military were the only forces of 
internal law and order. The Japanese during World War II 
had destroyed much of the basis of civil government in 
Southern Asia and the military were now playing what wa~ 
properly a policeman's role, A great mistake of the United 
States in the postwar world had been to confuse the functions 
of the soldier and the policeman. There was no confidence 
in Britain that there could be any successful military 
outcome in Malaysia, but Sukarno presented all the appurten
ances of a great military power and for the time being he 
had to be confronted by military means; in the short term 
Britain had to perform this task. 

Dr. Sommer wondered how a neutral Southern Asia could 
be envisaged and who would guarantee it. The example of 
Laos was not encouraging. 
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M, Vernant did not agree that the Laos example-was so 
significant. The results of the Laos Agreement had not been 
entirely negative, and would have been better if all the 
powers in the area and in Laos itself had adopted a truly 
neutral posture, American policy had been very much at 
fault, A political solution would be difficult, but provided 
that all the interested great powers and the states in the 
area recognised that neutralisation would be more advan~ 
tageous than the present situation, he believed progress 
would be possible, ' 

Mr. Buchan agreed that the idea should be exploredmuch 
more; certainly the American operation in Vietnam was :running 
into the sands. There was an argument for the United States 
giving bilateral guarantees to Thailand and the Philippines 
and abandoning the attempt to organise a collective sec]lrity 
arrangement through SEATO. The prospects for genuine 

. neutralisation of the Indochina peninsular depended a great 
deal upon whether it was considered to be on the strategic 
highway to anywhere. The United States had let it be known 
she was no longer so attached to the "domino" theory. 
Perhaps there should be something like the Eisenhower doctrine 
for the Middle East: instead of trying to have a military 
treaty organisation, to give a general Western guarantee of 
the integrity of the small SoutQern Asian states and keep 
the Chinese guessing as to what/Western reaction would be 
to any violation of it. Perhaps a deterrent force could be 
based on Australia, which was very suitable. 

M. de Rose was doubtful whether such a deterrent could 
be effective in that area, given the great political insta
bility and the difficulty of identifying the enemy. 

Professor Howard agreed with M. de Rose that the problem 
was political subversion rather than military intervention 
and whether the presence of Western military forces made it 
more or less difficult for the Chinese to subvert. The 
West ran a considerable risk by propping up unpopular•regimes 
that we disapproved of, simply because they were anti~ 
communist. He presumed that. neutralisation would not 
prevent massive Western economic aid and advice and keeping 
the states· within our general s.phere of influence. He felt 
that if we washed our hands completely, the Chinese would 
just flood in as they did in Korea,· 

Dr. Sommer was .not hopeful about even a political 
solution for Vietnam. He did not see how neutralisation 
could stop subversion, or how any state of neutrality-could 
be_guaranteed once the Americans were removed from the scene. 

Signor Spinelli maintained that the search for ,a .. · . 
political solution meant seeking greater confidence iri the 
internal forces of the countries concerned. If those. fcrce.s 
were able to prevent a communist state, well and good. But 
the West must learn to show a certain indifference to 
political developments in those countries. The establishment 
of communist states did not necessarily mean an accretion of 
strength to the communist bloc as a whole. If a country ~ 

dthecidehd of its o~twilltthat ithcou
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same time try to help them. 
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Professor Howard pointed out that this had in fact 
been United States policy towards China until June 1950 
(when the Korean war began). 

Signor Spinelli observed that if the United States had 

' . 

. maintained relations with China, even an anti-American China, 
by now it would have been possible for the Chinese to begin 
to. think that the United States could help them. · 

M. Vernant agreed with Signor Spinelli that neutrality 
could not mean preventing political evolution in a state 
which was guaranteed. Neutrality was no more than an inter
national status, and attempts to limit the right of a cquntry 
to determine its own form of government would be dangerous. 

Mr. Buchan suggested that the problem would be easier 
if there were an opposite pole of. attraction to China in, 
the area, i.e. if Indonesia were a responsible or progressive 
country or if India were not so unpopular with other Asians. 
But there was no.opposite pole for neutrality and past 
experience was not encouraging. 

Mr. Beaton reported that the idea was under discussion 
in some American circles of a separate deterrent force ·for 
use against China which could not be used against the USSR: 
a Minuteman force based on Australia (because it did not 
have the range to reach China otherwise without passing over 
the USSR). 

M. da Rose did not see how such a force could ever be 
used. It had been said that morning that it was impossible 
for the West to make a first nuclear strike, and this force 
could not possibly be used against China because of a coup 
in Vietnam. 

Mr. Beaton agreed. But the United States had had a 
formidable nuclear capacity against the USSR long before the 
USSR had her oWn nuclear capacity, and .this nuclear threat 
had. been&~ important element in American policy, particularly 
when it was the main counter to the threat of the Red Army. 
He could not.exclude that the United States would want to 
mount such a. threat against China. 

3. ·French ·Policy in the Far East 

Mr. Buchan expressed sympathy with the French action 
in recognising China, which Britain had recognised since 
1950. However, Britain had reaped little dividend from her 
China policy and her representative in Peking had had little 
success in fostering relations. He concluded that China 
did business with other countries when it suited her, 
irrespective of whether that particular country recogntsed 
her. He was interested to know to what extent the French 
decision was part of a fundamental revaluation of relations 
with China, an isolated incident, or a desire to go against 
American policy •. 

' ' 
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General Beaufre explained that broadly the decision 
was concerned with two elements.in French policy: (1) recog
nition that a military solution was ndt possible·in Southern 
Asia; (2) the Sino..:.soviet conflict: China presented a 
long-term danger, but ih the short term this conflict h~lped 
the West. We could not·yet tell how China's nuclear deyel
opment would affect us;. ·But·; it was •important to preven~ the 
Chinese from being thrown in:to the arms of the Russians; 
Neither of these perspectives was anti-American; the l 

Americans disliked France's move mainly because of internal 
political considerations and a rational appraisal would'show 
them that this move could be helpful to the United StatEJs in 
the long run. · ~ • 

M. Vernant added that- incontestably China·· was a world 
power.. She had demonstrated her will to have an :i.ndepen,dent 
foreign policy, and this had been a significant. element :f'or 
General de Gaulle in the timing of his decisi'on. Personally, 
he believed the whole free world had .an. irihres't in maintaining 
normal relations with China- not to_show 'approval of her 
policy but so as to give her an opportunity of expressing 
herself other than through violence •. Recognition was a i 
means, however limited, of bringing some.reason- and mod\iir
ation into China's international conduct; A· desire to·. annoy 
the Americans had not. been a practical consideration. T:he 
United States was in danger of ending up in the, same _position 
in Vietnam as France had been in Algeria; the problem was 
whether France should let the Americans make their mistakes, 
or take some initiative herself to de-block-the situation. 
He believed it was time for 'France to take the initiat~ve. 

M. de Rose endorsed the observations of General Beaufre 
and M. Vernant. 

Mr. Buchan said there were signs of a move towards 
reconsideration of the American position·, although not much 
could be expected during an election.year. 

Dr. Sommer felt the French initiative might hindeT 
rather than help this tendency. He agreed with the French 
reasoning; it_was the style of the action-that displeased 
him. · · 

·' . M. de :Rose. commented that if he were oppo·sed to ·this 
decision he would question _rather what French-diplomacy 
expected to gain in return for this move, which was hi:ghly 
advantageous to China. He could not .s'e.E\ .. any immediate 
benefit in terms of . .S.outhern Asian: pros'pects. Howev.er·,-- it 
could open t:tie way to: a different appreci'ation of the 
internal situation in China and t.o creating flexibilitY, for 
the possibility of a solution. The real question was, did 
this recognition lead to something constructive for the 
interests of the. West as a whole? ·ne Gaulle was a very hard 
opponent of communism and would not·have made such a move 
just for China's benefit. 

M. Vernant maintained that recognition:of a state was 
not and could not be a matter of bargaining: if a state 
satisfied a number of agreed criteria it was entitled to 
recognition, and China's legal position was very strong. 
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Herr Cornides questioned the. oasis for the French · 
assumption that the Sino·-soviet cq._i,!.:t;J.:i..ct meant that China 
was· pursuing· an independent f()rei@!l.:l1'ld .that this forei'gn 
policy ·would_ have to be permanently in conflict ;vith that 
of the -USSR• Sino.•SoViet differenc.es were indeed substantial; 
but· he. wondered whether their reilationship had changed so 

.-much that one could .speak .o'f the'!l. a~ acting really indep,.. 
endently~ · · · · 

. . - . 

' · M·. Vernant a·gre~d ·that one could. ~ot conclude: anything 
de-finite about· the evolution of Sino-Soviet relations. ··:But 

.. - · there was at· least 'the possi'bili ty' that these relations \ 
would not be mended. They would be partly determined by· 
Western policy towards China, and if the West wanted to 
exert any. ·influence theY. must give China an opp6rtuni ty :!,or 
normal contacts. ~ 

Mr. Bucha:h concluded _the discussion by quoting- from:a 
China News ·Agency dispatch, on the .French move, .which wasf 
described as-a major achievement 'for China's foreign policy. 

4. Cyprus· 

·M. Vernant asked what ·were the chances of the two- . 
Cyprus communities accepting a NATO task force; what W;l.S 
the ·position of the British Government; what was the 
position about the possible participation of the United 
Nations; which ·member countries of NA'l'O would agree to 
participate in the force; which fundamental modifications 
would be considered acceptable to the Cyprus constituti-on? 

Mr. ·Buchan replied that Britain had not expected t';he 
1960 constitution to be permanent, but it had brolten down 
sooner than expected and there was a real fear of a Turkish 
invasion-of Cyprus. The British forces were subject to 
maximum strain, being tied down in many parts of the world, 
and could not raise more than 6,000 of the 10,000-strong 
force which it was calculated was necessary to prevent fresh 
communal rioting. Therefore an international presence :of' · 
some·kind was indispensable. A NATO sorution was being 
sought because of Greek and Turkish membership of NATO, 
but this conflicted with President Makarios's desire for a 
United Nations force. Personally he thought.a UN force 
would ·be mo're ·satisfactory; .but he _doubte_d whether it could 
be mobilised· in time; ·moreover .there .would be difficul tie·s. 
over ·its financing and. 90mppsition. · .,. · 

Professor Howard wo.ndered. whether 
allies felt any obligation to help her 
was the German reaction-for example? 

Bri ta:Ln•s NA-ro 
in this-crisis: what 

' 
Herr Cornides·said. there had been no official German 

r.eaction yet; although, some 'Bundeswehi- units had been alerted. 
But he did riot ·believe that the Germans· were psychologically • · 
prepared to become involved. German attention was concen
trated on the Central Buropean problem.and there -was great 
reluctance to· get' invo_lv_ed in any .co1oni.al pr'oblems. · 
Psycholog=!.'cally they were entirely unprepared to take up a 
role that other p_e()ple_might expect Germany tp acquire. 

,, 

'· ' 
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Dr. Ritter doubted whether in any case German partic
ipation would be. useful because of the strong reaction it 
would arouse in. other parts of the world; the Cyprus 
problem too could only have a political solution, and he 
felt the presence of German soldiers would make that 
solution more difficult, 

M. Vernant supported Dr. Ritter 

Mr. Beaten observed that the Italians had shown a 
very different attitude towards Africa from the Germans, 

Signor Spinelli agreed with Mr. Beaten. However, he 
did not see the new Italian Government becoming embroil$d in 
a military expedition to Cyprus, 

General Beaufre enquired about the Ever-Readies (the 
British army first line reserve). He understood the 
difficulties about the Regular army, but on straight n~bers, 
counting this reserve, there should be no problem. 

Mr. Buchan replied that it would create a major political 
storm to put the Ever-Readies on a mobilised footing. But 
even if the men were available, he wondered whether a purely 
British commitment in Cyprus would be correct. The air base 
was a major interest for Britain and for her commitment to 
CENTO, but there were also implications for the solida!rity 
of the NATO alliance, What was the NATO Council for, if 
such issues could not be discussed within it? 

Professor Howard felt there were two aspects, Britain's 
allies had every reason to object to her asking them to pull 
her chestnuts out of the fire because she had been too lazy 
or too shortsighted to organise a proper military system. 
At the same time, the extent to which NATO could reasonably 
be expected to take charge of other things besides the simple 
confrontation with the USSR along its frontiers was an 
important point of principle, 

General Beaufre said it depended on our concept of 
NATO: either we make it a complete alliance and try to work 
out a common policy on all issues, or we keep everything in 
compartments and do not consider what is not strictly a 
NA'I'O problem. 

Mr. Buchan felt that the degree to which the kind of 
Lurope the Commission had been discussing, able to adqpt a 
common perspective and act as a common unit, could come into 
being would depend not only upon European questions bu't; on 
how issues like Cyprus, Indo-China and the Far East could 
be handled as well. 

There was general assent to this observation, whi6h 
concluded the discussion. 
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1, VENICE CONFERENCE 

Mr. Beaton reported on the progress made so far 
with the arrangements for the conference and on the response 
to invitations. It was agreed to circulate more detailed: 
information, particularly with regard to travel and hotel 
accommodation, during April, 

2. FIFTH MEETING OF TH.6 COMMISSION 

It was agreed that the date of the Fifth Meeting of 
the Commission be decided at Venice. In principle, however, 
it was felt that suitable dates would be Friday and Saturday, 
either 23rd-24th October or 6th-7th November 1964. 

It was further agreP.d that the main subject for 
discussion at the Fifth ~~eting would be the results of 
the Venice conference. The Fifth Meeting would also be 
the occasion to consider (a) possible fields of action 
for future study by the Commission and (b) the frequency 
at which meetings should be held. 
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I N S T I T U T E F 0 R S T R A T E G I C S T U D I E S 

EUROPEAN STUDY COMMISSION 

Slllilmary of Discussi.on 
at the Third Meeting, 

held in Paris on · 
20th-21st Marc'h, 1964' 

FRIDAY.MORNING, 20th W~CH 

.DISCUSSION ON THE IN~BRNATIONAL SITUATION 

1. Cyprus 

Mr. Beaten opened the.discussion. ·He thought the ~itua~ion 
had raised ·a f~ndamental problem from the outset for both th~ 
British force and the UN force. Everything depended on whether 

·the directive given to the UN forde would be to keep the peaqe 
by stopping fighting of all kinds (i.e. by disarming Greeks · 
and Turks alike) or by co-operating with the Cyprus authorities 
(i.e. disarming the Turks only). President Makarios believed 
he had· manoeuvred the UN into the position where it had no : 
alternative but to co-operate with the Greek Cypriot author-, 
ities and make permanent the predominent position of the 
Greeks and that he had made·it impossible for Turkey to 
exercise her right of intervention. The directive given to . 
the UN force would show whether this belief was correct. . . 

If new constitutional negotiations were to be held these 
must take account o'f Turkey's interests and restore the tri.f 
partite position,· There was a strong possibility, however,: 
that instead there would be a gradual erosion of the posi ti:on 
which the Turkish Government had established .unde.r the Zurich 
Agreement and the disappearance of the entrenched rights of 
the Turkish Cypriot minority. He did not know how and when 
the central decision about the UN forces would be taken; a 
great deal turned on the extent to which the Turkish Government 
had won commitments from·the Americans in return for failing 
to intervene in Cyprus a few days beforehand. : 

• . • • t 

M. Vernant saw two stages involving two distinct problems. 
The first stage was the .. cessation of hostilities and the problem 
was the directive to be given to the UN force, .as .. i.V"Jr. Beaten 
had indicated·. The sec.ond stage, and the second problem, con
cerned the political negotiations which were ·implicit in tbe 
Security Council resolution of 4th March, appointing a med~ator 
charged with trying to bring about agreement on a just and: 
durable solution. He was particularly interested to know how 
Britain envisaged a political solutio·n might be ·found. 

Professor Howard .said, first, that ·so far as .. the British 
Government was concerned, the Zurich Agreemeni.was a just and 
durable one and its disinte.gration ·had left Britain without a 
policy. Secondly, the intervention of British troops was com
parable to the intervention of poiicemen - to resto:re order on 
the assumption that order was there to be restored. This police 
operation had proved entirely inadequate and it was obvious that 
the problem was much deeper than Britain had realised, Although 
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it was most unwise not to have alerted-the UN earlier, even if 
Britain had had sufficient fdrces available to keep the peace 
she would still have been left with a fundamental political 
problem for which no immediate so],:ution could be seen. 

Mr. Beaton did not see any.political solution which could 
be really satisfactory. to both sides. . The Zurich Agreement was 
satisfactory to the Turksi but the Greeks maintained that their 
great majority position ought to give them a right to sovereign 
control over the island; The fuit~faiiiental problem was the riBhts 
of the minority, for 'Nllich the system of the sovereign stati;l 
made no provision. Therefore unless the Turks .were to be 
partitioned, or deported, or slaughtered, it seemed that Cyprus 
could not be a truly sovereign state •. He· 'believed the UN · 
presence in Cyprus, although offiC'ially on a tempo:rary basi$ 1 

would in fact become per~anent. · 

M. Vernantagreed that some kind of UN trusteeship ove:r 
Cyprus was conceivable in theory; out in terms of practical 
politics it was out of the question. Minority rights were 

·indeed•important; out this problem existed in many other states 
besides Cyprus •. If the UN was to be brought in to every state 
where there was a '·minority· problem it would find .itself respon
sible for a large part of the world. He believed we must get 

'back to the policy which had been Britain Is policy under thEi 
Treaty of Lausanne - that there was no Turkish minority, on1y 
Cyprus nationals, and Turks must choose whether they were Cyprus 
subjects living in Cyprus or Turkish subjects living in Tur~ey. 

Professor Howard observed that the Treaty of Lausanne was 
no longer relevant. The Turks who had decided in 1923 that they 
wished to remain Cyprus nationals rather than go back to Turkey 
had done so on the assumption that Cyprus would remain under 
British rule, not be ruled by a Greek majority. · 

Signor Spinelli did not see the Turks peacefully accepting 
the situation, as M. Vernant seemed to imagine. He believed 
the prospects for a solution to the Cyprus problem depended 
entirely upon the state of relations between Greece and Turkey. 
Until such time as they improved sufficiently to make a S$ttle
ment possible, Cyprus would remain an open wound and a UN 
presence would be necessary to keep the peace, The Trieste 
problem had proved insoluble until relations between Italy and 
Yugoslavia improved, and then t):le problem d;isappear.ed, 

Mr. Beaton suggested that ifthe present situation were 
allowed to continue for: too long the old Greek feeling that 
theRussians were their protectors would·be aroused, _The 
Russians were the champions of the Greeks in the UN and were 
doing their best to foster the very old link between the two 
.countries. Russia was in an ideal position to undermine NATO 
at one.of its weakest poirits. 

M. de Rose found the Russian support o:L the Greeks so as 
to upset the stability cif ~lATO quite n:ornial; but the US support 
of Turkey was .rather paradoxical. 

General Beaufre agreed; if the Russians and 'Americans 
both supported the Greeks there would be no problem, because 

. the Turks would have no choice but to accept a settlement. 
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The.Cyprus conflict had grave implications for NATO beC!'J.USe of 
the strategic location of the island. Although there was no 
longer a Turkish Empire, the Turks were still a very imperial
istic people with a tendency towards reconquest. Bad feeling 
between Greeks and Turks was very easily brought to the sur:face, 
If Russia continued to champion Greece and the United States to 
champion Turkey, we could risk seeing a break-up of the rig4t 
flank of NATO. . · 

Professor Howard wondered how serious the strategic 
question really was. Obviously Greece would accept maximum 
Soviet support, although she was unlikely to reach the point 
of becoming a Soviet satellite, and the Russians would undoubt
edly exploit every opportunity to make life more difficult for 
us politically; but the real strategic force in the area was 
the American VIth Fleet, and everyone knew this. Certainly 
NATO's position would be weakened politically, but in terms of 
the strategic confrontation the military danger was not likely 
to become extreme. 

M. de Rose and General Beaufre both agreed that the danger 
was political rather than military, but they felt it was none 

·the less serious for that. · 

Dr. Wrvik considered that the Soviet attitude towards the 
Cyprus situation illustrated a new approach: to pay much mor$ att
ention than hitherto to NATO's flanks. This crisis gave the 
USSR opportunities which would es.tab:Lish a pattern for her . 
policy towards the West. He agreed that the Greek reaction to 
the Soviet campaign would be more. likely to take.the form of 
neutralism than direct co-operation with ·the USSR. He was 
interested to know v?hether there had been any official Greek 
reaction to the suggestion that de Gaulle should act as a 
mediator• 

M. Vernant said one must distinguish between Greek op~p~on 
and Greek Cypriot opinion. Greek opinion was in general more 
favourable towards France than Greek Cypriot opinion. He felt 
that Makarios's suggestion had been a tactical move rather than 
a formal request. The idea of a mediator was now, however, 
embodied in the UN Security Council resolution. 

He pointed out that strictly speaking the Russians were 
supporting not the Greek Government but the Cyprus Government. 
Thus the USSR was enjoying the favour of all the newly inde
pendent states which feared having UN intervention in their 
affairs.imposed on them, as well as niaking a bid for Greek favour. 

Replying to Signor Spinelli, he could not accept the 
possibility of a Trieste-type solution for Cyprus. The circum
stances of the two territories were quite different. Cyprus 
was an independent sovereign state and a member of the United 
Nations, and above all she prized her independence. No matter 
how far Greek/Turkish relations improved, the Cyprus problem 
could not be. solved by means of an imposed solution. Any kind 
of trusteeship status was completely unacceptable to Cyprus -
and so was partition. The Turks were a very small minority and 
thoroughly intermingled with the Greek population. An attempt 
to group together all the Turks on an island the size of 
Cyprus would result in a concentration camp. 
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.M. de Rose compared the situation in Cyprus to the situation 
in Palestine before the British departure •. He .well understood 
.the Greek Cypriot ·objections to partition. But, if no other 
solution were found possible,. partition would have to come; as 
it had come·1Jetween Jews and Arabs. Partition would not come 
about tliTough the UN,. because cif the opposition .of .the smaller 
powers to. thif?.-. idea; · but it would Il)Ost. like;t.y impose itself 
in the end, ··whether we liked it or not. 

Mr. Beaten said he had always assumed that partition would 
not mean creating a.little Turkish Cyprus on the island, but 
that the partitioned section WQUld be taken over by Turkey. In 
p·ower _terms the Zurich._AgreW?nPiad tried ·to create a Turkis~ part 
of Cyprus by,giving the· Turks the.right Of intervention •. 

Signor Spinelli observed that this would-be an I~ish 
solution.. He maintained that. the central problem was that of 
Greek/Turkish rela·tion·s arid that' time must be allowed for these 
relations to improve, · 

M. Vernant insisted that Britain had given Cyprus an 
unworkable constitution, .. "Ir'- a corner cif the island were Turkish 
there would be continuous Turkish .. intervention in Cyprus affairs, 
It would be a new application of the policy of divide and rule, 
and it would only push the Greeks directly :i:nto the arms of 
the Ry.ssians. ·- · 

2~ The Sino-Soviet Dispute 

Bignor Spinelli mentioned recent reports.indicating that 
a final showdown between China and the USSR was imminent, 

Admiral Bos confirmed knowledge of these. reports;· 
apparently the Russians had threatened the Chinese with exposure 
of certain deeds unless the Chinese fell back into line, He 
:believed the recent visit to China of Rumanian leadei:s had 
been an independent effort to patch up relations. again, although 
it had apparently been. unsuccessful. · 

Signor Spinelli considered that Rumania's prime interest 
was in her own·economic independence. Rumania had no ideological 
interest in China; she merely cultivated good relations with 
Peking in order to be able to cultivate good relations with 
the industrialised Western world, to which she. badly wanted 
~ccess.. · · · ., -· 

· On the Sino-Sov,iet ·dispute itself, although th~ whole 
argument· was expressed in Marxist terms, what was really at 
stake was Russia's policy of .detente and· her relations with 
the third w·orld, ··.. ..... · 

M. de Rose pointed o~t that the differences were not 
confined to Peking and Moscow; : they went right through the 
satellite .countries and the non-communist countries •. To the 
Rus.sians their relations with the third world were tremendously 

.. important and they' were riot prepared to sacrifice leadership 
of it to the Chinese. In. the third world.Russia was fighting 
the Chinese as much as the West, and her-estimate of how that 
battle was going would have a profound effect on Soviet policy. 
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Mr. Beaton suggested that the basic factor fer the Ruflsians 
was whether their policy of trying to seem a·boureeois colll1try 
was getting results. The belief that the Chinese· Ne re an · 
extremely dangerous, war-like people had been fostlred fro~ 
icioscow, so as to help Russia's policies seem mod er. tte in com
parison. This campaign had paid dividends; but w:.th their 

. sorties into Afric·a. the Chinese seemed to be rever~ ing this 
image ··Of themselves. ·. Many people were now wondering whether 
the USSR might.fee1 as a result that there was more to be gained 
by reverting to a more extreme position. Personall;, · he believed 
that Khrushchev was quite capable of putting the. whc le policy 
of detente int·o reverse . for a year or two, espe.ciall,' if he 
had to contend with internal problems and problems w:thin the 
t>ovi.et Praesidium. If it were decided to develoP a n. Jre pure 
communist line, this would have a lot of consequences · 

' ". . . '. 
Signor .Spinelli said that insofar as the· Russians saw the 

problem as one of ideological conformity he could imag:. ne tliem 
reverting to the tough line, On the other hand; Khrush1hev:was 
~bliged to ·take far more account of boviet· public opini<n t~an 
Stalin ever was. There was a general· trend in Russia tcday 
to.wards a de-ideologising of ·the political struggle and .·Chrushchev 
could not ignore this pressure frciin the gras's·-roots. 

Dr. Jaguet said that both parties had to express the 
conflict in ideological terms because communists could not 
afford to admit the e~ce of national conflicts; nevertheless 

·the· real differences were in na:tional interests and politicai 
concepts; The differences were primarily about priorities; the 
Soviet decision taken in the late 1950 •·s to give ·priority to; · 
her internal 'development had had wide -consequences for Sovie·'J; 
policy, Possi:bly the jockeying for' position in the under.:. ' 
developed countries was connected with·this question of 
priori ties: the Russians were'• prepared to advance ·their 
positions where they could, but not at the price of nuclear 
brinkmanship.. The whole policy of detente was .an element i;il 
.this. As soon as the Russians decided to give priority to their 
own economic development, it was possible for them to go much 
further along the line of nuclear detente with the 'Nest than 
if, like the Chinese, they were giving priority to their own 
nuclear develo-pment. ' 

Dr.0'rvik taking tip Mr. Beaten's point, suggested that much 
depended upon the support the Russians could muster from non
communist parties. If they pressed on with their anti-Chinese 
line they would have trouble with many national communist. · 
parties (and ·certainly .. ,.,i th ·the ·Norwegian CP). 'l'herefoi:'e he 
expected the USSR.to.try to make up any lost support from non
communist .sources. so· far as the northern· flank of NATO was 
concerned, ·there were no signs of a lessening of the boviet• 
"charm campaign" in that area, 

Mr. Haagerup.supported Dr. ,0'rvik, The Russians were making 
a great. ·effort to create· an· impression of detente in prepar-; 
at ion for Khrus·hchev 1 s tour of the· northern .C:uropean countries 
timed for summer. 196·4; . This campaign was if anything more ' 
strongly directed towards the non-communist parties because of 
their greater political importance,. and ·p'ersonally he belieyed 
the Soviet· campaign had a fair chance of success. 
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Dr. 0'rvik added that there was some eviden.ce to support this .. 
Khrushohev had first announced his intention of visiting Scand
inavia three years ago; at that time the reaction from al+ 
quarters except the communists had been very unfavourable. But 
this time, after his policy of detente had been in operation for 
a year or so, hardly any serious objections. were raised·to his 

. coming. He believed the test-ban agreement had made a tremendous 
impression as an earnest of Soviet good-will. 

J'll. de Hose suggested that the Soviet preoccupation with the 
Nordic countries might be connected with the fact that the 
Russia~s were already beginning to think ahead to 1969, when the 
Atlantic Treaty would come up for review. Obviously the Treaty 
would .be renewed, in some form. But if their policy of detente 
were successful, perhaps the revised Treaty would not have the 
same force behind it. This :was their only way to get a solution 
of the German.problem on their own terms. He saw a sustained 
policy directed against Germany's neighbours with the aim of 
playing up the GerrJan issue and 'isolating Germany as a bastion 
of NATO policy so that NATO would be identif.ied with Germany. 
The ·German issue was an excellent one to concentrate on froin 
the Soviet . point of view becaus.e it was such a sensitive issue 
for other members of NATO. · 

Mr. Beaten doubted wb,ether the.re was any reason to believe 
that tl1ere. would necessarily be a renegotiation or even a 
renewal of the Atlantic Treaty in 1969. TheTreaty itself was 
continuous; all it said was that after 20 years any member: 
might leave if it gave notice. Thus the initiative rested with 
any member state which wanted to wreck NATO. The undertakings 
contained in the Treaty itself were very mild; most of the 
NATO superstructure had been superimposed on the Treaty. 
Considering.the kind of difficulties facing the Atlantic 
alliance at.the present time, would anyone be so unwise as to 
put the question of renegotiation on the table? It would be 
rash on the part of the Russians to assume that they woulq have 
an opportunity in 1969 to confound their enemies~ 

Dr. rvik dissented from Mr. Beaten's argument and 
supported M. e Rose. He considered that regardless of what 
NATO itself or the member Governments would like to do, there 
would be popular pressure to reconsider the Treaty; .indeed 
pressure was building up already; The latest trend ir- Soviet
inspired agitation in Norway was to seek not com];lete rejection 
of .the Treaty but. rather a watering-down of it; so that member
ship of .the Treaty would. continue on paper but without any of 
the .. obligations which made membership active. This kind of 
agitation was much harder to counter than the old.:..fashioned 
direct opposition to NATO.· 

3. The Gomulka Plan and Arms Control Measures 

1\lr. Haagerup raised the· question of .the G.omulka Plan.· 
First, he would like to ask Herr Nerlich whether he thought 
this Polish initiative would be in line with what !Vi. de Rose 
had mentioned as the .. new Soviet policy of trying to isolate 
Germany in the sens·e that it would force Germany to oppose 
proposals that might be attractive to other West .ciuropean 
countries. Secondly, during a recent visit to Germany he had 
been disturbed to find the Germans so quick to reject out of 
hand not only the Polish initiative but any arms control 
measure limited to central Europe. He felt that if the 
Germans continued that line, it would only give support to the 
Soviet policy of trying to isolate Germany. 
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Herr Nerlich replied on the first point that he was not 
sure whether the Gomulka Plan was co-ordinated with the USSR. 
Perhaps it now seemed to fit into the Soviet. ·poii tical line,· 
but a few weeks ago .it had appeared that the Russians did not 

. welcome this Polish initiative. · · · . ' ... 
On the secio:r1d point,.he felt that !Vir. Haagerup had not 

been given an accurate picture of ·Official German opinion. 
'True· there were strong ·.objections to the Gomulka Plan; but 
official opinion was not completely negative on the whole .issue 
of .arms· control.· In-.p~·ivate. German opinion was more flexible 
than declared policy'would suggest. In particular there wa~ a 
certain sympathy for.an American proposal on control posts ' 
which although it was primarily limited to the central ~uropean 
scene was considered to contain some political advantages. 'The 
main element of this ·America;n proposal· .(Which· had not yet be.en 
tabled) was a combination of control posts with (a) military 
missi'ons attached to moving divisions in areas in the DDR and 
Fes·t Germany and (b) air surveillance. 

- . . . ._ . 

. . .Pr.o.fessor Howard enquired .. a~out a _·proposal whic·h .he betieved 
had been floated that the .Scandinavian countries might be i!j.ter
es_ted in acting as a pilot area for arms control measures. ' 

.. Dr. 0'rvik said that such a proposal had ,been •put forward 
and he had been associated with serious studies that ha.d been 
made. of it, in relation both to Norway proper and to Spit:::
bergen; . they. had. ·found that in both ca!'les the disadvantageej 
and the dangers would be too great •. Whether the Government[ 
would-eridorse·their conclusions was another matter; but so far 
the Norwegian Government had flatly re-jected .any suggestion· of 
creating a nuclear-free zone in Scandinavia. 

· Pressure from publi8,?t~MfJh was partly Sovie,t-inspireq 
and partly pacifist-inspired)· was mounting to make Scandinavia 
a nuclear-fre'e zone. ·Of .course Scandinavia was a nuclear-:t\ree 
zone in fact; the i:ian!paign was aip!ed at getting _th·i.s. state' of 
affairs formalised, the real Soviet aim being-to get the 
introduction or use of nuclear weapons banned in wartime as 
well as in peacetime .so as to .make NATO activityciri the area 
impossible·, , He d.id not. believe· that any of. the Governments 
woul.d b<;>w to· this pressure, however •. 

Mr .• Haagerup ·~?a:id that the only· proposal the Danish 
.Government had made about a-northern area as a-trial ground for 
arms control measures cqncerned Greenland •. At.the UN, when 
disengagement was .being discussed, the then Danish Foreign · 
Minister Mr. Krag had offered to make Greenland part ofan: 
inspection area, but only on condition that it was part of a 
much wider agreement including presumably portions of Sovi~t 

. territory too. So far as Denmark was concerned, because sne 
had so ·many common interests with the continent, especially, 
Germany, an agreement limited. to Scandinavia as such was 
unlikely-to find favour. 

He endorsed Dr. 0'rvik 1 s observations about the campaign 
fo:r' a nuclear-free zone. 
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4. Latin America . 

l\'i,·de Rose-said it was clear from d_e Gauile's speech in 
Mexico that he envisaged an expansion of not-merely French but 
~uropean interest in Latin America and a more active policy on 
the part .. of the industrialised countries to;;;ards that 
continent. This theme would be developed during de ·Gaulle's 
tour in September/October which would take in a number of · 
countries. He suggested it would be interestirigto get the 
reactions of other ~uropean countries to this idea to see if 
we could arrive at· a ccmcensus of opinion on· the rol~ which 
£'urope should play in aid-to Latin America. 

Asked by 'Dr. Jaguet whether de Gaulle had in mind the 
.e.urope of the Six only, M. de Rose said that he had not been 
specific as to what he meant by Europe_,_ Certainly some studies 
on Latin America had been done within the Six. He believed 
however that de Gaulle 's thinkin.; had been broader and more 
political. The position was that America. had a_very strong 
economic policy in Latin America but herpolii;ical position was 
very weak. The USSR had done· very little in economic terms but 
had a very strong political position.· ,jurope was absent from 
Latin America on the political level, although there were 
cultural· links·, De Gaulle had ·wanted to get the idea across 
that there were countries besides America and the USSR which 
could· help Latin America. France was in the western camp, 
but she··preserved her independence; they could. do the ·same, 
They did"not need to throw themselves into the arms of either 
Russia or Castro. France 'could help them a little on the 
economic level, but above all· on the political leveL 

He believed that underlying this initiative was a new 
orientation of·.French policy which was still being worked out, 

. It. was therefore too soon to 'give s.erious consideration to 
this question now, but at a subsequent meeting of the Commission 
it ·would be very helpful to have an idea of the general 
huropean reaction. · 

'. ' 

General Beaufre agreed that it would be most useful to 
get·some discussion of this issue before de Gaulle's aut~ 
tour. However, the next meeting of the Commission would· be of 
a special nature. On the other hand, from a study of the 
proposed subject headingsfor the Veni-ce conference it loo:i!:ed 
as if.the_Frid(l.y morning's discussion·wou_ld give an opporty.nity 

·for· a gener.al review of. the world· situation and no doubt the 
que'stibn- of Latin America could: be· raised·. in. tha·t context. 1 

The presence of Americans at the discussion would· if anything 
be advantageous. · · 

There .was:general assent to this proposal, which conc1uded 
the· discussion. 
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FRIDAY AFTERNOON, 20th MARCH 

TH.G EUROP:CAN VII::vf OIJ AM,;RI CAN STRATI:G I C POLICY AND DOCTRINE 
AND ON CO!VllliAND AND COl'JTROL IN NATO 

The first hour of this discussion took place on Friday 
morning, but for convenience this has beeri included with 
the afternoon's discussion_? 

General Beaufre (in the Chair) complimented the. British 
members on the excelleHt paper prepared by the ISS. He 
proposed to take the discussion in the order followed in the 
paper, and this was agreed. 

I. American Strategic Policy and Doctrine 

(a) FlexibleResponse 

Signor Spinelli opening the discussion said that in the 
present situation the principle of flexible response was sound. 

·There were two important conseq_uences, however, to which he 
wanted to draw attention: first, that tremendous power and 
responsibility devolved upon the man who would have to decide 
among the various options; and secondly (as stated in the 
paper) that the continuously changing situation made it more 
difficult to apply the notion of alliance participation and 
extensive nric:r planning, Of course the solution was to have 
an international war cabinet, and the political cabinet which 
would precede the war cabinet; the problem was how to · 
organise it, However, any prospective rationalisation of 
planning arrangements would have to tackle this problem, 

. .J . 

M. de Rose suggested that if flexible response meant 
·giving full .iniative for conduct of a battle to the commander 
in the field, did that not imply a delegation of the military 
powers which the President of the US held now? This was the 
fundamental q_uestion and must be considered first of all. 

He wondered about the distinction made by the Americans 
between flexible response and the graduated deterrence which 
was with us five years ago, before lVIcNamara took office. Was 
there ·any real difference betwee·n these two concepts? 

Mr. Beaten said that graduated.deterrence implied the 
use of nuclear threats. In addition to the deterrent aspect, 
it was based on the premise·that one could initiate limited 
nuclear actions on a retaliatory basis. The underlying thesis 
of the flexible response doctrine, however, was· that one must 
give oneself a very large number of options·, many of them 'non
nuclear.· Thus flexible response also included an element of 
actual war policy as opposed to a threat of retaliation which 
was intended to avoid war; it was a war winning or an objective 
winning policy rather than retaliation. 

!VI. de Rose. added that the idea seemed to be, then, to 
increase deterrence by making your war policy more credible. 
But this depe·.~ded on having adequate forces to exercise the 
wide range of options implied in flexible response, 
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Admiral Bos hlaintained that the difficulty about the 
doctrineof flexible response .was .. that i.t was highly theor
etical. People spoke about flexible responsr' and controlled 
warfare as though .it vvou1d .. be possible to fight a war in 
central J:.urope from Was!lipgton •.. Obviously there must be some 
previous planning, and eertain major decisions could be taken 

• from ~Jashington. But the COil.duct of operations must be left 
to the judgment of the Commander-in-l.lhief on the spot. 

There were three main considerations: (1) I~lexible 
response had any meaning at all, our .. first· reaction to any 
hostilities hlust be with conventional means. (2) R-hour was 
the authorisation to use nuclear weapons. Once this author.
isation had been given, it would not be practicable to set ~n 
arbitrary limit on the scale of weapons which the Commander
in-Chief might use. Tlwrefore .SAG..;;UR, must understand that :(le 
would no; have immediate authorisation to use tactical nuclear 
weapons. (3) But declaration of R-hour must not be withhel9. 
too long, otherwise it might come too late to save the 
situation. Perhaps there was a case f.or instructing SACEUR 
to try to use conventional weapons only for as long as · 
possible, .even after R-hour had been declared; but too great 
a delay could be dangerous. 

If we would only examine how flexible response would work 
ill~ot:;_c~, it would become clear that in rel'll:L ty there were 
not so mex.:; opt:i .1r..s. <:n fact he did not b;olieve there ·woulct 
be any limited Soviet ·attack in central .Gurope because he d:j.d 
not see what the UoSR could possibly hope to gain in such a 
case; but should a limited attack occur, it would have to be 
decided in a very short space of time whether we could contain 
it with the very limited conventional means at our disposa1 or 
whether we were to throw in everything we have. 

Dr. 0'rvik said there was no difficulty about accepting 
the principle of flexible response; the main problem was · 
credibility, as !11. de Rose had pointed out. He believed t!lat 
something could, and indeed must, be done to strengthen 
credibility by building up the conventional forces which would 
make flexible response possible. There were areas in northern 
Norway which the Norwegian Army could not defend at all. There 
was an urgent need for some good mobile NATO forces which 
could be rushed in to deal with any emergency. There might 
be a small and seemingly insignificant incursion made for 
political reasons; such an attack would be. swift and effic
iently mounted a:nd could only be cow1tered by ecj_ually swift 
and effective conventional means ori.NATO's part. NAT0 1 s 
proud boast was that no territory covered by the alliance had 
been violated. If the USSR could disprove this statement by 
extending her control even for a short. time over a small area 
of NA'rO territory without such a move· ·meeting an immediatE! 
and effective response, the political impact of such an 
incursion would far outweigh its military significance. · 

Admiral Bos replied that he understood Dr. 0'rvik's point, 
and he appreciated the very exposed position of northern Norway. 
However, in his considered judgment the USSR was extremely 
unlikely to take a step v1hich would bring the whole of the 
Viest up in arms for the sake of gaining control over a few 
almost uninhabited mountains. From the Soviet point of view, 
this would be ridiculous. 
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·Dr.· ~rvik agreed that in ~trictly military te.rms Admiral 
Bos was quite right. ~ut if a- small incursion :\vould look 
ridiculous to the USSR, might .it not· also look ridiculous to 
NATO? In this sense, a ~m~ .incident was more to be feared, 
because of the greater political.gains to be had from it. 
He agreed, however, that this was .not a likely possibility, 
although flexible response should include. planning for what we 

·thought were unlikely.contingencies. 

Signor Spinelli ~upport~d Dr .... .0rvik. 01:1e ·could act on the 
hypothesis that any incident must be treated as a massive attack 
because the USSR was only interested in a major war against 
:Gurope; ... in that case ther.e was no probl·em and no flexible 
response either. . ,. 

But he considered it far more likely that incidents might 
be provoked within NATO countries during·a. time. of internal· 
instability. or frontier ·incidents occur on.' the ·Iron· Curtain, 
perhaps involving East and W~s~ .:German troop::; rather .than the 
USSR directly. After all, our.doctrine.of flexiblerespons~ 
assumed that the. enemy would make a flexible attack - it 

. involved making a limited response to a limited move, This 
could only be done if t'here \'lere a tacit understanding by th,e 
two major powers to limit any hostilities that might occur. 
Of. courfle there was always the danger of escalation; but 
e"l'erything turned on the hypothesis that even in central 
Burope a localised situation was possil::lle, and that the. USSR 
would accep.t this •. 

':~fr. Beat on dissented from' Admiral ~~s 's. argument. He . 
maintained that in a real situation, decisions would turn on· 
highly subtle. or even seemingly trivial·points which no 
military planning cquld possible .foresee.· Any kind of unpre-" 
meditated situation would involve thousands of politically ,. 
complicating factors. A man like General Lemnitzer did not 
and could not have in his mind the whole United Nations · 
s·i tuation and the mass of highly political issues that would 
appear in any real situation. N.ATO. would be inviting 
disaster if it .laid down.a .. rigid, clear-cut ,policy to a cle:;tr
thinking military man; we dare not become.the slaves of our 
previous planning. It was true that the alliance problem 
was .totally unresolved; but the doctrine of flexible 
response was a very correct· p·roposi tion of how to deal with 
the situation. 

Admiral Bos entirely agr.e.ed _with ·Mr: Beatori'.·· ··Perhaps 
·there was a _misunderstanding - his pointwas · simply tha:t the 
flexibility of the flexible response was not so great· as 
people thought, in the sense that in case of war in central 
Europe tactics could not be led from across the Atlantic, 
The response could be divided into stages. but. that was all. 

· He. _accepted Signor Spi~elli 's argument about the possi
bility of local incidents provoked by the USSR so far as Berlin 
was conce.rned. But, Berlin apart, he saw no opportunity for 
border incidents. along: the. Iron Curtain. One could not evim 

·see the other side, let alone approach _the border, because· of 
all the fortifications. designed to stop the East Germans 
escaping" · 
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Mr. Beatori observed·tJiat if planning were.only for 
probabilities,· we could rely on perpetual peace; · Vlho· would 
ever have thought it probable that Cuba would go communist 
and then have Soviet missiles on her.soil? We must face the 
fact that some improbables do come up. The opportunities 
for political change, even in central .u'urope, were great, 
'£he point was that our planning amounted to an insurance policy, 
and however unlikely the contingency against which we insured, 
if that contingency did occur the the .terms of the policy 
would be all-important, 

General Beaufre endorsed Mr. Beaten's view that the time 
for planning was before a crisis broke, not .after. But it 
would be doubly dangerous to be too rigid before hostilities 
commenced and too flexible after. 

Professor Howard doubted' whether the distinction between 
peace and war would be as simple in the future as in the past. 
He anticipated various actions of a military nature which 
either could or could not be considered as acts.of war. Both 
sides would use their troops not in orthodox strategybut as 
pawns in a game, to seize territory for use as a bargaining 
counter. · · · · 

He thought that Admiral Bos had interpreted the term 
flexibility too rigidly - i.e. as meaning the movement of 
troops on a battlefield instead of considering the whole of 
strategy globally and thinking about an infinite number of 
reactions to an infinite number of moves and situations which 
might arise without a conscious decision by either side, 

Admiral Bos suggested it would be helpful if we defined 
what we meant by flexible response. He had been talking 
about it in relation to an attack in Europe, and particularly 
central .Gurope, and this was how it had been conceived iri 
the US. Now, however, people were talking of it in relation 
to South Vietnam, Latin America and elsewhere. He did not 
see that the term "flexible response" could properly be 
applied to a global reaction which meant every response short 
of nuclear weapons. 

Dr. J11.guet and Herr Nerlich supported Admiral Bos•s 
interpretaoion of flexible response, 

General Beaufre considered that the points of view 
.expressed. on the: one hand by J{J.r, Beaten and on the other by 
Admiral Bos were of fundamental importance," il.lthoU:gh Mr. 
Beaten's raised issues rather wider than the subject of this 
discussion. · 

It was important to distinguish between the problem of 
concerting action in an alliance after an incident had 
occurred and the problem of. trying to get as imaginative a 
consultation as possible beforehand. ·'.Che ideal would pe 
complete discussion and complete co-ordination of policy in 
all its aspects and this was unattainable. But common 
understanding of the various issues ~·attainable, and indeed 
essential as an educational process. Even if nothing happened, 
the fact that through envisaging together the maxim~ number 
of hypotheses we had an idea of how opinion in our various 
countries would react and what the major political consid
erations were for each of our governments could only be helpful, 
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And if a cr~s~s did arise, co-ordination of policy.would,on::j.y 
be possible if we knew already broadly what would be acceptable 
to one another. After all, if we did not want to surprise the 
enemy with our reaction, we surely did not want· to surprise 
ourselves either. 

Allied planning over Berlin demonstrated that it was 
possible to reach agreement on ·a response to every conceivable 
situation. Such agreement had not existed at the outset, it 
had evolved from a continuous study and exchange of views. 
The essence of flexible response was the fullest possible 
prior consultation, to avoid a unilateral decision being 
taken at the last minute. 

This was not a complete answer to i\1r. Beat on, but it was 
a necessary step towards a solution of the problem. 

Mr, Beaten very much agreed with G~n~ral Beaufre's 
analysis. He agreed that common planning was essential; it 
could achieve a great deal and a certain meeting of minds. 
M• he felt, the unpredictability of situations led directly 
to a requirement for machinery to conduct political consul
tation at the highest level during crises. It was the only 
way to come through a delicate crisis as an alliance, 

G~neral Beaufre said that then there were two types of 
organisation required: (1) organisation of planning, as an 
educational process as he had already indicated, and {2) the 
organisation of decisions, if possible in common. The first 
was an intellectual process, the second was one of communi
cation. If each Head of Government could communicate over a 
closed TV circuit or special telephone line with the US 
President, consultation could be very speedy, Such an arrange, 
ment did not exist as yet; nevertheless we ought to have a 
more organised contact, 

M. de Rose stressed the importance of knowing the aim of 
all this planning. If the idea was to substitute a hypothetical 
for an· actual situation, it would not work. Moreover if the 
result was to harden opinion in various countries against 
consideration of certain possibilities, the person who had 
responsibility for taking a decision would not accept the 
limitation of action imposed by this planning. The aim must 
be to create and increase understanding of the natu~e of the 
problem, between the allies and in the alliance as a whole, 
rather than to seek t6 tie decisions in real situations to 
what had been decided in hypothetical circumstances, 

M, Vernant suggested that there were two sets of consid
erations which were coupled: planning with decision, and 
flexibility with control, and it was the relationship between 
these two that gave rise to problems. For instance, if 
flexibility was the primary consideration, how could this be 
reconciled with the organisation of civil control over the 
military, or central command over local command, or control by 
the other allies over the decisions of those allies who would 
have to carry out the decisions? 

He therefore thought it would be better to discuss point 
(c), Controlled Response~ with Flexible Response, since these 
two were linked while (b), Counterforce Strategies, raised 
quite different issues. 

GeneralBeaufre agreed with M. Vernant. 
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..... He. suggesteP. discussing,_two points Jin· this:·section iof, 
,. r:5 '~,the'~ 'paper· no~;.yet:.~ou:c.h~d;~upon·:~.tthe. reference: .on page :12: to' 
"··:.~.:·substantially.' .. increased .. forces and:, on· page } .. to L":Guropean ,_; 

!,.~l.J• re''l'ucta' 'n' ce' 11 ........ , .... ~-·· : .... ~ - . --: " - ~ • • r't•. ·'. r·-·' .. -~~~- -
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- ,, ~ . _,r;-;!:r:-t·-' ~.-i,/ .... "' ... !!'1.!.\.~ 

Admiral Bos said part of his objection to the doctrine of 
flexible response-.was .. that it:was far_:too:.widely_,.discus'sed, 

,. rt~Of,':co_urse .:th~~:e:mus:(.he~~, c~r:tain tflexibili ty;~ his, fear:~ was 
~····.that'all this ·public,debate,would~give,.the .USSR too· clear~ an 

· in_q.~_cat'i?.n·'of., ou_r;~~i_l~Hary;;~t}liDlciJ:g· +,.Se-condly, there rwas :.real 
anx1ety_1n i:urope, and above,all~1n Germany, that;R-hourJwould 
not~ .?e ,::dt..~b-re_~ ~or: ~o~ ,:d~~-lar_ed 3 soon ~nough: .to~ save~ .their r•-; . ' 
terr1 tory from Sov1et occupation •• He.:believed it; would•)dot · 
more good if the Americans would talk less about flexible 
response and+more about assuringtthe~people_.of.,Europe; that 

~"'although tlJ.'ere;~~a~ ::no) qu_~~~~on )of~ massive :tretaliation·; :Jnever
theless in the'event of an attack a decision would be taken 
very soon .. a~ 5 to ,.~!l~tJ:e:r.:: a.· major •. at1;ack ~as-.,i~!_e_~cied, :;J.n. which 

• case [nuclear, weapons ,would, be .. -.used. L!J b»::'!7 .. :. J:t , C!'C'G-' · .,!,, 
.... ~ ;; ... ;:~_..;_ .. _;..· .. ~~:..J ~·--.... (._, .............. _ -:. -- ·--4· · - ·- ...... ..,~ -~·· •r···rrt~~ G"lsJ•)··:. 

"!!'t-, .. r:.. .. 1 -~ ..... 'l"('fj-~·~~-'"fr fl r:.,~·v,:;:"'. ~ b'.:.• ~f:...!'l} •..:,-.~ .. .Ld ~· _;\~-M .._;,j :-

t .. ·:::~~·;Professor·. Howar·d. z:epl~~<!; that tthe -;sortr'of ,public:!depate 
'- 1Admi.~1ll. ·J?os,,deplor~~.rw~s :in~vi.table 0 in BJ1'tOpe_n,so·ciety. ·; But 

~-t •wai?; no~ ;,har~fu~ ;:.:;~ t~e .. s}1~~r ;yol ume of; studies:' and discussions 
on i'record.,.!ll:;de 1 i ~.,?JU:C:h· ~ :d:i,fficul t. for ~Soviet :intelligence 
to appraise iiestern military planning, especially after every
thing had been.fil tered throughcmarxist ;spectacles;:'-~~ : 
.t.U. 1...-~U '(."-' ~-.-v ~ ~-- · - ........ :·: · ·- :···- .,. , r·•. • f,-:;--;::.:,...-;:;,:--;:;-("a;.·~-;:;_;,"!··~!:i,-,_~i~·, I 
~ro .,, .. nN-:,.~·(··-· ~0 r.!l_,."!a~r . .!ff--"'.,"'!0 !.--~· • ~.l ...... LI•' • ..... ·• .. :....J. '- -

,.~~· ~ ;Herr'·Nerlich 1 s.~.z:es~ed 'l't!.o Admiral ,Bos ,.1;hat .;the :German l;;! ; 
·:position·was not ,as. 1expressed. in the:(paper:) ~The ·German;position 
'was J ( a;):~that ';ther'e ~·should :.be .weappns-, in··;,:;urope Jcapable iOf -~ ;; , 
c·ons:tituting,a·~;th:i-'e·at··.to:the,~USSR,; andi(b)i that the riskj-.-:: 

'sl:iould 'no't 'be''kept ~cal'culable·: .That :was ,not ;inconsist.ent·.wi th 
flexible· ::z;.e~ p'o'nSe·;·,; -~q -~~ ~ :·~:. ~~t'j- r; ~, :':;:; ~ !fC: !.j- .c .. T·Lri~ ~fC-0 • t.1~ J bl :-- t. "'-:<i.' 

· ';,_\ ~.!lr-.•"4..'!' ll.,., do·->·"-- •·;__.-•- ... ·-·-·~ .,- ""' ·_ ... _. <~- • - ;-". •t #, . ....., 
- ... v,.-f "'"' _.·.'1.·-·•rt' (w; :~~~J .. ~rf:t•,.':.•V• .... i ~J~t 1.~ f3_n . . ll~'f):,';.., ~;-nJL J)_s. "'"''·",· 

8 •· 'General <Beaufre said that therefore:.1f .. the,:risk·was,·not 
to be kept calculable, we should not say that in every case we 

1 w?uld _be. r~a.sonabl_e. ~··~!f>.:_agrE!e_d ,wi th,·Professor;·HoV!~.r~ .. ~hat • 
. s1nce ,our :system .could not be .. completely clos_ed, we. d1d\.better 
,,....,,.._,, .r_.:·~·-,,- ... t#-·-'""'· ~- ~--- - .. 
--•·-- to:'drown the, enemy.,,in possible. solutions •. r.:t£8 rr.r;'j:;£ :'!: no'l 

'J;l ... J...:.. J.~~"' .. o.:'-'- • r • .->w •• ----;-·· ··-··:- - :. · .... · ·,. ·{ ~ .... ·1I-r:'' •-r 
:t ~-- :..p;"-0:· ~-·-· r-.-rH:0!1 ;'"~JC! ~ 1"r !l.:· -~·.' r:.;..f') ~ - .... "t .. 0.: 8.~~ ._ , ..... 1 .. r.:.!; M~·-: de Rose co_n,si?:~+~_d_::_t]l_a:t; judgingr.from: J .·,ericanc·li ter'

ature, ·the. Americans, concentrated, too-much on the[ mili taryJ·r 
problem;'". 'they' :thoui:;J:it'; in~;te;rins'· of ,flexible, response; to; a li 
military, \m-eat ;~where.ns·: Europe, was-. inoreJ concerned· wi th;:t '.:'J 
flexible: respons·e, to. a·. polfticai _,threat. ,-;:If :the; Americans hi· 
had :no't ii1t'erv~'iied ~ i'n. Kore·a; the. i'lest rwould not, have. suffered · 
a 'milifary,; defeat~' .. bU:t' n·~would~ have·, su.ffered::a: major::.poli tical 
defeat, . A·· 6'omparable" situation could develop in :c;urope, . 
l!'lexible~ response,. was .. risht-· so 1 long)asj it wast d.~.signed'lt.o 

-prevent~'the:. success ~of. a. poli ticalJmove:>Whichcould threaten 
"_our~secu::i ty ;~.~ven'1 ifc:~t~yfere~not,;e~pressed intmili tary~.terms • 
.. And" from j;h~~P?int r9.1:' v~~~ .. ofD~eterrence, ~it was;:necessary.~to 
~~vt~~~e b9.~!:;~r .~-~~ar; :9~~:-:<:n~~?!l~l ~~ ra :ions,: p;~ '1, ,~~ tl~ ~~ ~~: -~~;: 

• ·i ~::~(;signor rs;;irieili i~~f~~d; ~h~t~-~ii~~~~ri9~n~;t~nd~~·;t~t~~ .~too 
'r:··,c~nCJ_e;rned. wi th.1 thl3-.!ll~l~:ta'Y.·.i~~P<;:Ct • c'Howev_er, :.we J must ·:see things 

1'in"perspeCti ve. ·The American :g'l!-arantee .. to defend,Europe,,arose 
from the problem of the world balance of power, ·deterrence in 

,a. global sense, ~Western -..:.urope was •·qui te t-capable,:in- terms of 
;:Poptil~t~on"'~a,;,res~~r~e~ ~?.J:'~~ui_l~ing ?tip ;adequate :,forces to~) . 
~ con_t_a1n ~ eve~ia ~s~_r_:o1:1g .S~'!~.e-~ .: 9.0~'!e!!-t1onal_:attack r,by conven.._; 
tional ·means; -''He could not conceive that .:;the, USSR ;would' L.·,;: 
possibly want to make a nuclear attack on l!:urope - she wanted 
political gains, not. a, nuclear-devastated -~wastela.n!i ;·.:.' );..'.: .. · .,_-- .... ~'-• ··~ .... -.... - . - .. ---- ___ .... -.. __ ~--~-"..---
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Taking up Admiral Bos's argument, was it seriously 
suggested that in the event.of hostilities the Germans would 
really prefer nuclear war to losing even half of.their 
territory?- He was convinced that from all points of view it 
would be wiser to envisage in flexibility the possibility of 
some of our territory being occupied before taking the dis
astrous step of unloosing nuclear war. If the _c;uropeans really 
objected for doctrinal reasons to any policy which suggested 
th·;t 1~uropean adventuring would not be disastrous for the 
USSR (as the·paper suggested), then their attitude was one of 
Gotterdammerung. In such a situation it would be in the best 
interests of ~urope to sit tight, not to despair: more in our 
interest than in the American interest, perhaps. What was the 
use of a devastated ~urope with the US and U8SR intact? He 
did not want R-hour declared as soon as possible but as late 
as possible. So far as ~urope was-concerned, flexibility--' 
depended on our having capability to maintain war at the con
ventional level. And certainly he favoured an increase in 
our present conventional strength to make this possible. 

M. Vernant said that therefore dignor Spinelli envisaged 
making war bearable, 

Signor Spinelli replied that our policy must be to prevent 
vmr; but should it come, ·we must try to make it bearable. 

General Beaufre agreed with Signor Spinelli. However, 
there was a dilemma in that attempts to humanise war beforehand 
would make it more likely, 

Professor Howard c.uggested that the dilemma was more 
profound than G~n~ral Beaufre had indicated: we would only 
be ~ to fight in a controlled way if we had made preparations
if we had a doctrine which was understood down to the smallest 
unit and people were trained in it. But the enemy would inev
itably get to know about any such preparations, and this 
weakened our deterrent, 

General Beaufre suggested that the answer was to make as 
clear and open preparations for a "spasm" response as for a 
flexible response. "fi th the two kinds of preparation we could 
keep the initiative - indeed without them both we could not be 
really flexible. Preparation for a "spasm" war was part of 
deterrence. 

Mr. Beaton observed that this meant educating the Ame;r-ican 
President: if he took. in the de.clared policy and not tl:ie 
subtle policy he could take the wrong dec.ision. The McNamara 
argument was that we.were so strong we could afford the 
luxury of a policy of humanised war. He thought this was 
fundamentally right, 

M. de Rose agreed about the dilemma and with General 
Beaufre's suggestion for resolving it. He thought the two 
types of response could be reconciled by adapting ourselves 
to the enemy's political objective. If we were always to 
deny him his political aim, there could be no limit to what 
we would be prepared to do to stop him. I.t might be 
irrational to use nuclear weapons, but it would not be 
irrational to consider using them in a situation where a 
minor military defeat would mean a major political defeat. 
As dignor Spinelli had said, the USSR was not interested in 
a nuclear-devastated .c;urope. 
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Ge.aeral Beaufre indicated another·consideration: let us 
assume a small outbrealc of h. stili ties amounting to very little 
in military terms but a great deal in political terms, as li. de 
B,ose had in mind. The· doctrine of flexible response would mal{e 
this a minor incident in which bargaining settled.the matter. 
But the enemy would inevitably gain. something from the bargaining" 
Of course both sides might gain something, but on the other hand 
it was much easier in an alliance to get agreement on a 
defensive than on a counter-offensive system, 

On'the question of conventional forces, he pointed out as 
a matter of military fact that no serious Soviet advance could 
be held even with.30 divisions. It was not a matter of matching 

·our 30 divisions against 22 Soviet divisions: we had too J,ong 
a front to defend in depth. '.rherefore the threat of tactiqal 
nuclear weapons was necessary to make a conventional attack 
less likely. ' 

Admiral Bos supported General Beaufre. ·.rhere were three 
gaps in Burope with no natural barriers and a full-scale Soviet 
attack would 'inevitably break through. So long as there were 
tactical nuclear weapons in .wurope, however, the Russians would 
not dare to launch a purely conventional attack because this 
·.1Quld involve massing their divisions and thus forming ideal 
·targets for nuclear attack. It would be perfectly possible for 
the Russians :to.double the number of their divisions in Ea,st 
Germany very quickly vrithout the West finding out.· There were 
at least 50 battle-ready divisions in western Russia and a,s 
many as required could easily be moved to the DDR. If ever we 
did away with tactical nuclear weapons as part of a bargain 
with the USSR, J~urope would be indefensible. 

He believed however that we ought to try to build up our 
forces to around 30 divisions; militarily it was the minimum 
force to give cover to the whole front, and politically it 
would give the Russians the impression that we were determined 
to do something for our own defence. 

Generai Beaufre said it would be very easy for the 
Russians to make a landing with conventional troops in.Denmark, 
for example. In all the.exercises he. took part in at SHAPE 
nuclear weapons were involved, but even with pre-planning it 
took a minimum of 48 hours to install them on the spot. 48 hours 
would be too late to save Denmark and Norway, In the prel!lent 
situation this was not likely to happen; but if our system of 
deterrence was not. maintained it could happen. · · · 

Asked by !Vir, Beaten about the possibilityof nuclear 
bombing from existing bases in such a situation, General 
Beaufre pointed to the problem of targeting nuclear bombs.in 
a chaneing situation. If the Danes were overwhelmed, where 
could the bombs be dropped?. Nuclear air support had to be 
indirect, not tied to operations. If nuclear weapons were to 
be used on the battlefield they mU:st be integrated with the 
system of defence. Opinion at SHAPE had been constant on this 
point and we could not ignore it. We must face the fact that 
we did not have sufficient conventional forces for our 
defence, but at the same time we would not solve the security 
problem by increasing them.. It would perhaps improve the 
situation, but it was not a "cure-all,., 
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Dr. 0rvik suppo~ted General Beaufre. This was why the 
position was so serious in northern Norway, The Norwegians had 
taken a decision not .to have nuclear weapons themselves •. 
However, despi_te i;he pressure of public opinion, lie believed 
something coulu be done to .establi·sh prepated positions and· 
.stockpile material to make it possible for nuclear weapons to 
be 11sed _in an emergency, It was a matter of very grave conqern 
that America was encouraging the Norwegian attitude to nuclear 
weapons• 

Mr. Haagerup added that .on a rec-ent visit to SHAPE it had 
been confirme<j.·to hil)'l that.the Danish;refusal to accept nuclear 

. warheads was a· handicap. There .. was· a ·joint Danish-German NATO 
command with tactical weapons south. of the joint .frontier, yet 
the same Danish General could not have nuclear weapons at his 
disposal because of the opposition of the Danish Government, 
Unfortunately it was out of the question politically at present 
to. consider trying to .change public opinion. · · ·· ·· · 

. GE!ni~al B~aufre appreciated the political difficulty, On 
the other hand, public opinion was always be'1ind the times and 
saw nuclear weapons as they.were five 9r six years ago. Nuc:).ear 
weapons had na;1 become an instrument of peace because of the:j.r 
deterrent effect. , · . _ · 

Dr. 0rvik drew.attention to another aspect of the nuclear
conventional argument,· .'The ·psychological effect of Norway's: 
decision not to have nuclear weapons had. also made itself felt 
in the conventional.-field., because it seemed 'that by this 
decision the responsibility for national defence had been 
transferred to those who did have nuclear weapons. This was 
never said openly; but the total Norwegian defence effort ha<j. 
decreased since the decision was taken·and the implication was 
that if we <j.id no.t W?nt the really effective weapons: it did r 
not matter if the.less effective weapons were more or.les.s 
numerous. 

Admiral Bos supported Dr. 0rvik.· 

Professor Howard put forward two hypotheses for consider
ation: (1) that the US might revert to a fortress America 
strate~y, no longer pledged to the defence of·Western·::;urope; 
and (2) that the USSR wished to launch a.major attack on 
·,vestern .Jurope. ·Would: the pre:;lence of tactical nuclear weapons 
deter the Russians in that case? Their declared view was that 
any war would be a nuclear war; . Soviet. troops were ·t-rained to 
use tactical nuclear weapons and ·did no't' seem to· believe that 
they favou~ed the defence. It was clear that the use of. 

· tactical nuclear weapons in Western .c;urope would be mo.re dis
astrous for us than for them, since our interdiction would fall 
mainly on Eastern Burope rather .than on the USSR, 

He accepted all the military arguments for the.need to 
have tactical nuclear weapons in a tactical situation. But was 
not the knowledge that an attack on Western ~urope would bring 
American retaliation the~ deterrent-to the US~R? 

Admiral Bos agreed with Professor Howard. But he insisted 
that if the Americ<m forces ever withdrew ·from .0urope ·the 
tactical weapons must remain to prevent the temptation of easy 
gains and the risk of a swift "pounce" which· could present the 
Americans with a fait accompli. · 

M, de Rose supported Admiral Bos, ••• 0 
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not agree~ To the extent that we 
nuclear weapons we increased our 
this increased tension. ' . . . 

. ... ': ; 

Admiral Bos took .issue with Signor Spinelli. Our tactical 
nuclear strength would never be sufficient to -give the ··Russians 
cause to fear an offens·ive from our ·side. The strategic 
sit1.,lation was so different. Russian troops were only l50.km. 
from the Rhine, But Russia itself was such a creat distance 
away from ~estern ~urope that we could not possibly mount or 
maintain any operation with our 30 divisions that could reach 
Soviet territory. In Western Russia there were 6 or 700 medium
ranc;e missiles which could reach every point in :i;;urope, and at 
least 50 divisions over and above-those st.ationed .in·l::astern 
Europe. The Soviet troops in Russia and East Germany were 
riddled with tactical nuclear weapons •.. It was inconceivable 
that we could ever be considered a military threat to Soviet 
security. 

Signor Spinelli maintained his position. It was true that 
our forces could not reach Soviet territory; · but we could 
reach Eastern l::urope. What the Russians feared mqst was an 
attack pn l::astern .t:.urope since this could wreck the.whole 
Soviet system. It was the West, not the bast, which had 
territorial ambitions in.jurope. 

Mr. Beaten wondered whether we would necessarily consider 
it wise for the ilinericans to introduce tactical weapons into 
any country in Southern Asia, for example, 'to ·make a situation 
more stable. ::>urely by introducing these weapons we made it 
more difficult to respond in a non~nuclear way. Therefor~ it 
did-increase the deterrent, provided that the other ~ide ;yould 
be afraid of the kind of war we might provoke. · 

•raking up Professor Hoviard 1 s argtiment, he thought the 
Russians were fundamentally only afraid of a war in Germany 
from the· standpoint -of escalation. The prospect of an awful 
short limited nuclear war in central ....;urope which would so 
devastate Germany that she would not be a power to be reckoned 
with for 20 years or so might not prove so unacceptable to the 
Russians. He felt that from the Luropean point of view, the 
American switch to a strategic counterforce as opposed to a 
local counterforce·doctrine was a good.thing for ~urope 

·because it got aw·ay from this tremendous danger· of a Russian
.American agreement to leave each other's territory alone and 
keep, a conflict ·local in central 1;'urope. · ·The argument about 

. tactical ,weapons must be examined very caref,ul+y. 
. - . . . ..· •, ·. 

General Beaufre suggested that this applied t'o c onven
tionai war also;- modern conventional warfare could be terribly 
destructive. He could -not accept that there was a lesser risk 
to Europe.without tactical nuclear weapons. He maintained that 
the ...:.uropeans would prefer a situation which might be 
dangerous for them but which would have a profound deterrent 
effect on the Russians to a less dangerous situation which 
would be proportion_ately less di·ssuasive. 

Professor Howard agreed that modern conventional war could 
be terrib.ly destructive - but only after lengthy tooling-up. 
Even one tactical nuclear weapon could inflict as much damage 
as it took the British four or five years of.very-hard concen
tration of all their national resources to inflict on Germany 
during the laat war. Even though a conventional war would be 
more unpleasant and destructive than at any time in the past, 
there was still an enormous d"i·fference 'in. quality of 
destructiveness compared with atomic warfare which we must 
not under-estimate. · 
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Gen.eral Beaufre acc~o;p ted this point. Aii the same, 
modern conventional warfare would become increasingly dengerous 
because of scientific· advance. It was all the more ·impor.tant 
t? ~void war of any description. 

·. (b) ,·Controlled Resp~~se. 

G6neral.Beaufre said that.this doctrine came into operation 
after the commencement .of hostilities, to-permit the minimisation 
of the employment of_ force and notably nuclear:force, He was 
interested to know whether her special relationship with th!1 US 
was still considered .satisfactory to Britain, in vi.ew of the 
reference to the American interest in-different arrangements with 
her NATO allies. · ' 

There were three main.points: (1) the problem of controlled 
response in 'itself - did the Bri tis.l! think they c·ould keep· 
control of controlled response through their special· relatiqnship 
with the US? (2) Did the prospect of a series of bilateral 
arrangements offer a better I:!Olution? (3 L.Qr _.was the only 
possibility a system like the one for .Berlin, i.'e, committees 
where all the hypotheses were studied so that any response 
would not be a unilateral response by the US. 

Mr. Beat<in, asked by Professor Roward to clarify the 
difference between f1exible response-and controlled re~;~ponse, 
said the basic thing about controlled response was that it was 
not ,!ID;COntrolled response. In the co11text of the decline of~ 
massive retaliation, the ·notion of controlled response was a 
necessary assertion of the fact that all responses in all 
situations would be controlled. If we wanted to go on to sa;,r· 
that we want the control to be highly flexible, that·was 
another issue •. 

. . Professor. Howard. added that then flexible was something 
which our forces are capable of being;. controlled response 
was- something that our political command structure is capa1:ile 
of doing, 

M. de Rose said that at its simplest, control was 
s.omething the US Government exerc;ised .on US forces and othe,r' 
Governments did not. '!'he problem was whether it was possible 
to associate the other governments with these American decis
ions. This was not how the Americans ·saw·· it: the problem for . 
them was ·how to control _the. Bri tfsh ·and·_ Pre.nch nuclear forces. 

It. was true· that· to ·i;he extent to which Britain thought 
she had control not simply on-the conduct_of operations but 
in the preparatio·n of planiling she participated to· a certain 
extent in the major.decisions before a conflict began. But 
as the paper stated, this was not true for the alliance as 
a whole. Would it be possible for a system which satisfied'. 
Britain but did not satisfy the other l:.uropeans to be 
acceptable to them? De Gaulle had only expressed what others 
felt ·when he said- it was not. right for the British alone 
among the Duropeans to participate in the decision-making. 

M. Vernant maintained that·. controlled response was only 
workable so far as ··the_-.6uropeans were concerned if the right of 
participation in decisions was admitted •. 
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. General Beaufre added that bearing in mind that there were 
two phases - group planning/decision and flexibility/control, 
using the coupling suggested by M. Vernant earlier. '.!hen we 
were discussing bilateral relationships.as in the paper, or 
the Berlin-type consultations he ·himself had mentioned, this 
was in the first phase of planning, before any hostilities, 
Flexibility/control was the application. of what had been 
planned and must come at a later stage. In the paper, when 
talking about flexibility or control, ·we .. were talking about 
practical control that could be exercised in the framework of 
the alliance, 

Professor Howard put it the other way round - planning 
with flexibility and decision with control. The best possible 
type of previous planning led to the maximum number of options 
and thus flexibility in a crisis. But adequate control depended 
on a decision-making autho:d ty capable of choosing between the 
options at its disposal. So decision had to come last, and 
without decision control was impossible. - · 

Mr. Haagerup was not quite happy with the tone of the 
paragraph on page 5 of the paper referring·to the "contradictory 
tendency" inAmerican policy. He felt that the consequences 
for American policy of the breakdown in the Brussels negot
iations had been overlooked, Surely Washington

11
would have 

preferred to transfer the "special relationship from Britain 
to the new ~uropean group including Britain? If this was true, 
the tendency to seek bilateral relations was not so much 
contradictory as forced on the US by the breakdown of negot
iations in January 1963. 

1\ir. Beaten replied that personally he believed those who 
wanted bilateral relationships were of a different school of 
thought from those who wanted a united "'"urope. It was hard
boiled people like McNamara who wanted bilateral relationships 
because they wanted results; McNamara saw no results when he 
dealt with allies within the alliance framework·~ He believed 
the Kennedy Administr.ation advisers considered the special 
relationship with the British an embarrassment in their 
relationship with the French and Germans and Italians; the 
Americans wanted to put all four allies on the sam€ level, 
and were more interested in levelling the British down than 
the others up. · · 

In reply to General Beaufre's question, he thought the 
.Bri ti.sh were satisfied with their arrangements with ·~vashington 
at the moment, although the position could change •. There 
were thiJee el€ments in the British satisfaction: (l) a genuine 
absence of articulation and system in the British approach · 
to these things; (2) a genuine British conviction that 
nothing was going to happen in .:-urope anyway, so that not 
having a proper system did not matter; (3) a belief that if 
anything did happen it would be a massive retaliation affair 
so that there would be no policy to be in on. 

Cuba had been a genuine shock to Britain, however: a 
highly unpr€meditated situation arose and we were not consulted, 
But this apart, our successive Prime Ministers had had a real 
sense of access to the heart of v/ashington. While· the Kennedy 
group had tended to say that the special relationship must end, 
it was obvious that it continued to exist. Perhaps the paper 
gP:e the impression that there was a system about this 
relationship, which was not so; but at the moment the 
relationship remained satisfactory on its rather woolly basis. 
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Dr. Jaguet thought Mr. Beaton had perhaps over-simplified 
the American approach, Did it,!J.pt reflect .. a.dual-,prob_l_e~: on 
the one hand the desire to win-!:strong~.al1ies-and-·see·a··un~ ted 

, . ,Du:r,:ope as a._strong,allY,,
1
and.:m,the.other h~n~.::ecogn_is~ng_ 

.:t~ o~) ~that·. a.rea1-ly.::str,ong ,'J-'urnted~,;,i;urope..:·could-·d~m~n~sh-the· ul t~mate 
American control over the detep;~e~~.'t""' .~., "·O ·ce,~ , ... ,., :" .: .• i 

~.: •' 't- ;,.;·:~:; ~ ::,-.-: :..~ .: • ,.,. ;,: ', •,r, -:.--:-;·..;~ ~~··,,-:-; • •," • 

. He agreed with M. de Rose that control was.in·American 
hands';because..,:'t!ie;V' 'nad 1tne ·reai':t:fcirc'es.';!.~~As~the·!..Bri t1sh paper 
said·,1 th-e' problem·\vas'rto''i'irv'olve:·the us· 'in. We.stern .ourope as 

':: .. u.'completely ·as-:po-s~sible~.;c But·.wasO:the '·French·:way,'',the~"lvay· of an 
indepe.rident l!:uropeHiri1'deterrent 'to'· forcii/ the''us to take 'niox:e 
accom:t. of :Gu!'Of!~an_,v~E)WS, ~)le. rig~~- way?, ,WO]l~d._ 1~h_a~ not ;tend 

:::• '· to--bu~1dl·up. 'Arae:r-~can -~sola:t~on~sm? '' Surely,·the-;r~ght· way for 
0! ·~ 'buropeans·:to.'influEnice"'the'.Amedcari's: was.',t'o become 'm-ore loyal 

• r . . . • ,. -- ~ ., ·• ..;- -- . , • r 1,. ..-• ., ~- ..._... .... .. ...., ... 

~..:.1. ·:rand~ morel strong partners· in·· the' all~ance. - .. ~ _,. J' • 
c..:-'"'"t o1 • ...... o., · ·-'lf·M~ ·· -;-.;;.D..; ,J.;......L.,l.~ c_..1 .. J..,.J ·~·~ ..... : ~ .: ... )~··# .... -.~~- --· .. -- .. ' .... ~... . .•• 'i"" \ i .... 

!VIr. Beat on agreed with Dr. Jaquet that this' 'dual problem 
existE)!J._ :t.? a c.er:tai~ _e_xt~}'lt.i on. ti::et o,~he~ l:J.al1d '"'he. saw no sign 

. of' George ·Ball ,1 for • instance,'· who _waswpro: a:.uni ted."":.~:.'urope, .... . ' - ..... . . . .. ' ' . .. _..,. ·-· ' ... . - . - ~-.... . ' _, . -. 
;,.: ~t., being allowed to· contradict· McNamara:; .. who: was. a.. f~rm · advoccate 

of strong central control·.J" The're wa.'s. no~l\nierican"-support· for 
L .t~e id_e.a of two~great c~nt::e.s. o, f cop;:_o,~: 66 _r,".:! .. f>P 
A:,.;"":-_ ,t_n . .... . ~. .. u,l. ... c.- ..,q_ .. ..JI ·-· .;1~--- ~"' • . - ___ .. _ _. 

J~ .... ~1 ~-. W('\ M.~ cie Rose- wond~i .. ed. if. thi/AmE/ricith/~itti'tJd·~· i;;;-ard~~a 
· · ·.uni tee,'!' .~;,'urope · was"not'· something; like .. the .. British. attitude_ . 
• .t..o.t 4 toward~\ar~arig~mepts~-~~- ~ime' of~war ~ 1: ~P~;rhaps ·· ""'llropean~ un.~ ty 

· , would-'come :abou~-,· !?1.!-t -~ ~;.via,s .. s1.1ch~ a long7t~I;"m,pro~pect, ~J::at 
... ~-they• could' afford -·not to ~worry ·about: it: for the . present. . 

· • ,,,..,o · ''\,:" ·•v" o·-t·;~ ·---.:....~··j.·· '. pt•~·\,. ~J·- ... .. .J. --· .... - - .J. 
. -1.!.. t ...1 \4 ·• \.._ ..... ..., .... -· -··· ........ ~ ": • ---f.,;- ....... 

·:E: :r ··r >In•.reply~to: Dr;' 1Jaijuet"; ~h~ ·,emph~sise'd 1;~~~t~t~~ moti'!'~ 
; .:· ·· behind ~the desire"for .an· independent;l!.uropean: force was not 
~ ~·i· to -drag_ the USdirlto'1a;:war :agaiiist~hei:-:Vhll; ~,The· fundamental 

._: problem' as1thefFrench'1savi!.i tJwas"thii:t "the '-'luropeans .rio ·longer 
felt that the problem ·of theLr defence 'vias"thei:i:- problem.-· 
The Atlanti~.,_~l~ia.nce was a syste!D.,by . .v~hic_h the_ .Eur~pean~ had 

. . ;·-handed over· responsibility . for their. defence ·;to ;the .. Amer~cans. 
1..> I Integration·was c'Qnstantly talked 'al:iout;'::but.:it"',va:s;a·facaae: 

.c ·.- .: the ·s tr~tegy;'~'th~-we:apcins,< the.::P9li6i'es ~a.n~';,the deci~.ion~ ;were 
rt: all, American~( ·The problem which 'de "Gaulle sought. to ·solve 

,. - ' - -c -· · - - -- . "":-4 ·"J . , .., . ~. 

t:'-"'was'how to re.store the'feeling'that'although,in strictly'·' 
::.~· military t'erms 7the'1'de-ferice·of"l!.'Uro'pe~had ,to depend to~a great 

· · textent· on· the."us·;,c-.;,urope ·.;{as· 'associat'ed -~i th 'the"d edsiomi and 
with the problems. ~uropean defence must be a European··· 

.. respc:nsibili ty 1l;S ..,well as !'In Ame.r~c.::-r: ,one_,~ .. f!c •., . ·r tr ..,.,..., .. .; .. l •_ "-""".~. .. v .. - ........ ·-'- ~ ~ _ ... _..,_,..... ____ :t . 
. . !:.~ r · ':~1: ·. ·signor· s-pinelli' ~~int.ained:'that:\uii:fie~d '~'orit_'r'al·':'las . 1 ~ 

.:1.' ressential-·in··order ·to ·make ·:a, 'flexible':policy, possible •... He did 
· ;'~ • V •'.not believe~'that· 'an·rexterisfOn •'of 'hilateral'"relatiorishi:p·a· Or a 
', :.i .. : ..... so:.·calle-d :mtu. t'ilat'eral "soluti.on'·'like the MLF would help ;ili this 

· :.:t'very -real ;prciblein'·Y{hich 'lli. 'de'Roeie''had"posed::;~ .... ~;~: ·· ·.; ;; 
:tCl~·-J.J ... c.,·~--, n... " l . .L·JG .. .:."t·:..~.ol.L. .. 4 • ..,...;.ll.'(it.J";".;. .. ~ . .:..· .1. --•-"' ._ ...... , •• d .. ·. _ -~"' 

cJ ·L ... ~ c•ile e:·an-sidered. rtnat· the'!I.c.'1fio'pean~)'inii1l't ··either7f!aband.6n ~the 
idea of co-operation -througli''the "alliarii:ie' and enibarlc' on th~e 
road to a. third force .. or try to_, find a way .. o:t:, really partic

~ • ipating · _iil'--Aii!eiican' .~ontrol·, 1 :::Of3ourse; the: ans,~er.;wa~. to 1 .: 

J'.:'denationalise the American nuclear force·.· • This. could notJ be 
<-,"'. '~ -done :.11ere and' now~ 0 But orice') the· 'prinCiple vias'. ac'c-epted, . we o.: · ; could· work· 'tovffirds!'ft ;'. :The impiirt'arit thing was ::t"o have· a .1 

long-terin' object'ive·;·'·· The ·'construc'tion. of, the, Europe of. the 
Six· !'J.ad' con,tinued.: to. make; p_rogr'~"s:'l ii?-. spi'te; ?f. a~l' th~; pas'j; 

;rJ and' present"difficul ties·· simply· because they. ?ad, a...~Iong-:-~e:r;-m 
obj!=!ctive; the same thing would be true of an"Atlantic 
partnership. 
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SATURDAY MORNING; 21st .liiARCH 

THE EUROPEANVIEW'ON AMERICAN STRATEGIC POLICY AND DOCTRINE(cont.) 

(c) · Counterforce Strategies 

General Beaufre (in .the Chair) drew attention to the 
points made in this· section: ·Of the paper •. What was not 
m·entioned, however, was the "idea that .a counterforce strategy 
had greater and greater limitations because of tE!Chnology •. . . . 

M. de Rose mentioned hearing James E~ King state in London 
the other week that ·the counterforce doctrine was considered to 
be no longer applicable ·and that therefore less and less public 
reference was being'made to it; McNaniara was said to share 
this view. ' 

M~ Vernant said'the idea that.counterforce strategy was 
outdated. had. Wide curre.ncy; if it was true, there; was no point 
in.discussion: under.this·h~ading, 

. -~ ~ 

Admiral Bos. shared· iVI. Vernant ,·~ · impression. He believed 
JvlcNamara' s strategic thinking had· evolved since the: counterforce 
doctrine.was'publicly announced. The·idea of choosing you~ 
objective was all, very well, but. it was alsp highly theoretical. 
Moreover to his kiwwledge the Russians had. never given the 
slightest indication that'they .would accept such a bilateral 
understanding. 'According to·Marshal Sokolovsky's book, the 
Soviet inte~tion was to destroy the E!nemy's country as rapidly 
and as completely~·ae 'possible in the ~vent of a major war, and 

'their weapons were clearly designed for.:this end. He believed 
there was already· a reaction in the. US in favour· of trying to 
limit the damage, even _in a major war. · 

.Professor. Howard thought there was a .. confusion between 
.counterforce strategies and l·inii ted .strategic war. The idea of 
. bargaining with your weapons, carrying arms control· into c. entral 
war,· had been discussed to some exten.t; but neither McNamara 
not . . his spokesmen had ever suggested that thi:s was or had been 
American policy. What they meant by cqunterforce was that the 

·primary. target would be the enemy's,weapons system, not his 
cities. · · · · · 

Mr. Beat.on suggested that lunerican ·policy was not out of 
date in the sense that McNamara. began to. emphas.is.e more a.nd more 
the extent . to which the .US can buy damage· li'miota·tiozi', whiqh was 

. parallel with the development of· anti-missile systems. . Hqwever, 
'absolute adherence to' a counterforce doctrine 'did conflict with 
a flexible response d octr:in~ and he tho:Ught 'McNamar·a had opted 
for a return to flexible response." There would be no repetition 
of the Ann Arbor speech - the insistence now was on the ne•ed to 
offer maximum· options to the ... President. 

' ' He suspected that. the "no cities 11 offe.r .. still stood, the 
intention was to hit tlie enemy .1 s ·forces. 'But a:e c6unterfotce 
became technically difficult to put into effect,'as the Russians 
achieved ·mobility and secre,cy, then there were .. two pos·sibili ties 
for McNamara: (l) that he. h!l,d .. gone back .to· a c6untercity · 
doctrine,. or ( 2) that he had abandoned a strategic nuclear· 
doctrine altogether except in re·taliation against an attack on 
Western cities. · 

. . .. '"' . ' 
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G~n~ral Beaufre considered this very important,. especially 
.bE in ·.view ;of ,':"hat :M.-,:de ~Rose •had t"said'." _ tNaturally ~tt;e • eo~~ er; 

c force rdoctr~ne:r:could mever rbe £purely •counterforce ;1· otherwise it 
:o;,1would :come !.to look ;very.tmtich"like ."massivelr-etaliatfori.'/ 1Tiie: 

c:::>J:),_counterforce· doctrine_.:had• therefore- ev-olved· towards~'a'·more' con-
•:.-f ;>:.trolled isystem ~which .was-•in -fact !flexible ."response·;,::. n. .r-t~ · 

· ~arlt ~o~t1~·-- oc an o~ ILtw orl~ ~tn~J~nono~ ~: bo~~'l-·C~'' 1 
:,.-J.llJ'lVI.~•Vernant <was~ struck ~by;'-the;'sec'ond<possi bili'ty -'ior~tAmerican 
policy. ~mentioned·, by :J\1r :l.·Bea ton·.~- r.c · , ~.-::.!':t~· c J:. .t: 'rl; nvJ"I_,•l. qr;-J 

· . r~'IO"'l;.,V'\ "-·o"J '·~:t """''' r,., ..... :')O . • •?• t. •• w " . #J .. ~>:.~ ... --'"l" .. 

G~n~ral Beaufre agreed that this was important. _But regard
;l'lless !Of r.whether.Ja counterforce::st'rategy_:was::-practfcable for 'war, 
.r ,a ,-counterforce :; capacity;. was :neve-rthe les's r -highly'' impor'tant' ·for-:

deterrence ,'e,There: was:Jii.' differenceube'tweed:pla.rining 1for -deterrence 
:and·.-planning for .war~'jli<Froin: ·tlle~rdeterrent-'lpoint:. ofJ vii:tw,~-ft -could 

9fl ;!!not possibly~:be;.argued:·.thatl'a' state I wh:lchl·had'- no'fcounterforce 
r:.capacityr.was ·as;well'rpla'cedr:as'.'a :s'tate which'-did ·have'~'a::counter-
. force· capacity, _ ·2Elli!:f.TI!.?..£ ;I•1 ;; .::>H!''~'- <.!: -

.' 
I '{.;'.}!;J;'!;t,Counterforce:· capacity: was~ no~) a: question: of'l'l;umbe;'s;. \ wp.at 

'ill!.l1 ,counted .was effectiveness: against·. whatever> weaponsl the ·.enemy; had. 
a ':'u.TheJ:important:.point l was:··thatt .technicaHy a~ counterforce capapi ty 

\wasi useless, against: submarines_; · andt'5-:-10, mis-siles~ were r necessary 
to:destroytone si·lo,boBut:it kept. itslvaluelagainst~·surface ; 

;tnn vessels; and: land.:. based insta.llations-,1 radar;'; communications .;. all 
highly important elemEmtstof.;the enemy,weapons:system'!r ·It' · 
appeared that high-level nuclear bursts could upset the electronic 
mechanism·~ of.>missiles; :.for.! instance; t~ This; aspect!.Of!.counter:force, 
which was. paralysis <rather.\than1 destruction;·Jwast underg-oing ; 
intensive study and had great possibilities from the deterre~t 
.point3ofJview ,:)il-lt 1 couldJ be a ifa.ctor :of):great~importance to i 
:europe, which could come under fire from Soviet·short::.range 1ind 
long-range missiles as well as aircraft, 1 

'•li:r et il'-ll tmd L:t•ltr•J'!'l e.i.!l:i ;tsll:l L9.t.rc1s-r ~:'9H L~-!~"'·\r;. ' 
:fdioJt> oProfessorrHowardtsuggestedethatfcountercity::and•counterfbrce 
• 3!-d wereunot1 clearly.:!separated orJmutual-lyrexclus1 ve·-· alternatives: 

·rTo;:attack !Moscow was to !disrupt r1commandt and control· and indus,
trial potential, not just to kill citizens;eandreventa'='couilte·r
city doctrine never advocated attacking Russian cities 'just: for 

,·the"sake;.of•:killing:~Rme::an· citizens ;1 , il! jJ;J !!S!1!l~..:.c. -:-.' 
~"J,rt.t-:.t~iot 1o j-.r..ro-D!l.:i.I~qc ~rtJ ~l:J ~-1.tlq~~ 6 ~ ~~.rt...~ 5~~''1 rr.~~ .. mr~p/ 
'') bn!:However 0 itlseemed~to::him:thatl'!counterforce in'-'the sense of 

our discussion consisted not simply in striking the~enemy's 
armed forces to the exclusion of anything else but in flexible 

tl!r;;;response~in,·depth~·v: The~basic mili tary~desiderati.uncwas to retain 
a range of--IOptions3as long~asfpossible~r:J:,Therefore:.:instead"of · 

~.er! ;tconsidering whatcobjectives;;we£wouldtstrika,rwe\Jconsidered'what 
\:cl 'l.objectiVes:we .. wouldJ!!Q!f;strike ;·land~why. ~.'A doctrin~1~of,1"no 
bn~ci ties!,!. ;(ratherethan a-.counterforce C;doctrine) •?hadObeen'al p~ssing 

:f"·Phase,and,:he agreedsthatdhisr.was::no longeri:currentcdoctrine in 
b !~the ~lus; j' ;t !:.To :D:(c"!·J ··r£w !i'~r!v/ . J !ti .::i .o1 i. n ~ .. t .Ld f~ ~H1· e-~~.ren;;:~ O!i~ 

c.~u~·r- "'· i"r:+ -:l.r' j!i ;!-f...iG''fT'r. ;! lcr,j· ·::o1 y~: l.':)Crt.• ·.\ !ii{!J "l:.:._L.l:-c.r·~G0 .$ &0 
~ 4.- ·- .. ~....... •• .. .. ... .l .• 'i . 

tll~ :;Admiral, Bos csuppor.ted c·Professor Howard: s; •[ 'ti I .a~ lri.d'}o.l 
b9V .J.t . .(:;d .0!'~:1 ~H 'IOtl•.Li •. .t!!l.A ;Ji\ • ~.-f4la:l ;t a .. *':..:;··' O:-!.S~1 t>J" Y.!~ o;-· t.~'"JJ-~ 

a'iJ rlciMr•1Beaton~amplifiedJhis~previous~observations':'Jt.He~had 
soe.:".been ')thinking 1particularly ~of 'latreal·lwar rTsi tuation: .l.•:American 

doctrine had led them not.to:1corisider attackingfRussianCcities 
unless Western cities were attacked because they considered 

J:o c:--ci ties as .Jhostage·s ;'.;t!On this point Jhe disagreed!;.with?Professor 
::;-:Howard :ntin order.~.to ·;,bargain Ji t ;was ~certainly:.necessaryJtoH 

-"!Ihave ~the :·abi1i ty(•tordestroy".ther erieliiy' 6 cities; .:.ibut ';'once lthey 
were destroyed the bargaining counter was lost;·o?'!, __ ::,.·r'.Ln £.~::.:. 
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24 . ' :, ' • ... ~~ t- -~. '1.1 ;:t --:·J.' ~,~, ... ""·' ~ """ .. , "'1 •rr·r),~: , • ., ·; ... r~{J f· t"J .. iO h .u::•:·-~'J :J·i't;.l<::n-'1 !.1.:."{:.: (!:1;, ~-- ~ • 1.1'0 "-~ •••• ~ .... ___ , -- -· _ .... _~---·~~~-

-~·<, ~,.,This was :perhaps an.embarrassing ;and over..::sophisticated 
;t ~- ·! jolJcy" but .. it ~remained: Jthe ,p.umber.;one ire commendation ~which 

. ,_,th.e President .would ge.t :in ;a ,reah.situation/ •.The roverriding 
-r:O·:J c:o_nsj.derations for ~the. Americans were ;•:first ;J damage ll_imi tat ion 

. and second.,,tcril'!,is _;bargaining.':.-, e:ven·;if.'a Jci ty :might·lhave:;.to be 
. destroyed to demonstrate the will to do so -·rather ,than 

IH':J r-:;;;·r~t.a_l_iation ,or,,all-:out ,strategi·c ;war .""s Perso_!lally Jl'l~_.ful]-y 
supported this doctrine, although ~the·~implications~>were 1 o>;. 
complicated for everyone. · 

.... f·· ·.~(~ .. f' .~j~rl · :":. -: ... 1-·ta.':!i arj,: eLi:r • cri.! C·:~s,- ... _ ... ~ _!i,!.J;:.~r~C:_ J:~.~~.:.~~~~'J _ · . 
" , .,.,,c. ,. G~n~ral· -Beaufre-.considered~,that .. all• this Jhad•,· come :about 

t.;.....;:-r.'froi.:Americarr,re·sentinent ;·at ,•the cVUlnerabili ty. Of C:their•,great 
~n 'T• ,,' j- ~cities .t-o:. Sov.i~tt,nuclear,at.tack.: & Their: interest ;in~:damagel ; 

.iJl;:cc :> lim_i tatio:h was·:,und.e~standable ,t al though· .. he ··believedto.that,:in: 
!:c;·_sJase,,of1,war,,limi tat:i,on· would: prove:.extremelyJ·difficul t.-. i •Bu~ he 

-'- 1 ;; !'".maintained ,that!,this whole .discussion~ was ·only meaningful''in 
the context of deterrence, • \:t J;:u::f,:> .,,,'lr.·::. i 

. ' 
;;..::-r:·>: , ::.'! He,.;saw"two,.contr_adictory:.tendencies·; in,·Ainerican.:strategy: 

• .:.·nri )l)J the· de~irep,tormake-.a fi:st::strike! credi?le, and ~(2)Lth!lf fear 
--:; L•r,ofl escalatJ.on. :-~>To make ,.a; fJ.rst~.strike-: credJ. ble: there: must .. be a 

~:t::- ~-··Probability;_ ofo:"escalation; by .• makingJ"escalation>lesS' l_ikely . 
.the, deterrent, is l weakened.to He .believed .. that courtterforce~-~· 

· r ;c __ ap_acity.~was_,-.. the:keyj.to, firstl strike credibility:, •. Our· interest .1..-. • ..J - • 

was in. p~eventing: war, :1 ~o:t. in• waging ·it.(.; j ,:•o:i ·~o:f•,• ~ ~Li!:) ~ · 
. r .. ' ... f .•. ,~,._- -· ~ .. l'- ' r .[-··~- .r ...s ... l·.,.; , ... ,l· ,,.e--~·_1o,c ..... •rfi -:.ru·.•",;_,fQ.j_..,j ·fi,O,} ·,;!;;::.tJ ·~)!tj~•-J t."coltJ-...i "}_.;:,,_.~,L;J ! .. v·~-·J-J).,_.•• \ol:~•• ""'_,_, ... ,.j? 

, :.a·ro:. "!·"· .~H0 M. · .. de • Rose, suggested~ that!.the) contradi·ction:wasl in{ th~ 
nature, ofJ things·trather,>.than :in• American· strategy.~:.";'/ .ri~. i..!; 

:t .. !Z~;~.~-~,;0.h ~-•.r!t .. t•"T'l 'ooi:t.' .. Ilrtl~::o::r ::t-£J"f1 j),.~ .. ~ ~~ ... ~n '~tH.:-.1'~ ~;vr:-~tr.;t~~.;.j 
.,;; ~" Signor-Spinel:li·~raised-::.the problem' posed. byl submariner 

fh"!t- d_e:yelopment.Jvl·to~;. :..ll'"!:L 0'!..:·t ·t~.0.rr;: ·.n.o~.' 1~-~-~o'?• Ii~Jl:;L; ,cq_c'ln~ 
•·Jo····n.~,~.-- ...,_. rr.A;-,., , ..... C''-l·L.., .... =:n a:-.~-..... .t···rro' 

• V .1~ -"" ..t.- .- ._.~-' .• ..r.,. ..._ ,, .... ~· ___. •• -....._.. ~............. ~ - -

G~n~ral Beaufre replied that this problem had led to the 
n:>~C.1'lAmerican•in~erest; in1the lidea·Jof)fini t~ld~1;~;x:renc_e?~::~~to abolish 

,,~all;systems;of~deterrence,except the.;nuclearJ.missile}submarine. 
__ ,_.But by,. ther'time .that;:stagecwas.-;reached war would :be;wagedcby 

-~L.J~.o~ventional:-.means.~::..r_tl:J I..f:~-1 c-:r :Tullt, :1,11 ·tLild.::;.:tcJq . .tr!I"!+ 
rj '"''i. j [!L~ .:~; !"! _t!) !(''1i.R~-;.r~I '2!JlX~>G.:!"'.i .tj I,e:!~~ovi,"-. .. ·.H.:v:;·{~ '::'t!i"! =! ~0!) -'~J .::; 
-- · Mr. Beaten said~ first;J. thatrrtuclear.~warlwas.Jconi.pletely 

unknown territory, despite all the spelling-out of doctrine. 
:to :nThe threat of1escalation•would never1,diniinish in~the 'ni.ind tof 

th~.-~enemy.-j' ;~!11-; . .t.-lJL J.t.!: ~tl,;.iof:8 JC.i:: b<.)J-C.i:~..:.~~"~-") :.:d:.:::~L: .• ~"L· 'Jt~.:J 
,, f<;j'-::t-~1-=t- "''l -1Ird. ~'\t.f9' ~\,-:L .... JVJ.~ 1t· -C~C!.~-·JJ.•:;;~:-· :)..__l.,, ~.t £--?;!'.;~''1"'•1 ,.J"..tr:.p~t. 

., ~-: r .,,_;· c:.t- Secondly;. he:;thought tthe Americans were·.;attempting.: t"q:unify 
:c,~:their~ declaratory, anQ.sfire"policynand get<:away:;from this~- '.s 

.r~:! spurious, system,of.~saying~one,.thingiandlmean;ing· einothet;·l;•It :had 
beer;mrgued·1that .the. <?_ther:jside.'could;.:~_g:tt;be cexpectedi:to•.play _by 

;•, t~.:.:r~les •. which,made :,war~sane~.unlessr.these· rules-:.were'lbelieved sand 
· !l.: Lunderstoodtin;.advance;· ..,TherAmericansnbelieved·· that;ralthough 

the Russians had given no hint, when war broke out there~would 
be a considerable capacity for tacit agreement if this were 
technically. possible. i' McNamara ~sl-point:_was.;'t~.:t ~.i.i;L\'/as hi's 
duty to try to make war sensible. At Ann Arbor he had believed 

;,,: it _necessary ate :.engage cin ,a.Jpublic :·dialogue:£_t_o.: e?1;ablish the 
!l .. fundamental.!comprehension ~inlwhich.[heal thy ·~bargaining .!responses 
a:.~lOn~each~side·~,could;be established, :ron. l!l<l!\T t.~J . ..,.-rr o;~j:r:.>·. ,:~f.\ 

.!Jo~.roL~z!-:'0-":\.:'{.Qri\!' ~r.,:;!,;._~:;r;-d f'~n{:JHt~~_-.. fJ.r!~'v·-~·r:-tj'I:J !i":Of£;~. :JC~ r~ti: 
'lOC.:'''ro·!Professor<Howard believed i t~a mistake·.to r.think in '.terms of 

a estate rof ~.peace; and·,a ~state JOf rwar~·c;:,We :should tliink~in·;m()re · 
·Jr:Clausewitzian ;;t.erms of \~.!!when ;force :.is :introduced ~-into Jthe! oar-

• gaining proce. ss 11 "' ...... ~~· .~\"""1.·.-u:,... ... "lf"' i·:{.;...~; .... f·'-il 1. o,.{ .. ;-.,-.~,.::~ .. rj(~r;Jl · CJ·.r;;w· · 
~· .... ~ ... ) .......... ,. .... o;,;."'J- ~ ...................... - -

\. 
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It was not a case that -if the deterrent M.d ·to. -:be use4 it 
had failed. The deterrent .must continue. into the phase when 
force was being ·used. -The real deterrent t'o escalation wa$ the 
knowledge that if the enemy used· ·certain types. of .force we could 

.'ineet him· and do more damage to him than he. could ·'inflict· on us. 
Therefore the· McNamara 'doctrine of "no c i ti'es 11 ·wa·s intended to 
keep hostilities or bargaining at a certain ievel. · . 

General · Beaufre .saw deter~ence a~d action a~:. conipleme~tary. 
In peacetime we had lOO% de.terrence·and no action (although cold 
war or conv:enti0nal war were· still possible)· •. Even in a state 
of. war, .. there would always be a proportio'n of deterrence and a 
proportion of ·action, a dialectical- kind of aCt.ion at each level. . . . 

. . 
He suggested that the 'ma·jor ·problem· today was to stabilise 

the conventional level which was ·inherently unstable.· ·. Colli war 
would always be :with .us .. arid ·could not .be ·prevented j but ·this was 
more a matter for political strategy.. He did ·not ·believe there 
was any great danger of nuclear war, because the reciprocal risk 
was so great: the nuclear arins race was a .s'j;abiJ..is.ing factor. 
But it was very difficult to apply the ·concept .of deterrence to 
conventional war.· Perhaps the nuclear threat could l5e used· to 
d.eter .·co1:1ventional war as well. · , · 

M. de Rose said that this did not justify the·Soviet position 
that all major wars would be nuclear wars. He saw their refusal 
to. admit the possibility of any graduation as their deterrence. 
He did not see how there could be any understanding between two 
states with .. such' a different level-of nuclear· capability. ' . . 
. ·Admiral Bos added that . it was not ·only :·the number but the 
yield of the weapons ·which did. not allow .the Russians to .have a 
sophisticated reasoning .like.· the Ameri·cans. · 

He entirely agreed with Professor Howar:d.'s _.poi-n:t~ that in 
military matters to. be ·able to ·do everything one must be able 
to threaten to do eve.rything.. It was essential to .be able to 
destroy ciuas with huge warheads, not just to have battlefield 
weapons available. ·From this .point o'f view_he·w!'!-!3: wprried about 
McNamar·a' s preference for Polaris and Minuteman as opposed to 
Titan and Atlas,. because the second...:gemeration missiles ·did not 
have powerful enough warheads to be credible as a countercity 
or counter-large industrial potential :for·ce_. . .. .... :._: . 

The Russ'ians had· devel·oped · 50..:.meg~ton bombs ~each_ capable 
of· destroying -su~face. areas of ·UP to 30,000 sq.km., which. w~s 
about the surface area of Holland.-· It had been reported that 
i';f exploded at. -very· high altitude,· an area as large a·s · · · 
150,000 or 200,000 sq.krn. could be very severely damagea; 
and missiles even ·in .·silos would be disabl-ed. · · ' 

. .• 

General Beaufre reported-that from specialist discus:;;ions 
held in Paris it appeared that very high altitude bursts : 
could disable missiles. And it was possible that the Russians 
had made a. break~through in· the anti-missi'le~cf.i.~l.~ ... · We could 
not. ·ignore the possibility of technologi·cal advance· chaiJ.ging · 
the .present ·balance between the· USA and USSR. · · · . ; 
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•. ; M. d.e Rose thought we should consider the problem more 
from _the European point of view. The plain''fact was that 
because of .its size and density. of. population, in :6urope no 

. ,. distinction was· possible ·-in practice between counterforce .and 
count~rci ty .·_,, .This· was not ·the fault of the doctrine: ·techno
logical· evolution _had made the. ·application of a counter.forpe 
doctrine .inapplicabl.e ·to a European ·.theatre, . --Perha:rrs it was 
only really applicable to the American theatre where the 

- . location of silos .. was known· and the silos were a Torig· way from 
·.'- any city. ,_. __ It .was less applicable to the-Sovl.et -theatre, but 

completely- inapplicable to·i!.'urope. ·Thus ·the US, the USSR and 
-'"urope were on differen·t ·levels of insecurity and vulnerability • 

' ·. 

. ... Therefore the problem ;of buropean defence was a very special 
problem in relation to the problem of defence as a whole. :The 
protection that burope had until now derived from American· 
nuclear .. superiority had been. modified· by.technical evolution. 
Our problem was to .know .what•- doctrine could •restore .a sense 

.;.,, 

of ·security to ::c.urope. · , .. : , _ · 
"" . -~ -~:.• 

M~· ·vernant t'ook up Professor ·Howard' s reference to Clause
wi tz. He cons,idered that any "force. introduced into the 
bargaining ,process". wo.uld .·inev-itably be nuclear .. force, In· the 
light of what M. de Rose had said, was it realisticdo think in 
terms of maintaining the bargaining process even during the 
course· of host-ilities?· .> • 

~ -· ~ ... 
,,- ,_ , 'I l , · ~ ' . , .J 

_ He -saw two difficulties: (1) that it was not realistic 
:to think of the· use of nuclear force in the same terms as 
force was eJ;lyisage.d in the ·19th century. The moment nuclear 
weapons were used at any level, there would be an irresistible 
temptation to. either side -to settle things by _ _!J. J,lre-_empti ve 
attack .on the. nerve-centres of the .other side; · (2) in terms 
of the consequencE;!s.·for ...;urope, this would be !CatastrophiC. 

Mr. Beaton maintained that it was just as unrealistic to 
suggest .that. either side. would·launch.an all-out.attack, .since 

~: heavy .retaliation would surely, follow. . . . .. -... ·+:~~. j .. ~·" . 

· .. '·~~- ' '-"-:M. Ver~ant said that. th-is 'was one reason why we'·needed a 
b'uropean nuc];ear force,, to reinforce the deterrent'in just 

• ' such ari ··impasse between the two great powers. . 
. ~I. - .l · ~ ... _ 

G6neral Beaufre did not believe.there would be a•war• 

. Professor .Howard .agreed that war was unlikely; ·but it was 
our duty .to ,think about·.what would happen if it. did occur,··· At 

-the moment it. seemed that .8uropean 'd·octrine about nuclear· war 
was· defeatist,. We accepted ·i·t ·as axiomatic that if·riucl·ea'.r war 
brql!;e out we .were finished: there was no point in thinking · 
through after the ·deterrent had ·failed, ·because we -s·hould ·not 
be here to think about it. Was there no possibility of fighting 

. . intel-ligently as' buropeans . to ensure a -:certain amount·: of 
survival." ·.• · · - · ·· -.. · ... 

. . . . ~ ... . . . . . . 
. . . M •. de. Ro.se ,s·aid. that .if .a "spasm'.' war- occurred Europe 
would have• no· control- over it.. A-- "'spasm"_ war was.·highly 
unlikely, however:. .But .even in a local or limited war, Europe 
was far more vulnerable than either the US or the USSR, as he 
had said earlier. The real problem before our group was,how 
could a war limited to Europe and limited in its means be 
conducted so as to preserve some relationship between the 
conduct of operations .and political objectives? 
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G~n~ral Beaufre was very interested in Professor Howard's 
point about the defeatist attitude to nuclear war. The "Ban the 
Bomb" psychology in Britain feared nuclear war because it could 
happen, He personally did not fear it because it would not· 
happen. What he ill fear was the possibility o.f. conventional 
war. As tnen were not·wholly reasonable beingg ;(orce must · 
express itself on some level. Because nucleaf\,was so terril?le 
to contemplate we must not blind ourselves to "the great possi-
.bili ties of war at a lower level'. ' 

Professor Howard replied that the Ban the Bomb movement in 
Britain was a natural and·to some extent rational ·reaction to 
the offi·cial Government announcement that in the event of 
nuclear war Britain would be annihilated. 

Coming back to his previous point; let us-suppose that 
the Angel Gabriel told us there would be a war in 1980 and that 
we must think what would be'the most intelligent course for · 
Europe to prepare for it now. We could advocate adopting a 
political course of neutralism to try and avoid it; but if the 
possibility of such a war were accepted, we should have·to 
think about our policy; our planning, our forces and our bar~ 
gaining power. It was not right to say nothing could be done to 
prevent the destruction of ~urope until we had explored all 
the possibilities. · 

' . Signor Spinelli agreed ·that war w.ould not happen in the 
sense of one step from a state of peace. t~ a state of nuclear war. 
But it could happen gradually, by escalation, from any minor 
outbreak· of hostilities. A tre .endous amount of planning ani' 
study was being devoted to the military aspects of flexible 
response and other doctrines whereas more attention should be 
devoted to· the political aspect. The cold war would be with ~s 
for a very long time, with opportunities for subversion; . 
propaganda warfare ·and so on. We must not allow ~he other sid.e 
t·o win this type·:of warfare, but at the same ttme we niust keep 
up the search for a modus vivendi so as to be able to deal with 
any situation that might lead to war by political means. It !was 
not· enough for NATO to seek a common military· strategy; we · 
must try to get a common political strategy. 

G~n~ral Beaufre· saw this as j,ndirect strategy. The fitst 
half of the 20th· century was a phase of conventional war and 
the second half a phase of inmrect strategy; in between t~ere 
came a period .. of nuclear·terror which was the link and the 
balance between ·the two.··· fie agreed with Signor Spinel.li that 
we must try to op·erate ori the level of p-o·li ti·dal str.ategy, but 
we must. also'.'niaintain nuclear stability in spite of ·technic;:al 
evolution by __ an intelligent arms policy •. 

. . . ~ 

r.lr. Beaton suggeste-d other consid:erations which v;ere 
unfavourable from Europe's point of view. The most serious 
was that while_ the USSR had substantial options against l!;urope, 
she did not have ·a large force for use against the us. The 
discovery that the Russian-s have only 100 ICBMs meant that· 
the US had less cause to be frightened of war than .l'.'urope; and 
she.now had·no need to rely on Burope.for bases-. .-since 1955 
the Americans· had embarked on a deliberate polic'y of technical 
disengagement from Burope. · ., 
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. . The situation now, was ,.-very roughly., that· .tlier,e was 
a .US force. targeted on the-USSR and !i. Sovietforce:targeted 
on i!:urope, .but n_o appreciable force· targeted on the· U$. 
Thus.in terms bf.any ·strategically limited war,· Russia and 
Europe would be hit. In a-certain sense this might-create a 
satisfactory -situat~on from· l!.'\lrope's _point of .. y,iew- 'it had 
.gi.yen the Am\lri:paris such a· sense of 6or1fidence. in· the con
frontation vii th .. the Rus·s·i~s' that ,it might prov.ide. ·a more 
effective security system-.for l!.'urope than a mare carefully 
worked out system of forces in which there was a true 
equalit.y of missiles on.Russian soil or :j.n .0uropean hands, 
B11t undoubtedly theevoiutionary'system had pl,lt.Western 
.Lurope into an isolated and. vulneraqle position as·a hostage 
to the Russians_forAmericari good.behaviour, 

... Dr. 0'rvik agreed that. the :fact of the vast proportion 
of Soviet missiles bei;ng tar.get~d .on Europe, not the US, was 

. very disturbing. The_ 700 WRBMs would have gre.a.t black-
mailing potential in_a.periiJd of cris:j.s. And as the threat 
c·ould not be m'et in .Burope or by. 1'uropeans only,· we would be 
very much out of any bargaining position. It .really 

· j.ustified a more. logical. examination of· previous 13-tti tu des 
towards national ·nuclea'i; forces, -for example. .Natio'nal 
nuc;t.ear forc'es~ were. not necessarily a good thing' but those 
in favoUr certainly'had' a case. . . . 

General Beaufre supported Dr. %rvik, 

. , .While he. agreed. With Mr.· Beato~ that the ·Americ~ns were 
less threaterie.d than the :Buropeans, ·there was a threat to 
their major 'cities. from the very 'powerful Soviet IC:J;!Ms which 
was •more than. the Americans could. bear politically. · .Therefore 

·.Bur ope would be the battlefield in .the ·event of a limited war 
·between the USSR and the, US. It .was in Europe's interest to 
.de-ter·Russia.'and the US from risking any activity.in Europe 
.w_hfch could· lead to war at .b'urope .' s expense, through having 
a:·. nuclear for.c'e of our ovin. . 

. ~ . - . . . -·· . . . 
. Signor Spinelli said that if ~'urop~ decided to become 

a nuclear power this_. would be taken badly by the Russia,ns 
and the Americans. Europe .. herself would have to pay a very 

.. hi,gh price in terms of continuous effort· and expense just 
fo:r the . sake . of a psychological feeling. 'of being a great power •. 
But it'wciuld be a very lengthy' process, ·and at s.ome stage 

· . would. come: a inome.nt when·_ b()th. the .Americans and· the. Rut;~sians 
. had .. a. pommo.n aim .in stopping that process.. They could 
.threaten Europ·e, if ne.ed be· with riu.clear weapons, .and EUrope 
. Wqitld have t9 give. in. Ce.rtainr'y. it. was technically fE!asible 
for Burope to create an independent nuclear force; . _but· 
politically it would be disastrous~. In reality ~'urope must 
face the fact of her dependence on the US and put ·her efforts 

. fo cha.ng:i.ng th'e relations between Europe and· the' US in the 
direction of interdependence. An independent European iniative 

·would be more.dan.gero1.1s than the present situat,ion, 

JF.; Vcrr.anii dit! not agree· that ·it would ·oe mt'lre dang~:rous. 
M. da· Rose agreed i.vi th Signor Spine\li :that. Bur ope could 

not build a deterrent force except with American co-operation. 
But if hurope was in a·militarily· e;x:posed position, .this was 
dangerous for the West as a whole. Surely it was not healthy 
for the us for her principal ally to be militarily exposed? 
If the American reaction to this argument were one of 
indifference we should have to accept the situation; but we 
were members of an alliance, and this changed things. 

Dr. Jaguet supported Signor Spinelli. 
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Mr. Beaten thought the need for equality inordel' to cl,eter 
., could be over ... rated; ·.The· Russian· force· was very small in .·. 
·relation to· the American .force, :·and .. yet 'it did d•eter. It was 
not a question of the relative strength, but of the absolute 
damage given the wilL. This-faptor; and also the existence 
of an- alliance with the··US, must be taken into account before a 
European force -could be dismissed ·as ineffectual- to deter in 
its own right• · ·' 

Admiral Bos agreed with_ !-1r.~ BE!~t91,1,al"J;ho1lgh·he could not 
see a ~uropean force reaching the point of being able to inflict 
unacceptable damage_ ori _the ·.U_SSR, esp~ci_al;Ly .since· "the ~ussian 
response to any nuclear attaclr from Europe would devastate · 
Europe. · ..... . _ · · 

M. de Rose found the argument about devastating response 
not very convincing because the devastating character of nuclear 
war existed no matter who. were the protagonists •.. J'tl.:..~ilY conflict 
involving_ the US and the USSR E.'urope would be destroye·d .... But if 

· for that reason we. refused· to contemplate war, there would :be no 
North Atlantic alliance. But we and the Americans accepted, 
this ·risk. . . · · · 

," I I 

Admi-ral Bos said that if Europe. stood alone, he would be in 
favour of making as many.nuclear weapons as possible to defend 
ourselves at-all costs.·· But at the· moment- we had a· stable. 
situation, the stability- lying in·the fact that the Russians _ 
khew that they would" ·be. completely devastated by the Americans 
.if it came to a war. But unless it was suggested that the US 
vtould·- not honour her ·guarantee to . .C:urope·; he oppose_d the 
creation of a European force bec"ause· (a) it was not necessary 
in military terms and (b.) ·there was a -grave danger of it · 
damaging our poli tical.r.elationship. with the US. · · 

' . ' ~·· i . l 

Professor Howard suggested that. taking the argument that 
the value of a buropean force maximised the deterrent'effect 
against the Russians not because it could of itself inflict 
unacceptable damage· but ~because it would ensure that 'any war 
·in Buroper was. a.-nuclear war, then according to Mr •. B·eaton•s line 
of argument Europe ought . to- try to: develop· -the same sort of · 
·forc·e· ,to threaten··the Russians as the .Russians have -to thrsaten 
. the :Americans; · · that .would :mean- maximum yie"ld warheads- to . 
"inflict .catastrophic damage an· ·the USSR-. ·Whether it would be 

. technically POE!s.ible·. f.or a Euro·pean authar·i ty to .produce 
warheads of thfs ""type he did not know, but' •in strategic terms 
there was much to be said ·f·or trying to do so. If the British 

· • and French and anyone who joined· them did have an E!:ff_ectiK§ 
de_terre·nt against the USSR, then the Euro·:pean force- would/not 
simply a catalytic one but a:deterrent in its own right • . . 

Mr. Beaten agreed; this was precisely what the British 
Government -says about the British force , __ ;:~d .. it .was true. 'He did 
not· think the si-ze of the warhead was- so im'po·rtant ""'" 2-mega"ton 
we a: pons· were quite sufficient. It was the. counterci ty -· 
capacity which counted-. . 

Dr. 0rvik.agreed.witli A~mir:.{~':Bos that the Aniericans did 
not want a ..:iuropean :f'orce, and he was aware of all the arguments 
against.· On the other hand, looking ahead·, _w_e must take many 
possibilities! into account. He ·was 'inclined to -the view that 
although creation of such .a force would involve risks., the risks 
would not be much greater than those involved in letting this 
issue ride. 
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Admiral Bos reaffirmed the position he had expressed in 
London: the British and French national forces should continue 
in being, but in order not to damage relations with the US both 
countries .. should declare that for the duration of NATO in i t!3 
present form they will integrate their nuclear forces· into : 
the alliance. In this way the future would be safeguarded. 
But in the present situation, it was highly dangerous to thi~ 
of playing political nuclear strategy from different capita+s. 

II. Command and.Control in.NATO 

Type I - Creation of a Nuclear Executive 

G~n~ral Beaufre suggested that in solutions of this typ~ 
it was not only the number of participants which mattered ~u~ 
also their power. · · 

Signor Spinelli maintained that in a war situation control 
must remain in the hands of.one man, whoever he may be. It was 
nor-conceivable that three or four could share responsibility. 

! 

In the planning phase, he thought it would be difficu,.lt 
to organise consultation on th" basis of national representation. 
\ife must begin to .build somethine to represent the community, 
however gradual a proc€ss this might be, otherwise the planning 
group would find themselves trying to get the sum of national 
points of view. ·If differing national viewpoints always had 
to be reconciled, paralysis could result. 

M. de Rose disagreed. He maintained that it was essen1;ial 
to have national representatives because only Governments . 
could commit their states to a certain course of action. Until 
such time as we had a European Government, Signor Spinelli'~ 
proposal would mean a group of men with neither responsibility 
nor authority deliberating matters of the highest importance; 
this was out of the question. 

G~n~ral Beaufre supported M. de Rose. In practice the 
difficulties of working together as allies were much greater 
than the optimistic supporters of a united Europe imagined. 
That did not mean we should not try; . we could not avoid the · 
problem. He recalled his personal .experience of the tripartite 
consultation over Berlin to illustrate that gradually, despite 
the differing national points of view, it was possible to arrive 
at a common position·. · --

.·Mr. Be a ton asked G!Gneral Beaufre if he felt that. the con
sultation over Berlin would have been as effective if Berlin 
had peen a true NATO responsibility. Was that type of agreement 
possible on a wider s~ale? 

.Gen~ral Beaufre said it was important to distinguish 
between consultation and decision. No decision could ever be 
reached by 12 or 15 people discussing together, but a decision 
could evolve from a restricted group - four people at most. 
There must be general consultation on a wide basis, so that all 
members of the alliance were in the picture and there waf? a 
general sense of everyone's opinion, but the deliberations from 
which a decision would evolve, although one man would have the 
actual responsibility of deciding, would have to be conducted 
by a small group •. 
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Mr. ·Haagerup agreed that in matters involving NATO th~ 
'views .of the smaller.nations could not be ignored, ·However, 
many of the sophisticated· proposl:!-ls would not·appeal'to the 
smaller.· countries;. from their internal political point of ~view 
it 'would be disadvantageous. for the,ir Governments to be involved 
in complicated planning on a_difficult issue •. · It would ·be ,much 
easier. for them to· persua_de. p1,1:t>lic opinion aft.er a successful 
crisis management that everything had happened for the' best. 

_There were mariy issues b~st .left to _the great powers to handle. 
Therefor·e he thought there was much to be said for the idea of 
wider general consul tat ion ·arid then the sma-ller nations giving 
their.proxy vote, mentally, to one of the ~arger powe~s. 

· · M. Vermirit said that of the solutions J?roposed under TYPe I 
he 'would prefer (b) , perhaps com~ined with t a.) • He though~ 
Klaus Knorr•s suggestion of five nations to control nuclear 
planning seemed reasonable; he did not object to the WEU · 

· Assembly proposal for two rotat:lrig members· instead· of' Germany 
and Italy, . But this was on the planning level. He thouglit. it 
would 'be necessary to cr~ate.a nuclear executive body as well, 
which could ·be the US-French-British body suggested by.Norstad, 
He did not agree, however, with majority voting and decision; 
decision must remain a national responsibility. : 

L'fhere was general agreement that Norstad's proposal 
permitted a national neg'ati ve· decision, sit10e· ·if ·_two out of- the 

· three we're. o,pposed· to. ag_tion then none of them could -ac~7 
' ' 

Admiral Bos l':.sked v;hat decisions Norstad meant this body 
to take: did he have in mind decisions on matters of peace and 
war, or only on fighting in .l!.urope? Did he mean the-total !night 
of the West, or the use o'f. certain weappns <;>nly-? The question 
of decision-taking-was far more important than that of committees 
tor guiP.elines and deliber~tion. 

•• J> 

M. de Rose thought Norstad meant a' decision on the right 
to use nuclear w.eapons. 

' . ' 

. M.' Vernant agreed; : .. Norstad was tr;ying to meet h'uropean 
susceptibilities while avoiding the argument of 15 fingers on the 
trigger - he was .proposing'3 fingers instead. Of course a 
decision on the ,use of all nuclear weapons could only be taken 
by the President of the· us or 'Prime Ministers, so'presumably they 
would be this executive within NATO. But he did not understand 
the relationship between:that executive and the Commander-in-Chief. 

- . ·-· .. 
. _ Admiral Bos said h~· thought Norstad had been thi:hki~g about 

the case of a war in Europe in a situation·where the shield, 
forces, were in action and strategic' nuciear weapons, had not been 
used;"if th~ military situation deteriorated, the crucial decision 
whether tactical nuclear weapons may or may not be employed · 
would haye to be take:J:l.. To allay anxiety in, Germany and France 
that these weapons ·woul.d ·not be. used in 'time, Norstad wanted. to 
have an executive body iri the heart of .;urope which could .. · 
authorise the use of these weapons. He thought this must be the 
idea .behind Norstad' s proposal, because otherwise if we envisaged 
i;hi~ ·executive having co"ntroi over 'Je_stern .policy as· a. whole .. it 
would am·ount· 'to the direc·torate which de Gaulle has proposed in 
1958. Authority for the use of strategic nuclear weapons ·could 
only be given by the President o.f the US. Therefore this 
execut;i ve must be limited to .fiightirig in Europe~ · · 

G6n~ral Beaufre agreed that responsibility" for authorising 
the general use of nuclear weapons must remain with the President 
of the us. 
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Mr. Beaten said that Norstad had come up against,two 
elements in McNamara's policy: (1) the fundamental point that 
nobody but the President could take the decision to authorise 
the use of nuclear weapons; · and ( 2) that the idea of a lo6al 
nuclear strategy was inconceivable. The notion of a central 
.!Eur.opean war with certain weapons involved only and detached 

• 

from the progress of the war in general was quite foreign to 
McNamara's point of view. The executive body could easily be 
changed into the delegates of Governments, but this was not quite 
what Norstad had envisaged. 

General.Beaufre said t:he delegate would.have to be a very 
high-level representative· in close touch with his ·Chief Executive, 
whose point of view he would put forward. 

-Professor Howard said that therefore a decision to 
tactical weapons in Europe would not be taken merely in 
context but in the context of the global confrontation. 
only be taken at Head of Government level and could not 
delegated. 

Mr. Beaten agreed that this was so. 

use 
a ~uropean 
It could 

be 

General Beaufre brought the discussion back to the three 
solutions in the paper, mentioning M. Vernant's idea of a five
nation body for planning with a three-nation executive which 
would consist of delegates in permament contact with their 
Governments. 

M, de Rose considered the WEU Assembly idea of two members 
rotating every two months was useless from the planning point 
of view. To be able to take any responsibility for serious 
plaiU1ing a country would have to be a member for two years 
rather than two months. 

He suggested that Norstad's proposal for an executive body 
operating on guidelines laid down by the full NATO Council 
would be a convenient way of associating the smaller countries. 
They would participate _in the drawing up of the guidelines, and 
after the executive group had done its planning, the results 
would be communicated to the wider group. Would that not be 
sufficient association? · 

General Beaufre agreed with M, de Rose's first point. 
However, the concept of five members was reasonable, The views 
of Germany and Italy were important and they must be represented 
together with the three nuclear powers. If the other nations 
must be represented, even by a rotating post, then there would 
have to be a sixth member. 

Admiral Bos believed that even five was too large a 
number; he would prefer to see the executive limited to the 
three nuclear -powers. 

Dr. Jaguet maintained that the principle of one ar two 
rotating posts would make the proposal politically more acceptable 
to smaller countries. · 

Mr. Haagerup took the opposite view to Dr. Jaquet for the 
reasons he had already explained, Moreover it must be a small 
executive to be efficient. 
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M, Vernant explained that, the .. system he envisage a, was 
not intended to function in time of ·crisis. He was thinking of 
planning, which could take place first on the level of the 15 
for guidelines, then on the level o'f the'five £6r more precise 
planning, and then a more. detailed and _intimate exchange of 
views on the b~sis of personal contact between representatives 
of the tlu;'ee nuclear powers~ Bu); .in a crisis; things woul\l be 
different. 

Dr. 0'rvik. could not give unqualified support to .Mr •. 
Haagerup. He considered that for public opinion it might be as 
bad to be out ·of the picture as to be in. 

Signor Spine'lli reaffirmed his view that an attempt mu"t 
be made to develop community thinking and.commun:Lty loyalty.

. In addition to whatever arrangP.ments were made for nationa], 
representation, a start should be made on a b'uropean planning 
commission. 

Gen~ral Beaufre objected that this ·would complicate tlfings 
by adding yet another point of v.iew 'to the national points ·of 
view. In .his personal experience at SHAPE and on .the Standing 
Group, ·and in the Suez campaign, he had come to appreciate 'very 
keenly the difference between being subordinate to the authority 
of an integrated body and being subordinate to the authority of 
a national· government'~ It was extremely difficult in grave 
situations to give full authority e.ven to a body like NATO. 
When it cam~ to the point of taking action; at the highest level 
of operation there must be a national right of veto; · 

.. 
··-.· 
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SATURDAY AFTERNOON - 21 MARCH 

COMMAND AND CONTROL IN NATO (Cont.) 

Type II - Reform of NATO Machinery· 

• 

Mt. Beaton wondered how many people who had supported solutions un-
-· der Type I this morning were re-ally supporting Type I:r; Type I solutions 

envisaged real executive powers, and there was general agreement that real 
executive powers without consultation was out of the question. But a funda
mental difficulty of Type I or Type II solutions was how we· could possibly 
talk about the tactical· without reference to the .strategic problem, or th~ 
national without·relation to the international problem. • 

On (b), he thought the idea of a SACAIR and a SACEUR was nonsense. 
seemed to-be what we were really talking about, combined possibly with 
which caine to much the sarpe thing; ·this "equipe" must_ofcourse rep-

resent Heads·of Government. 

Adding to what was said yesterday about TV sets, we ought to recog
nise the potential of the supersonic aircraft. By.l970 we could easily 
envisage ari alliance cabinet meeting twice a week in Washington; However, 
this was a purely technical point. - The important. thing was that we wanted 
the capacity to act together in viar and in crisis management, and this J!!!!!!i 
involve the whole range of weapons, not just the. nuclears •. 

I 
Admiral Bos fully supported Mr. Beaten 1 s last. point 

M. de Rose said that Type I and Type II solutions turned always 
in the same difficulty: how to reconcile reaching a decision which must in 
practice be taken by the US-President with creating a system-which gives the 
Europeans a feeling of being part of that system and a sense of exercising 
a certain influence on the decisions affecting their fate. Consultation 
and common appraisal of the situation was perfectly possible; but it was 
not possible to participate in the decision-making unless each of us had 
his own weapons and co-operated in planning. Consequently although he 
thought (a) the idea of a civil and military secretariat was worth consider -
ing and might be better than what we have now, it would not solve the funda
mental problem to which in fact he saw no solution. It would be a pallia
tive, not a remedy. 

On (b), he agreed with Mr. Beaton. NATO military opinion was 
unanimous that a separation of nuclear responsibility from general opera
tional responsibility would make the conduct of a battle impossible, and 
his own studies led him to the same conclus$on. 

General Beaufre recalled his view that at the highest level there 
must be a national right of veto. Therefore a NATO Chief of Staff could 
not assume all the responsibilities of the present Standing Group. However, 
one advantage of a NATO General Staff would be that it would curb the power 
of the NATO Commanders. NATO was a body with very powerful arms but no h~ad. 
SACEUR and SACLANT were almost autonomous, and if they were men with strong 
personalities they exceeded the limits of their responsibilities as institu
tional officers. We needed a head, but the Standing Group as constituted · 
today was not a head, In this sense it would be good for the alliance 
to have a small committee as a permat'.ent group. 

On (b), it was nonsense to suggest that SACAIR should have respon
sibility for all nuclears except for short-range ones, which meant those 
actually used on the battle-field. In battle almost any weapon could be 
used in a tactical or strategic sense - it was a question of the mission. 
There was a contradiction here. 
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"(.~ integratioii ·c,r' ~pe~~ ~-:.;:01 :-;- ;:.,1 -~;i.1l.r oq !.<rc.i:~,; ,.,.,.,, <•u-rGfltanoo oa -"i;Jo".; 
r-o ~.!· '"T:l o_.,..~,.'J • .:q . ..:n•:~ ... .. -1 ... (l~ ... .~-- . , .... "' - ,.r ~,.. .. b;. •):1-+ 3•.r~ 

.sij:'·c~;;-.. •''-1' -~·:: Arfr r...-..frfn""~ tf":Ji·!~-.r '1!'\'TO~ -rt~olJ.r..."!! Maqor.rt.!~'l .c •-- ~~ ~ ".' ~ ;J · t>-··::C:~· :.~M. ·vern'ant. X:':l.~~lled;,th!l.• discussion :in1 Londort:i:mt·thislsub'jec~; _"'UThe 
minimumfpossibility wae ·continuation of the British.andrFrenchtnatioi\aJJO'l 
forces in close co-operation and on the understanding that the two· forces 
w~uld, !,lt~~ , !l;S a. ~~~~e,;~r.) t~e ~ ~ecuri ty o~, the c whole 10C ~e_s:tern . ~o:pe ~ 
Tli~: ~~',wa\3~~ ~ope~.t ~~'::t~ ,\V~ th ta, PresJ.den~ ·of the 1Un1. te~ l StatE!~ ~~.; 
Eur9pe; · ~ ~h t t~t.-~~e po\Ver~ ,!:'-s :l~he )'resident j of~ the IUS·, :who! l!ould fha':~~ ~t 
his'disposal'European,·not naticnal, forces. Would the United<States·~~ 
Government really be in favour· of that? . 

. ·~ 

_.. ~· :--· ....... ~,.,- 17 ..,. .. ~··{~::d:\l .. _.r[:" ;trr{j' !·"tJ':::~·~"j.tril j!I~t;,~_o3 ?="~~~-~ __._ c , .. L-

. or. c.. SJ.,gnOr ·sp:l.rielh ma,intained j;hat: a ,European :force;· was •only 1 of ·aca-
deiti:l.c 'interest. because ,at t,he'~moment ·only :n,ational c forces· existed·; S'l'<Certai.nly 
a decision 'to'cr.eate .·a: Elfropelizl:,force,wo\l,ld tbe ·a ,decisiori to 'create •a:·u'riited 

, --·'-' , ' • 1 dro o •• _ • _ .... .-- -', Oo; •·•-- n ' . _ ,. .- ~, , ~ ,, ,.. •• 

.. :States of Europe, . but. this had.,no, osignifica,nce ·.now;·~ the 'pracj;:icil.l'·problem 
for''the l;iiesent~was' hm(to' link'the- British and French forces. to the r.~r:-:~·n 
American force,' · · 

.• r ' - • l.., ,..,..._;..,.,. .. , .. <;) .... """"'t\..<1 Q~orr sh .. a 
•'" i _,..cr.,: t'I'C"o- "'!f'1.._ · r:• J-,/ -'-'' J "'.,..C"- ~ -------·~~~-

. There were two different schools of thought behind a European 
nuclear nuclear,force, , Monnet.represented 1 onelschool<wli:l.ch<saw~a European 

., ~ . .,~r. - •. ' • • /"-' r , .. ~- ... • ·,,___ • - - ~ . . •_ • . . ·• ••1 
-force· a~;.a' b~gai~; '?:;>unje~ L~.<> ge~: ,fuller integra~ion l Wi ~h :the r Am~r~~~~-' 
At~ bottom thJ.s ·idea .was .partnership .. ..,,, The . other; school ofi thought was ·re- : 
pr~~ent~ ,'li;r~ de.~Gaill.~e;~ w~~ ~lr~~ 1}las a, national position ~d~.woU14 ~l:l.k~:a 

'!I; EuJ::ope~ p~si ti~':l: as. w7:1.1:,~, i.His.Ji~~a, di~. not • lead, to: increa~ed coop':ra~ion 
WW:I.1~ the';A;»:eric~.,but ,t,~,rivalry~,r01 It·c'!as ,:possible to,disc~~ ··thi_s · ~ :·~~~ 
~uestio~ :nth' M,c!~et b_ec~u~.e ~~sl.~.il!\__, was t the: integration! of' the allianc_e.; ;; ·• 

•out'not with'de·GaUlle because he just wanted France to pl~ her proper"'f.K0 

role. But this was a political·question, not a military one. 
~ . •J: .. ·• .i~ ~~p~ -ro·-··1~-r'\ 

· ~·~ , o:~o'riiiisoi· .. io;.~~~:fe; ,.;.~"h~. :thi~~:v;~~·,_a:~~iyPol-i~ical ''quest~'o~": 
f·To•try to talk about·miht_ary. structure and.command·before!s'·politicalt 'V-·0 

authority~ existeii;was;'a; waSte~ or:ti.nie~· -~ ot fJ.f f,!J.icrr q::;;~ b::oo9~ c.ii' ,q:~1~ 
:let ·coeu t.i:l v .. '--"'r.v\!...t..- ~.1--~-~rr;:·:;.., ~n brnof.n "'C:.J -o:I··-t~atn:O:J .f!; >q-a!:u'J 

rtQ.~:-.siooez·~ nl !l~t-~ e!"'.!l \L ~r.n ~.~~~~ ... ~_;~- .... ~ · ·- ·. , 
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Dr. 0rrtk pointed out that Kissinger was taking an opposite. 
,, .attitude, to •the present'rArileriee.n:'atti:tude that di"scussi6n::>on· sharing control 

'.: must :come ;after European politica.l•unity; ::> ~ Kis!li~r 1 ii ·:poht: was "tha-t;_:wi th
• out. Euro~ean miclear independence. Political' illiity 'was not attaiMble;:.:; 
~:.~ ... - ··r·· 1'' ·:o r:·~tjo·.: .!&"'!..: f.!J·.1o\·;u ;;.t, ~C1.ls~:·:,·.- o:-'!'1,_-~p;,,, t'-'lw' • ...J i.H ~ .... ~ ... 
... . .. .., .... J>,Aj...... . ' •· w --' .. .. ••• ~;. ........... - • ., .... ,' ••• ,.., 

M. de Rose agreed that opinion·in•Europe'was ·divided as to whether 
we wanted to be more closely integrated into an American,system or whether 
we wante.d .to;be rable· to :speak to the ·US 'on _eqi.Uil1)ermi:i',. because equali~Y-
wss .. France's ai.lli,' not·,rivalry •. ·But'· we did' not kilow.what· the' Americans: 
wanted either. He agreed with M. Vernant that it would ixdeed be altruistic 
of the US to want to see a really strong and united Europe. .However, the · 
fact remained .that' only national forces did ·exist' in Mope,_ and ~this was 

;,: likely;.to,·remain the position for""a'Iong t:Une•·L·'Howeve·r;:the idea.,of the 
c .. two,national.forces acting as a' catalyst for'politcB.l iniity_in_Eui(lpe :COUld 

i 1 .. , ... e~ ~~,~ .. ~.i'-..t'!Jl-·.L,·;.JJ,.'LJ""''-- ... · -· . be enyisaged .. as•an· dea c.· • J., · " · • • ,. • - • • • -;.-
.-.:, .. _. • ~ ,.,.,_ .• ..,., •·_r""• • 1 -~ -+ ;!' ' .. ~Ol ~f ~"7 !4. 

1 ! • 1;. 'l'' .... .-" -, t ·. ·• V,.~ ... 'J-:::' . ., .,1L •. .,. • .... . • 
• ....... :: .... 1 o~ d·• - • ~ """.., . ~ . , • • ...... _ .••. , t.. _, •. ...,. ., 1 .t • .. c ~,,.., ~ -

--r .• • .1 ~1' . ~,·Professor Howard ·could•not visualise the British Govel'llDlent or.cpub
.,~.,lic opinion taking :kindly· to' the· 'idea of. the 'British nuclear. force. bEling .usl!d 

f ' _, .• ~ - • . . ,. • • • -' , ... ! -.. . .•. 

as,an instrument:to advance·c~rtalf Ai?~r~.c~,!d~as~~~<~o-~ow ~pe 01;18ht 
to organise.itself;·which was-what Kissinget really'8Uggested, or allOwing 
it to be put at the disposal of or integrated into a common structure,of,a 
particular European kind in which the us:plaYed'nO·part·at~all. ---This-·wie 
connected with the argument whether the British are Europeans,or not, on 
which:both•major:parties 'in :P~itliin-~were, d~eply.~vi:d,ed::;~::;-"J.,r ,t,_,_r_. ., 

""',. .-.. _,....,.,, ~-~~; :. ;;J.a .·· .• · "o .... r· ... f,,~..,.:~.~:~.~ ~d~- .• ~ .. ~r.o~: .. ·.:: ._.; -·· ,.::,~..-r<J r.:. :."'"···· 
_ 1.0 :'!l·Dr.-·fuik objected~that ~most-~PP<p:~t~r!> '?f,a ~ppe!Ul_fo;oe. sa'!'J 

•r-it· as a'll\eans of aohieving~better and closer·cio-operation w£:t;h,the Americans, 
· not their exclusion. - r--r0•· · • ·' ., 1 • · "" ' '----=-~-· -·--· .. · · 

. . i' • .... -·'"'~ r,foo ,. · 
... ,, ,~ ~---"Professor Howard replied that it was a matter-of·'s:tubborn political 

.. -1, • • ·~-~ ~ .,- r- _•,,,·.._ · - .... ··-. • 
I - prejud~ce rather than ·reason:'· 'All--sorts of forms of NATq1 nu9~ear authority 

would be considered practical politics by informed B.ritisn'public· op~on:' 
But the idea of a European nuclear force which excluded __ the liS, -even/tit~ 

,,., l US wanted the: British,tolbecome'·Europeims;·:woUld' run'in:to!veijr"Stubborn,i-
u polit_ical difficulties.±! . ..:- r'![ ........ "!.J - r.J.: .;.:~ ~. - ._) '(.~ -.!. .... ~- .. -- -~: .... 

· · • . .~ ~ - . ~ + • c-fl? ,, 'Ci } . oJ. l 
~ ' it ·• ... r j .... l • ... rf t _. "'\ ~~ru . .. j •£ • . .•• 

i ... :rl~': ....... ~J. '·' .. .;r•~ • "" ,, r ·-. ·- ' • - .;- t"· 
.•v:·'l.< -- .Mr.• Be;; -.E!~ said >there \vere-·aome~people 'in ·Brltisli.poli tical.life 
Wh() ~upported. this. 1 They were'mostly'Conservati•·es and iiottthe most.·in
!'J:u_ential; ,but :-they did· exist· and '18:'moilths','iigO'they thoUght .. their View,.: · 
might .pre-'1 ; ;--: ,.· .. '·' •c''t ..... :··~ t- .!. .. ~~:):;~· ... Jr •• •· • "t-~- -- · ·- · .. 

· VQ...L; • i1 ")~ ... ,IJ.o ~ _ ... ,..,.__.., . "'- , 

·~ ,P -.iO ~,;;o·.~.~t --. '. '",o!!'•"t .. ill':'"-

Signor Spinelli suggested that the Kissinger proposal was not 
. ai.J:ted at ,the . Europeans. at_· all'~ but :was ~. at~e'#'~ t~. convince- j ~~e __ Americans 

·~who were ,opposed. t"·supporting'de"GaUlle that'they,should chari89 their ... 
,• ~ ;pol?:_cy • • : .It ,was fashionable •ih 'the us 'jus't '"now 'to''speak of h~1ping Europ~. 

not de_ Gaulle·,"bu:t· :he believed·· th!it' Kissi.iiier•i3': real aim: was: to help the 
• ... ' ·: 1..;: •-tl' r1 I - -~~~ ' Freneh •.. ·t .~,-"- :;~:··~·. •,r:1 lr:-.r::J"ll. ~,"!: '. · .::.t. .. "- ""~ 1 · ;t.:- - ..... - · 

~-- .~·:;.·~o1 r;. ~:.:o;T· 

M. de Rose agreed with Signor Spinelli. _, . 
--,.,-y•:"'' .- r··~ ,""; j·1~'~"()1.! •, .f!l(".':'~ ,r!·.·! .•. •lO'w .11 ~"': •,'' 

~· •• _, .. , • • • "f ..... •• ... "';._.';I "l ..... • 
.... ''"-r · . General • Beaufre·> commented' that ':according. to. what: the paper, report
e~_of,Kissinger1s.views; he.was advocating hel:P:to'Brit!j.in an~,France now, 
before the.creation of:a·:European·'force •. c:.ci:f-'the:Americanireally waitt;d' . 

. to help:us. save a·lot.Qf money-that wouldtbe''of ireat ·benefit: to tlie.alliance 
~B well. , .. J>utting:our.nucle!ir weapons.-at -tJie·'disposal,of our European allie~ 
would involve European machinery for 7rtuclear!decision, plarining.and.'use. ':"' 
But if. this idea '·had . B.113' real :aup:Port iri ··American· thinking .n wOUld· be . worth . 
exploring ...... ~ ..... r~ "~ "'.::>":r:t .... '1 ·;· ... - ~· ... ·t' ,.~ ....... • · · ·•· ........ - ··- ·- · 

• ... ~ , ..... .J ~ • .... • :?~ i "...:~~ . ··I,.,·-
~, .. ~ .... .,_ , ;. -:~ "J., ,::o·~.:. r~'t) ..i. 'l~JI1. . . ..... . 

Professor Howard thought it might be possible to envisage the 
~ri~ish saying .that they. regarde~· -their ~uc;tear _force" as·.som~th~ (to .])e used 
only in a European context~~ .ThJ.a·wotild b~ ·?' fi;rst and,,very :onsid~rable ··
step. The Second step would be to say··that if~7o1!Heto be used in a 
European context its use. should be discussed and plans made in association 

' / 

j 
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.... ;'"-:,· ....... ~ ~.;_;, ~!_,;.~··.-: ?'"':-~!)"~.:::-...-~ ·rn -~v::r.:..· ... ·;;..t ·:.::..! . .t:dr ·_ "{:' __ .. , 
''

1Wlth :Britam•s otner.European alhes •.. ThJ.s;.would be a very. gra.dual.process, ,.... . . r· -· . . ·- ..... . •-.. ........ .. . 
but it.c:iould be.,vieualised. ·: Eventually this:might develop,into'.tbe sort of 
machinery under ty'pes I. a.iid" n· where .there -would 1be· an international-staff · 

•' . I '- • ' ,. ~ " -~· ·•• ~-- .J ' ' 

for planning but .where,for .actual use in a crisis !the matter,would. be cunder 
I •• '. u-· ".:·' 1·,.,~ ••·• ·•· l. ' · "· ' ' . . • -- , 

·national control.~~·:SU:t. even so"he,believed.the,supposii(ioti that:;this would, 
...... ,,-,,.. ... ,~ •. ~.,. ~. - ·--- - . - I 

be a "ptirely"EUJ;'ope_an,affair. would .. give rise_t~,many politi'cal':difficultie-s. · 
~'!..'.l-":- ; -.-~ .. h ..... -'-·· -- -- '. ~·· ' • ...__ - • . , .. l . :. • ...p .. . 

~r ..... ~r;+~ ,..1 • .-n.- ~~---,.•p . .-· .-,•l: "'::•! ,..-:<:"':· ... 1 ;;.:~f~-!~1·-:?i':":t •.::.sn £\,~ t, _ ...... ~J .... -~ 
·
0

'·" ~ ~""General :Beaufre-agreed - arid not least for the imericana .~.wh0'8e 
doctrine it would offend. 

~~-'"~·,.q";! .... --..,:~ .... ":)!.:~·: ~~~.;-""-·!9 ";,JJ~~(.:rr. ..=.s::·':" -:·:~·:!: t-"Jtt.~T-..-.:· c~c 
4 

r..:-~lr·'.u~-- _ l.- .. "1 -~ .... 

TYpe IV- The MLF~.N~ .. p .. :-y~ f7. . .-tJo> <r-<:":1 .... ,.P·:·c""q·"'f ::r:4-, "::·.'C:l '"'!'!~· •. ~ t· ~.<J ;.~.l .•.. ~ J 
-·· ---- • -- . "·· '-'- ~;- •·· ...... ~--··-· ... • . - ,.. 'T i_. ... ,_..,+r- .. .,..o 

O...::oo .... tf ~,,) ........ ;~---0,. .-.d ~o-r/j,r . ._! ,,,.,~_. ~: ·;t"J"':' .~,!"'-'[t'1 or._j!.l',;·,_ ... ~ .. '": 1: ·-'}~-..... ::;~ .... ~ J, ... 

'-~;~;,0 '; {' ~_Herr· Ne:ll.Ch, asked':Vhethe:~· German opinion were sti~l ·prc>-·:~,' 
saJ.d he believed ~ t was, ])Ut tn:~ b&SJ.s for argument was. chang;Lng.·' ,.! The whole 
oohc~pt~ vias more closi;l:; ·~ied up with liill'O now, especially since ·Lemnitzer d~
bta'red that the Jll.Ji'"would .be a partial solution to the:MRBM danger.·· ."tL8;eit · 

• ' , ' '•' ... • ... • •• -· - ·- -./ • • - 0 

Y!l~ 'one, majo:r German, argument. in favour was that it ·was the only way by· whJ.qh 
a'treaty,on,iion-proli.feration of nuclear weapons.could be,made acceptablej 

;:-:c·, b~i"'pi)~-- :tha't' such a~:treaty· seemed less likely'. this motivation had' disappear~d. 
Thii prfucipal·B.r~eil.ts in· favour,of the MLF now .. were. (l):as a·mearisl:t6lhave! 

-a.s elo's~~e:ml.lita.ry-':integratfon with the US-forces as possible;'afid' (2)<·-1 
• 8.~0 a "basia···ror~ful-tner. steps towards political integration, \iinClud-ing·the' 
_¥i~:r;i~a1lf;j :·,~~e :~~~~9u~ d~sc~sion now on the MLF was however on'the;_milita.cy 

'1, level, and the .arguments -had become sounder and more favourable; ·-All ·the t 
military' m~nibers · of tlie"'sub-commi ttee which. l)a,d. just finished. its f report·- on 
the MLF supported it. · 

. . I~ ~ '+ _ r ...... : ~ ...... ; .. ~ ... , ., ..... ._.tr ,_ >~·~·.:l ::-y··(:l, .. ,1:. ! :11'"'.: · J'" ~ , .. f.,.. ....... r _, olf'O,'t. -.,._~"~'·'-''"'~!, ,._._,, __ ..,).,.,. ........ · ~ .,.._ ·o __ -·-- ---. --_:,- • _ .• 

··:: :"'~.~ Si@or-Spinelli ~aid that __ ,on,the -Italian side the·issue was-in-a
b_eYBhce; althc;>tigh it , could .become _,active: again. "· There was a . certain ·preii• 
sure ·froln tlie 'J\mer£cWi. ·aide·;·but the Italians were in a rather.·delic~te;Poli
tical position on this issue. The great fear that the Germans might choose 
the Gaullist. al terna:tive . wi-th Adenauer changed with the end" of the Adenauer 
era ana'"the inatt'et':w'a:w not now considered so urgent .... -~ .. :;.·;· .Tru re:' ,,;:~re 

6'";;.-.:-1,::.:; ,'i~v:.~r\-'-• .... -:. ..... , ···•· ~ · ,_ ~ - . . ~ _. .. -. 
.-;-;.l: t~. 1-;. ~ .• • ~~-- .. I ~~·b b.G:I .. ·:t ·-. [- 0 _ ~·~ _. .. -t ·:o 1 f', -~- r· .u:L r.·.. ~ r -:--.r 4 (,it .... J. ... ~ 

... Mt. Beaten said the British situation was interesting. ~'llhe··Con::.·. 
servatives were not fundamentally interested in the issue and so, the Govern
ment .had. a certain .f.reedom of,.action. , t But it.was· yery significi(mt that l 

. "c:Butier,~ in part:i.cul,iir,' haci;' deiciared categorically, "that there wasli:J.o·!question 
;..r!;"of a- ~!'~'i'f.~.r r c;>f a u~ho~.:i.-~y .!Jeiilg ~nyol ved, ~although' he must' !mow tlW.tc:the' ~! 

Ame:i'ica.ria.· and Ge:fma.ne: Wfr.e, s_a.ying. very nearly, the.1opposi te• :: .. : A!ca.ae was~,,,. 
r...•; :• apparerttiy''oeing. pre:fiiireii "'ill J case the Government subsequently.' deoideditfiey 

wanted to oppose any revision of control. On the Labour side there was 
pas~~9,~~!! .il?-!;~~~t.c i~ J t~~~~-'l~13~13s •. .-What . Labour !wanted :wasc more plann~ 
an~~ cori~~ol 1 ~vel: i n~c,le,ar w~ajlc;ms, ~not . the -.MLF. 1 Ha.rold Wilson ·had r commftted 
himself· strongly against ,the .!lLF, ,to the irritation of. Americans;'" •But' a' lot 

• ·, ... --n- '• ;' ; · ,-::, .. .... ;~....- .. ~ · •• o . : 

of ·evolutJ.on wa~ 'poesi~le. . There was a predJ.sposi tion in:-. the Labour :Party 
to do somethflig'Withntlie :GeTma:is;' 'and this was in a·.sense.contra.dict6:t'yjt6 

., ............. ~..... •• \.,,. ·\" .. ~ ·- .. _ + - • • - • • 

their opposition to the MLF. It could lead,to· an ·interesting"evolution if 
they came to power. ·.. -------·· 

'"'~t' r ... ~ o:t ;•( !"c::.·•:-.J~ L •J!-1 ";":"·)-f-J ~·'t•:r~rj:;_r:_;-1:;:' 
Dr. !ill!v:tt.-" said Norway· had rather hoped the issue would die, but 

it seemed they would have to take a stand and this would be very difficult. 
The logical thing to Jo wculd be to accept the principle and give support, · 
even if not to particlpate, but it was very hard to visualise Norway even ' 
giving facilities at the moment. This issue showed up the inconeistencies 
in American policy: so far' th0 new Administratic•n had encouraged Norway 
in her ~-nuclear policy, but this attitude workEd against the MLF and would 
make it hard for Norway to give any facilities. 

M. de Rose considered it a mistake to see the MLF as a "solution".· 
It meant integration, not co-ordination. With lOO missiles, if you have 
authorisation you have a countercity force. It was inconceivable that the 
Americans would s~isage authorising European use of the means which only the 
US could provide. Therefore the US ~ retain control of the force. 
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The MLF was really the residue of something which did not happen. 
The us tho118ht that after Nase'au-'the ·French would accept the.Pola.rls offer 

· ahd· would accept an agreement like the British did. · Therefore a :!"rellch 
:force would ~!l;le .come into ··being which would have hSd a certain value in · 
.American eyeJ/Wbich would have divided the French and British from the ··rest 
of Europe. They were sure the French would accept becoming a privileged 

· partner of the United States - the MLF was to appease the others I· · France 
persisted with her independent force, but the Americans were still stuck 
with the .MW, · · 

Admiral Boa suggested there was another element which Herr Nerlich 
touched upon, that the MLF was becoming more and more enrlsaged as.~ tacti
cal rather than a strategic force. Even a year before he re!'igned, Norstad 
was saying th:::tt thc:::-e oug\1<' to be :!.1. central Europ~ a replacement of tacti-

. eal strike fightem ·r-e..- tha iri~erC.i·~ ~io11 ?rvg:t·o.:m;.e bcoause of the vulner-
ability of: aircran.· Thci'tl waf; a.u a.t·~empt ·eo sell the 'idea· of land-based 
Polaris for this purposa, but the European Governments did not take to it. 

· Then the Americans came up with the rHJ!' with the double a.im of satisfying 
European ambi·~ions and aHa;yi.ng German an::..-i.e·r.y about the interdicti'on programme • 
. At first the MLF was opposed by· the milit~.ry and supported by a number of 
poli ticiahs !' but non that it was becoming erlvisaged mrire as. a force to re
place the tactical strike fighters ( which is what Lemnitzer really meant), 
it was military rather than political opinion which was enthusiastic. He 
tho\J8ht too that the American ·switch to this more definite military role for 
the MLF was to som& •o..:,;ent due to their disappointment about the lack of · 

. political support for the concept. . 

General Beaufre agreed. He maintained.however that militarily 
the idea of T.~etir,s ·~he medium-range missile threat with .Polaris was not 
sood •.. He did not like the· idea of surface ships either, because of their 
vulnerability. 

Admiral Boa said that Holland was participating in· the pre
liminary talks and had· .already designated part of the crew1 however, there 
was no great enthusiasm for the project. Belgium had declared she was not 

' interest.ed b. the> pr<:'.iect. 

In military tel'lliS, American unwillingness to consider European 
participation in nuclear control was because- it is a question of lighting 
an enemy \vho iS ultra-centralised; The US President has great :Powers, but 
our right of consul·tation would· attenuate· hi's power of decision.· In a 
crisis, the US·mulit have freedom to act. We should bend our etforts more 
in the direction of J?Oli tical strategy. ' ' · 

General Beaufre drew the discussion to a close. 


